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Greetings to you all ! This is Park Kiyong, the Chairman of the Korean Film 
Council.
Congratulations on the opening of the 14th DMZ International Documentary 
Film Festival. We applaud Festival Director Jung Sangjin, as well as the 
festival officials, volunteers, and all those who are working hard for the 
success of the festival.
K-Movie has achieved many successes, including winning awards at various 
international film festivals this year. For these opportunities for achievement 
to continue, we think that various films should be introduced at domestic film 
festivals in Korea first. 
The DMZ International Documentary Film Festival is a great opportunity to 
look at the trends of Korean and foreign documentary films. We hope that 
the audience will fully enjoy the experience of “Connecting the World through 
Documentary” as the slogan of this year’s edition. The Korean Film Council 
will continue to support the DMZ International Documentary Film Festival to 
present more diverse films in the future.
Thank you.

Chairman of the Korean Film Council
PARK Kiyong

Greetings to you all. This is Park Bo Gyoon, the Minister of Culture, Sports, 
and Tourism. Congratulations on the opening of the 14th DMZ International 
Documentary Film Festival. We would like to express our gratitude to 
Organizing Committee Chairman Kim Dong-yeon, Festival Director Jung 
Sangjin, and festival officials for their hard work for the festival, and welcome 
documentary filmmakers and especially to audiences who love documentary.
DMZ International Documentary Film Festival is an international festival where 
we can meet various documentary films from Korea and abroad in one place. 
This year, 137 films from 53 countries are waiting for the audience under the 
theme of ‘peace, communication, life’, the identity of the festival. These are 
works that present the latest trends in the documentary genre and highlight 
its value. We hope you will take this opportunity to appreciate the outstanding 
works that have received worldwide attention.
The slogan of this festival is “Connecting the World through Documentary”. 
The documentary documents existing reality, not a fabricated fictional 
world. Frederick Wiseman’s “direct cinema” presented the aesthetics of 
documenting, and Jean Rouch’s “cinéma vérité” pursued communication with 
the subject and insight into others. These two methods are different, but their 
ideals of reaching the truth of life are no different.
Through documentary films, we understand the world a little better and 
indirectly experience a world that we do not belong to. We hope that the 
stories on the screen, both special and universal, will become a medium that 
connects the creator and the audience, one world and another.
Now the world is applauding the amazing achievements of Korean culture 
(K-Culture). And our Korean films are at the heart of Korean culture. The 
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism will continue to strive to promote the 
diversity and creativity of Korean films. We will do our best to support the DMZ 
International Documentary Film Festival, which has established itself as Asia’s 
leading documentary film festival.
Once again, we would like to thank everyone who prepared the festival with all 
sincerity. We hope that the DMZ International Documentary Film Festival will 
develop further with the interest and love of many audiences. Thank you.

Minister of Culture, Sports, and Tourism 
PARK Bo Gyoon

Congratulatory Message
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Introductory Message

Documentary is a really fascinating genre. No script is as dramatic as like 
a fiction film, but it captures the raw moments of everyday life vividly. And 
beyond the screen, it has a powerful influence on audience and times and 
creates a change.
Every year, various pieces of everyday life are presented in Goyang City 
and Paju City, and their messages resonates with our society. That is the 
‘DMZ International Documentary Film Festival’, the largest documentary film 
festival in Asia. The DMZ International Documentary Film Festival has been 
cooperating with Goyang City for the past 10 years to promote the charm of 
the documentary genre and to discover talents in the film and video field.
This year’s film festival, which is held overcoming a long-standing pandemic, 
takes a leap forward through innovative attempts. Recently, we not only 
launched the online screening service ‘VoDA’, but also increased the number 
of main theaters to two, and we are trying to get closer to the citizens by 
holding outdoor screenings in connection with the local community.
About 137 excellent films from 53 countries will be introduced at this festival. 
Thanks to the filmmakers for showing us the moments of life captured on 
camera over the years. Like this year’s slogan, “Connecting the world through 
documentary”, we hope that it will be a place where we can empathize and 
communicate with the problems of our time.
Goyang City is creating a content hub for the Korean Wave that produces 
and consumes a variety of video content. If documentary is a window that 
illuminates the world, Goyang City will continue to strive to become “a large 
and wide window that illuminates documentary films” together with the DMZ 
International Documentary Film Festival.
Thank you.

Vice Chairman of the Organizing Committee, 
Mayor of Goyang City
LEE Dong Hwan

Greetings to all the audiences and film professionals who came to the 14th 
DMZ. This is Kim Dong-yeon, Chairman of the Organizing Committee and 
Governor of Gyeonggi Province.
DMZ International Documentary Film Festival, which presented various 
documentary films from Korea and abroad, is now leaping beyond Korea to 
Asia and the world.
A total of 137 films will be presented to the audience this year. In a difficult 
situation due to COVID-19, where filmmakers are cut off from both film 
production and audiences, and residents cut off from their neighbors, we 
would like to be with you under the slogan “Connecting the world through 
documentary”. To make it easier for the residents of Gyeonggi Province to 
participate, “Let’s DMZ-Docu Screening” will be held 13 times from July to 
October this year. In addition, through VoDA, the online theatre of the DMZ 
International Documentary Film Festival, documentary films are screened, 
and documentary-related education programs are provided, allowing you 
to enjoy culture and educational opportunities anytime, anywhere. DMZ 
International Documentary Film Festival was able to grow thanks to the 
audience who love movies. Gyeonggi Province will make further efforts to 
develop independent art films, including documentaries to enhance the 
publicness and social role of documentary. Thank you.

Chairman of the Organizing Committee, 
Governor of Gyeonggi Province
KIM Dong-yeon
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Congratulations on the opening 14th DMZ International Documentary Film 
Festival. This is Kim Kyung-il, Vice chairman of the festival, Mayor of Paju City.
DMZ International Documentary Film Festival, which conveys the meaning 
and value of ‘peace, communication, and life’ through documentary films, 
celebrated its 14th this year. We would like to express our gratitude to 
the filmmakers and officials who worked hard for the DMZ International 
Documentary Film Festival during these difficult times due to the COVID-19, 
and especially to the audience who visit the festival with unchanging love.
The opening ceremony of the 14th DMZ International Documentary Film 
Festival will be held at Imjingak Pyeonghwa Nuri Park, located in Paju, a 
future-oriented city of peace. We are delighted to host the most iconic event 
of the film festival in Paju. Through the ‘DMZ Documentary Road’ introducing 
the DMZ site and the ‘Gallery Greaves Special Screening’ in Camp Greaves 
located in the DMZ, we will share the message of ‘peace, communication, and 
life’ conveyed by the space, and reflect on the meaning of DMZ International 
Documentary Film Festival.
Paju City, a future-oriented city of peace, will continue to provide support for 
the creators of culture and art, and we sincerely support filmmakers who are 
moving toward the world.
Thank you.

Vice Chairman of the Organizing Committee, Mayor of Paju City
KIM Kyung-il 

Greetings to all the documentary filmmakers, film professionals and all 
the audience who loves documentaries. This is Jung Sangjin, the Festival 
Director.
This year’s DMZ International Documentary Film Festival will be held for 
8 days from September 22 to 29. And, DMZ Docs Industry, a platform for 
supporting documentary creators, will be open from September 20 to 25 
ahead of the festival.
A total of 137 new documentary films will be introduced this year. We are 
proud to present the best works to lovers of the documentary genre. DMZ 
Docs Industry, a documentary creator support platform, will try to revitalize 
culture and art support programs that have become more difficult due to the 
pandemic. 
The DMZ International Documentary Film Festival, which was held on a 
scaled down scale due to the corona virus for the past two years, will return to 
its former form this year. VoDA, an online OTT service for documentary films 
that was launched last year, will be used as an online theater this year. 
We sincerely thank all the documentary filmmakers, Gyeonggi-do, Ministry 
of Culture, Sports and Tourism, Korean Film Council, Goyang city and Paju 
City for their help in hosting the DMZ International Documentary Film Festival. 
Above all, we would like to express my gratitude to the audience for visiting the 
DMZ International Documentary Film Festival every year.

Festival Director 
JUNG Sangjin

Introductory Message
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Festival Identity

Mission
DMZ International Documentary Film Festival, as one of the leading documentary film festivals in 

Asia, aims to provide opportunities for growing to Korean and Asian documentary filmmakers and to 
give a field that cineastes and audience together celebrate the festival through the documentary.

Vision: PEACE, LIFE, COMMUNICATION
DMZ International Documentary Film Festival creates a documentary film festival field, 

Peace: to look for the hope of reconfiliation and co-existence overcoming the tragedy of the division
Life: in the zone where the forbidden area is born again as a treasure trove of natural wildlife
Communication: and to let all over the world people mmeet through the documentary films

The realistic tone and manner given off by the documentary genre is ultimately based on various 
stories found in our everyday lives. The new logo started off as a simple quadrilateral shape but was 

recreated by combining other shapes. This was then all combined into an image that represents 
the DMZ Docs. The logo also expresses the DMZ Docs’ intention of going beyond the seriousness 

often imagined by many when it comes to documentaries, towards a wider range of audience 
through its relaxing but intuitive design.

PEACE

LIFE COMMUNICATION
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Poster

DMZ International Documentary Film Festival keeps its identity every year by using 
documentary photographers’ work as the main poster. This year’s poster was inspired by 
the work of Kim Heung-ku, a documentary photographer whose photos are based on Jeju 
Island. Kim’s work is established on the uninhabited island of Beomseom and the surrounding 
landscape seen from the coast of Gangjeong Village. Beomseom, a site with long historical 
value, acquires meanings linked to environmental issues, historical symbols, and contemporary 
agendas. This is in line with the direction and meaning of the DMZ International Documentary 
Film Festival, where a connection between the socially underprivileged and the creator’s point 
of view was introduced through the window of documentaries. The graphic poster created by 
the design studio ‘Waterain’ used shapes such as ellipses, triangles and squares expressing 
various frameworks looking at the world. ‘DMZ Docs’ share a similar perspective aiming to 
connect the world through documentaries. 
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Festival Organizing & Excutive Committee 

Organizing Committee

Chairman
KIM Dongyeon_Governor, Gyeonggi-do

 
Vice Chairman

LEE Donghwan_Mayor, Goyang Special City Mayor   
 KIM Gyeongil_Mayor, Paju City

 
Member (Film Industry)

KIM Dong-won_Documentary Director
 KIM Ockyeong_Documentary Director

 LEE Gwang-gi_Broadcaster/Actor
 

Member (Partner Institutions / Related Organization)
KANG Heon_President, Gyeonggi Cultural Foundation

 KWON Young-gi_Chairman, Goyang Chamber of Commerce and Industry
 KIM Hyeonsu_Director General of Culture, Sports, and Tourism Bureau, Gyeonggi-do

 OH Changhee_President, Goyang Industry Promotion Agency
 LEE Yeongbong_Chairman, Culture, Sports, and Tourism Committee of Gyeonggi-do Assembly

JUNG Sangjin_Festival Director, DMZ International Documentary Film Festival
JUNG Jaewal_President, The Goyang Cultural Foundation

JIN Moyoung_Deputy Director, DMZ International Documentary Film Festival
CHOI Chang-ui_President, Happy Edu Forum

Festival Director
JUNG Sangjin_Festival Director, DMZ International Documentary Film Festival

Deputy Director
JIN Moyoung_Deputy Director, DMZ International Documentary Film Festival

 
Member

BYUN Sungchan_Film Critic
HUH Eunkwang_Secretary General, DMZ International Documentary Film Festival

HYOUNG Gunny_Executive Director, EBS International Documentary Festival
JANG Woo-il_Director, Content Policy Division, Gyeonggi-do
JEON Gyuchan_Professor, Korea National University of Arts

JO Jihoon_ Programmer, Muju Film Festival
KIM Hyeonggi_Director, Strategy Industry Division, Goyang Special City

KIM Jiyoung_Documentary Director
KIM Sun-ah_DMZ Docs Industry Producer

LEE Kwisoon_Director, Culture and Arts Division, Paju City
MUN Jeonghyun_Documentary Director

YI Seung-jun_Documentary Director
YOO Unseong_Film Critic

Executive Committee
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Staff

Secretary General
 HUH Eunkwang
 
Program Director
 JANG Byungwon

Programmer 
 KANG Jinseok
 CHAI Heesuk

Festival Adviser
 BYUN Sungchan
 KIM Sohye

Head of Industry
 Sunah KIM
 
General Manager
 SEO Yongwoo

Content Planning Task Force
 CHOI Yeojeong
 BAE Kangbom
 KIM Beomyeon
 KIM Jaeyoung
 KIM Jeongeun
 KIM Jinha

Event Planning Team
 SONG Heejun
 AUH Min
 CHOE Hana
 JANG Wonjun
 KANG Duhyuk
 KIM Raeun 
 KIM Taejeong 
 PARK Jihyun 
 PARK Jiwon
 TAE Eunsol
 WOO Seungyeun 

Industry Team
 SHIM Mika 
 KIM Hyunju Jude 
 KIM Keun-Young 
 LEE EunHea 
 NAHM Woo-whee 
 PARK Chahyeon
 SEO Youngsun 
 WOO Jinsol   

Management Support Team
 PARK Jiyoung
 KIM Youngran 
 PARK Dong Hyeon

Program Team
 CHOI Minah 
 CHOI Junghyun
 HAN Hyeshin Alex 
 JO Jeongok 
 JUNG Seokyoung 
 KIM Malgeum
 KWON Hyeokgu
 LEE Donghun
 LEE Jihoo
 LEE Wonmin
 OCK Woojin
 PARK Minji
 SHIM Jiyun
 YU Seona 

Public Relations & Marketing 
Team
 WANG Nayeon 
 BAE MINHWA
 GO Jieun
 JEONG Hyunjin 
 KIM Hayoon 
 PARK Soyoung

Screening

JINMEDIA
 BAE Sunhee
 CHOI Soohoon
 KIM Hyewon
 KIM Jongheon
 MOON Hee-Sang
 OH Ye-ri
 PARK Chanjin
 PARK Jonghyo
 SON Jeongye
 YANG Hee-chan
 YOO Hannah
 YU Ri

Contributation
Gyeonggi Provincial Government 
/ Content Policy Division 
 Team Manager_Kim Misuk
 OH Geumsil

Goyang City / Broadcasting and 
Media Team    
 Team Manager_Yoo Seongmin 
 CHANG Suyeong 

Paju City / Culture Industry 
Team 
 Team Manager_Kan Eunyeong 
 YOON Sujin 

Subtitle / Translation
Studio210
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Volunteer

Content Planning Task Force 
 HA Heejoo
 LEE Yousol
 OH Jihye
 YANG Jeongyeon
 YUN Seoyeong

Event Planning Team 
 BAE Inyoung
 BAE Snaghyum
 BAEK Junheum
 CHEON Seojin
 CHOO Yesol
 HAN Gyuri
 HAN Jungu
 Han Min
 JUNG Soyoung
 KIM Huiyeon
 KIM Hyeonji
 KIM Nayeong
 KIM Sohee
 KIM Subin
 KIM Yoonha
 KWAK Eunsaem
 LEE Eunseo
 LEE Jeongyeon
 LEE Seohee
 SEO jooyeon
 SEO Yunjeong
 SHON Eunju
 SON Hyojae
 YOON Taeho

Hospitality Team  
 CHO Yehee
 KIM Jongsun
 KIM Minsu
 KIM Yongdeok
 LEE Hyein
 LEE Seohyun
 MOON Kiwoong
 PARK Haejun
 PARK Mina
 PARK Minseol
 SEO Semin
 YOU Dosi

Industry Team 
 HEO JiWon
 JEON Sarah
 LEE Gieze
 LEE Hyunji
 LEE SooGyeong
 NAM Yunwoo
 PARK Jaeni

Program Events 
 CHA Suhyun
 CHO Haeryung
 CHO Yeseol
 CHOI Soyeong
 KIM Ahin
 KO Junhi
 LEE Doyon
 LIM Woosol
 MA Jihee
 PARK Changhee
 YI Jaewon
 YOO Hojung
 YUN Biseul

Public Relations & Marketing 
Team 
 BANG Seunghyun
 KANG Sumin
 KIM Euggene
 KIM Kyungmin
 KO Eunji
 LIM Jiwon
 SEOK Bogyu

Theater/ Ticket Management 
 BANG Jihyeon
 CHO Haeun
 CHOI Jeongmin
 CHOI Yoona
 DO Hyerin
 GO Yujin
 JANG Heejin
 JI Haneul
 KIM Bohyeon
 KIM Chano
 KIM Jungin
 KIM Minkyeong
 KIM Seohyeon

 KWEON Jubin
 LEE Gayeon
 LEE Sangheon
 SEO Junyoung
 SHIN Bia
 SHIN Joowon
 SHON Janghee
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Awards
In
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n Grand Prize 

A cash prize of KRW 20,000,000 and a trophy 
will be given to the best film in the International 
Competition.

Special Jury Award 
A cash prize of KRW 10,000,000 and a trophy will 
be given to the second best film in the International 
Competition.

As
ia

n 
Co

m
pe

tit
io

n
Ko

re
an

 
Co

m
pe
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io

n

Grand Prize  
A cash prize of KRW 15,000,000 and a trophy will be given to the best film in the Asian Competition.

Grand Prize  
A cash prize of KRW 15,000,000 and a trophy will be given to the best film in the Korean Competition.
*Additional Prize : LG Professional Monitor

Sp
ec

ia
l A

w
ar

ds

Infinite Imagination Award
A cash prize of KRW 1,000,000 and a 
certificate will be given to a youth documentary 
that shows power of imagination.

Beyond Creativity Award
A cash prize of KRW 1,000,000 and a certificate will be 
given to a youth documentary that merits a promising 
future of the filmmaker.

Young Perspective Award 
Prizes worthy of of KRW 1,000,000 in 
total and certificates will be given to youth 
documentaries that capture the spirits of youth 
generation.

Emerging Documentary Filmmaker 
Award  
A cash prize of KRW 10,000,000 and a 
certificate will be given to a Korean feature 
documentary that is a first or second feature 
by an emerging filmmaker.

Brave New Docs Award  
A cash prize of KRW 7,000,000 and a 
certificate will be given to a Korean feature 
documentary which shows passionate 
engagements with social justice and critical 
perspectives on the society.
*Additional Prize : LG Professional Monitor

Audience Award
A cash prize of KRW 5,000,000 and a certificate will 
be given to the highest scoring feature documentary in 
competition sections by the audience voting.

Beautiful New Docs Award  
A cash prize of KRW 7,000,000 and a 
certificate will be given to a Korean feature 
documentary which displays aesthetic 
experiments and achievements on visual 
languages.
*Additional Prize : LG Professional Monitor

Next Award
A special award established in collaboration with 
Gyeonggi Film School Association. A cash prize of 
KRW 1,000,000 and a certificate will be given to a 
selected film by the students jury panel.

Sh
or

ts
 

Co
m

pe
tit

io
n

Yo
ut

h 
Do

cs
 S

ho
w

ca
se

Grand Prize 
A cash prize of KRW 10,000,000 and a trophy 
will be given to the best film in the Shorts 
Competition.

Special Jury Award 
A cash prize of KRW 7,000,000 and a trophy will be 
given to the second best film in the Shorts Competition.
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Jury: International Competition

YANG Yong-hi 
Second generation Korean born in Osaka. Her directional debut Dear 
Pyongyang (2005) won the NETPAC award at the Berlin Film Festival. 
Afterwards, she produced Goodbye Pyongyang (2009), and her first 
narrational feature Our Homeland (2012) won numerous awards at 
domestic and international film festivals. Her books include the non-fiction 
Our Homeland (2012) and The Story of Chosun University (2018). 

SEO Dongjin
Associate professor in the Department of Convergence Arts, Kaywon 
University of the Arts. He is currently serving as the executive chairman of 
the Marx Communale and vice president of the Criticism Social Sciences. 
He is also the editor-in-chief of A study of MARXISM21. He is the author 
of After Contemporaneity: Memory-Experience-Image (2018), Nap of 
Dialectic: Hostility and Politics (2014), Free Will, Will of Self-development 
(2009), Design Melancholia (2009).

Jordan CRONK
Jordan Cronk is a film critic and founder of the Acropolis Cinema 
screening series in Los Angeles. His writing has appeared in Artforum, 
Cinema Scope, the Criterion Collection, frieze, the Los Angeles Review of 
Books, Sight & Sound, and other publications. He is a member of the Los 
Angeles Film Critics Association.
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Jury: Asian Competition

SAKAMOTO Junji  
Debut in 1989 with Knock Out! about a wounded boxer’s comeback 
attempt. Sakamoto has made more than 25 films includes, KT 
(2002),Children of the Dark (2008), Zatoichi The Last (2010), A Chorus 
of Angels (2012), The Human Trust (2013), Ernesto (2017), I Never Shot 
Anyone (2020), My Brother, The Android and Me (2020). His film, Face 
(1999) won him many awards in Japan, including Best Director at the 
Japanese Academy Awards. His film, Another Battle (2000), was an 
update of the legendary yakuza film, Battles Without Honor and Humanity 
(1973).

Ansgar VOGT
Since 2019, Ansgar Vogt has been working for Cartagena IFF/Colombia 
as Head of Programming. Before he worked as a programmer in the 
Forum section of Berlin IFF for 15 years. He has been producer, content 
developer and screenwriter for German film production companies. In 
2007, he taught film analysis/screenplay development at SungKyunKwan 
University, as a scholar of German Academic Exchange Service, DAAD.

LEE Dohoon
Lee studied imaging and cultural studies. He received his PhD in research 
on street films and wrote a thesis on independent films, essay films, 
post-cinema, and digital visual effects. Currently he is a member of the 
Criticism division of the Korean Independent Film Association and co-
editor of Oculo, a quarterly magazine specializing in video criticism. 
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Jury: Korean Competition

CHO Uhn
As a sociologist, Cho worked across academic boundaries and genre 
boundaries. She produced and directed the documentaries of A Nice 
Place (2009) and Daldongne 33 Up (2020). It is a series of feature-length 
documentaries spanning over four generations. She published a cultural 
technical journal titled Ethnography of  Sadang-Dong 25 Up and a novel A 
House Built on Silence(2003)

Fabienne MORIS
She has worked on Versus Production, a series of commercials with 
Zhang Yimou and documentaries with the first film of Jorge Léon or an 
Arte France collection with Wajnbrosse Productions. In 2002, she joined 
FIDMarseille as programming coordinator. In 2009, she created and 
developed the FIDLab, which she has directed since. In 2022, she enters 
to the direction comittee of FIDMarseille. Since the launch of the Doc 
Station workshop, she has been a member of the selection committee for 
the projects presented at the Berlinale.

LEE Il-ha
Lee moved to Japan in 2000 and graduated from an art university, where 
he attended a documentary Ph.D. course under Director Kazuo Hara. 
Starting with his first documentary Your March in 2003, he produced Latte 
Index (2006), Roadmentary (2008) and directed Goldfish, and Razor in 
2010. His major films include feature documentaries A Crybaby Boxing 
Club (2014) and Counters (2017) and I am More (2021). Using rock music 
as the motif of creation and human rights as the theme, the director is 
carrying out various video works coming and going between Korea and 
Japan.
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Jury: Shorts Competition

Melissa DE RAAF
Melissa de Raaf was born in the Netherlands and has lived in Germany 
since 2004, where she studied art theory and philosophy at the Karlsruhe 
University of Arts and Design. Alongside her work as a screenwriter, 
filmmaker and film programmer, Melissa de Raaf holds a chair for 
dramaturgy / cinematic storytelling at the Academy for Media Arts 
Cologne. In 2020 she became a member of the commission at the 
International Short Film Festival Oberhausen.

BYUN Gyuri 
In 2016, Byun started working in Pink: Solidarity for sexually Minor 
Cultures & Human rights. Her first feature length documentary Play on 
(2017) is about the podcast of irregular workers in telecommunication 
facilities. As her second film Coming to You (2021), it depicts the narrative 
of two women who face the identity of “sexual minority parents.” 

JEONG Jihye
Film critic. She worked as a programmer at the Seoul Independent Film 
Festival and the Seoul International Women’s Film Festival and served 
as an executive of the Indie Documentary Festival. She wrote the Korean 
version of Director’s Ryusuke Hamaguchi’s Acting in front of the camera 
– The Movie Happy Hour, Director’s Note and Script Book (2022), and 
participated in developing and writing of Director Park Chan-wook’s The 
Handmaiden. 
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Jury: Special Awards

PARK Sohyun
Park has a MA degree in Film from Graduate school of Communication 
at Yonsei University, she directed The Knitting Club (2015), Like a 
Rolling Stone (2018), Let’s Peace! (2019), #AfterMeToo (2021), Pallae: 
Womanhood Story (2021). She won the NAWFF award selected by 
the 201- Asian Women’s Film Festival Network, won the 20th Seoul 
International Women’s Film Festival, the 15th EBS International 
Documentary Film Festival, and won the 2017 Documentary Women’s 
Film Award. 

YOON Arang 
As a critic, she started writing literary criticism in earnest after winning the 
2020 Busan Ilbo’s annual spring literary contest. She published her review 
book Feeling of something boiling in the stomach (2022) by Minumsa 
Publishing Group.

KIM Sooyun
Since 2007, Kim worked in the PR team for the Seoul Independent Film 
Festival. Since 2010, she has worked for the Korea Independent Film 
Association and since then she worked at the Indie Documentary Festival, 
Seoul Women’s Film Festival and Seoul Village Community Support 
Center. She is currently working at the National Media Center Council 
since 2016. 
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KIM Seok-mok
After working as an elementary school teacher from the Gyoenggi-
do Office of Education for ten years, Kim developed an interest in 
filmmaking. He is the vice president of the National Film Education 
Research Association and has been teaching students on filmmaking 
and film language reading. Besides working with the students, he has 
also been focusing on his own feature filmmaking. He served as the Vice-
Chairman of the 2nd and 3rd Gimpo International Youth Film Festival and 
is currently the representative of Studio Seol. He is currently working on a 
documentary on Jeju 4.3. and Rwanda genocide. 

KIM Sang-mok
Kim has been working at Social Welfare Film Festival in Daegu. He has 
a lot of doubts with the career of the local community centered, small 
themed film festival. Currently, he is focusing on writing educational 
articles on Independent, communal and art films at Weekly Kyunghyang, 
Auro & P, Newsmin, Newspoole and Ohmynews.

Jury: Youth Docs 

Kyunghee University 
 KIM Dayeon
 KIM Namji

Dankook University 
 KIM Hyeyoung
 LEE Soyeon

Daejin University 
 PARK Sunmin
 YOON Seol

Dong-Ah institute of Media 
and Arts 
 LEE Seungmi
 KIM Juwon

GFSA(Gyeonggi Film School Association) Student Jury 
The jury consisted of 9 university students in film major and 3 arts high school students will decide the winner 
of this year’s Asian Competition. The selected work will receive the Next Award and a cash prize of KRW 
1,000,000.      

MyongJi University  
 PARK Sunyoung 
 KIM Jungeun

Seoul Institute of the Arts
 CHOI Younghwan
 PARK Jaemin

Sungkyul University   
 NAM Sookyung
 CHOI Jaeseo

Suwon University  
 JUNG Haeun
 LEE Yewon

Yongin University  
 LEE LaHee
 SHIN Jungyun

Gyeonggi Arts High School   
 KANG Gun
 KIM Dain

Kaywon High School of Arts  
 SEO Hyungwoon
 CHUNG Kyungsub

Korea Animation High School    
 GO Sumin
 LEE Chaeeun
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LEE Yumi
Film researcher. She studied film theory at the Korea National University, 
Department of Human Environment in Kyoto University Japan, and Asian Culture, 
National University of Singapore. Based on the contemporary East Asian film history 
and Film theory, her research is focused on local audiences and cultural translation. 

PAIK Jongkwan
Paik graduated from Chung-Ang University Department of Psychology, and Yonsei 
University’s Graduate School of Communication, majoring in film. Paik is continuing his 
experimental documentary and image research. His work includes They Answer Our Own 
Gaze (2021), Homo Quasi Novus (2021), The History of Perception (2018) Cyclical Night 
(2016) and Frequency Resonance (2012). He has presented his works through various 
channels such as theatre release and exhibitions.  

SONG A-Rum
Song is a film critic and a film history researcher. In 2014, she received the Rookie of the Critics 
Award from the Korean Film Critics Association for reviews on various papers. She majored 
in drama in the Department of Korean Literature and received her doctorate in 2019 about 
censorship of Korean films in the 1970s. She is currently a lecturer in various universities. She 
has a steady interest in Korean film history and is researching correlation between genre films 
and censorship while serving as a research professor at a university research institute. 

JANG Yunmi
Jang directed three feature documentaries and five shorts. Under Construction 
(2018) which deals with workers of the industrialized generation won the best 
Korean Documentary Award at the 10th DMZ International Documentary Film 
Festival. The film Flag, Blue Sky, Party (2019) is about the democratic union won the 
Park Nam-ok Award at the 23rd Seoul International Women’s Film Festival. 

LEE ByeongHyeon 
He has been working as a film critic after winning the 2019 Busan Ilbo New Year’s 
Literature Contest for Lincoln and Lillian Gish becoming 0 and 1: Planet Escape War 
of the Species. He has published articles in magazines Meanwhile No.3 and Fastly. 
He is posting video critiques on the youtube channel Critic’s Cut. 

Jury for the Preliminaries

International Features

Korean Features
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KIM Bo-nyun
Kim graduated from Cinema Studies at Korea National University of Arts and has 
been working at Cinematheque Seoul Art Cinema since 2011. Currently, he’s 
working as a programmer.

KO Hanbul
Ko studied documentary at the Korea National University of Arts. He directed his 
first feature In the Sky Where Seasons Pass By (2021). 

SON Sinae
Film Critic. Son is a fixed writer in REVERSE and she is both working and 
studying in the Criticism Division of the Independent Film Association of Korea. 

YANG Cheol Jin
Yang is a teach affiliated with the Gyeonggi Provincial Office of Education and 
a representative teacher of ‘Nuru’, a global citizenship education research and 
development community. While contemplating how to apply media education 
to school education, he has been involved in media education content 
development, teacher training program planning and operation, book writing and 
research.

Jury for the Preliminaries 

Youth Docs

Shorts
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Festival Map

Baekseok Station in circulation : Baekseok Station – Hotel Sono Calm Goyang – Hotel K-tree – 
Baekseok Station

3

Daehwa Daehwa 
StationStation

Jeong-balsan Jeong-balsan 
StationStation

GTX-A
GTX-A

3

3

Baekseok Baekseok 
StationStation

Megabox 
Baekseok

Megabox Ilsan 
Bellacitta

Saerasae Theater, 
Aram Nuri Art 

Center

Hotel 
Sono Calm 

Goyang

Goyang Flower 
Exhibition Center

(Open Theater)

Hotel K-tree

The EBS Space

Bitmaru Studio

DMZ Square
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Main Theater : Goyang Bus Turminal(Megabox Baekseok), Bellacitta(Megabox Ilsan Bellacitta)
Accomodation: Hotel Sono Calm Goyang, Hotel K-tree
DMZ Docs Industry : Hotel Sono Calm Goyang, Bitmaru Studio, The EBS Space, Megabox Ilsan Bellacitta
Event Venue : Saerasae Theater, Aram Nuri Art Center, Goyang Flower Exhibition Center(Open Theater)

Venue Information

Information Sep 23 (Fri) 9:00 –10 minutes after the start of the last screening
Sep 24 (Sat) - Sep 29 (Thu) 9:00 –10 minutes after the start of the last 

Ticket 
Office

Sep 23 (Fri) 9:00 –10 minutes after the start of the last screening
Sep 24 (Sat) - Sep 29 (Thu) 9:30 –10 minutes after the start of the last screening

Souvenir 
Shop

Sep 23 (Fri) - Sep 28 (Wed) 9:30 – 20:00
Sep 29 (Thu)  9:30 – 14:00

Badge 
Desk

Sep 23 (Fri) 9:00 – 20:00 
Sep 24 (Sat) - Sep 28 (Wed) 9:30 – 20:00 
Sep 29 (Thu)  9:30 – 14:00

Guest 
Lounge

Sep 23 (Fri)- Sep 28 (Wed) 9:00 – 21:00 / Break Time (18:00 – 19:00)
Sep 29 (Thu) 9:00 – 14:00 

DMZ café Sep 23 (Fri)- Sep 28 (Wed) 9:00 – 18:00
Sep 29 (Thu) 9:00 – 14:00 

Goyang Bus Terminal (Megabox Baekseok)_5th Floor

Press Center Sep 23 (Fri) - Sep 28 (Wed) 10:00 – 19:00
Sep 29 (Thu) 10:00 – 16:00Video Room

Goyang Bus Terminal (Megabox Baekseok)_4th Floor

Exhibition Sep 23 (Fri) - Sep 28 (Wed) 10:00 – 19:00 
Sep 29 (Thu) 10:00 – 14:00

DMZ Square_1st Floor

* Guest Lounge
Venue : DMZ Roof Garden(5F)
Target : Festival Badge holders(Festival, Guest, Industry, Press Badge)

* DMZ Cafe
Venue : Megabox Baekseok or Megabox Ilsan Bellacitta
Target : Festival Beverage Coupon holders
Description : A free beverage per person per day (Americano or Soda)

Festival Map

Ticket 
Office

Sep 23 (Fri) 9:00 –10 minutes after the start of the last screening
Sep 24 (Sat) - Sep 28 (Wed) 9:30 –10 minutes after the start of the last screening

Bellacitta(Megabox Ilsan Bellacitta)_2nd Floor

Ticket 
Office

Sep 23 (Fri) 9:00 –10 minutes after the start of the last screening
Sep 24 (Sat) - Sep 28 (Wed) 9:30 –10 minutes after the start of the last screening

Bellacitta(Guest Lounge)_TEALEE
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Shuttle Bus

Shuttle Bus

Stop Location   

Iisan Line 

1. Megabox Baekseok 
Goyang Bus Terminal 1F 

Bus Stop 

2. Hotel Sono Calm 
Goyang-In front of the EAST 

TOWER entrance

3. Hotel K-tree 
 In front of the entrance of the 

hotel’s runner window

Megabox Baekseok Hotel K-tree Hotel Sono Calm 
Goyang Megabox Baekseok

-

-

-

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

22:00

09:00

09:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

13:00

 

14:30

15:30

16:30

17:30

18:30

19:30

20:30

22:30

09:10

09:40

10:10

10:40

11:10

11:40

12:10

12:40

13:10

14:40

15:40

16:40

17:40

18:40

19:40

20:40

22:40

09:30

10:10

10:40

11:10

11:40

12:10

12:40

13:10

13:40

15:10

16:10

17:10

18:10

19:10

20:10

Departure from Megabox Baekseok 13:00 / Hotel K-tree 13:30  / Hotel Sono Calm Goyang 13:45
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Opening Ceremony & Closing Ceremony

Special Event   

1. Opening Ceremony

Date
September 22(Thu) 18:30
*A pre-reception 16:30
*Photo Shoot & Pre-Event start at 18:00

Venue Paju, Imjingak Pyeonghwa Nuri Park

Opening Film Keep Stepping
(Luke CORNISH, 2022)

Opening 
Performance

1. Special trailer performance : More × Lee Lang
2. Celebratory performance : Kang San Eh
3. Opening Ceremony Special Performance : 〈Breaking Symphonic〉 × 〈Keep 
Stepping〉

Host Actor Ye Ji Won, Announcer Lim Hyun Ju

2. Closing Ceremony

Date September 29(Thu) 19:00

Venue  Megabox Baekseok 4

Description Invitation of Film Festival Officials

Closing Film Grand Prize winning film
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Ticket Information

Price

Target Price Description

Goyang / Paju Citizen 4,000 KRW 50% discount for Goyang/ Paju citizen with a valid ID

Youth 4,000 KRW 50% discount for under 19 years old

Disabled/National Merit 3,000 KRW 50% discount for person with a valid ID card

Group *Inquiries 3,000 KRW Above 10 people(Docs on STAGE-House is not available)

Senior Free Over 65 years old with a valid ID card(Docs on STAGE-House 
is not available)

* Discount will be given only at the Ticket Box.

* Discounts cannot be duplicated. 

* You cannot issue a ticket unless you have an ID or an additional document

Discount

Type Price Venue

General Screening 8,000 KRW Megabox Baekseok, Megabox Ilsan Bellacitta

Docs on 
STAGE

House 8,000 KRW Saerasae Theater, Aram Nuri Art Center

Blooming Free Goyang Flower Exhibition Center(Open Theater)

Venue Period Type

Bitmaru Studio 5th Floor

September  21  (Wed) - September 22 (Thu) 
9:30-16:00

* From September 23 (Fri), Take a badge from the 
badge desk at Goyang Bus Turminal

INDUSTRY

Goyang Bus 
Turminal(Megabox 
Baekseok 5th Floor) 
Badge Desk

September  23 (Fri) 9:00-20:00
September 24 (Sat) - September 28 (Wed) 

9:30-20:00
September  29 (Thu) 9:30-14:00

FESTIVAL, GUEST, 
PRESS, DOCUPASS

Benefit

* Ticket can be issued for a total of four screenings a day (1 ticket per screening)
Note

* Seats that are not sold out online can be purchased at the on-site ticket box.

* If seats for Badge holders are sold out, you cannot exchangee ticket by badge. (Except Docupass)

* Cancellation and refund are not allowed.

* Badge cannot be reissued even if the badge is lost or damaged.

Badge Information

Reservation www.dmzdocs.com

Period September 15 (Thu) 14:00 - September 29 (Thu) 13:00

Payment Method Credit, Debit card, Mobile Payment
* Cash transfer is only allowed for Group

How to Collect Tickets may be picked up after the reservation
(SMS reservation number or reservation confirmation page)

Online Reservation
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Reservation Notice
* You can reserve up to 4 tickets per movie.
* On-site reservation is available up to 10 minutes after the beginning of the screenings.
* According to the policy, you cannot issue a ticket with your personal information only. 
* If you already issued a paper ticket, you cannot use a mobile ticket.
* If online tickets are sold out, tickets will be on sales to first comers at the Ticket Box on the screening date.
* Tickets cannot be reissued. Please be careful not to misplace or damage your tickets.

Ticket Information

Cancellation 
Period Until 1 hour prior to the start of the screening

Cancellation 
Fee 

For the day of scheduled screening: 1,000 KRW per ticket
* Issued tickets can only be cancelled at the Ticket Box.
(Issued tickets and the card that used for the payment must be presented)
* Refunds and cancellations are not allowed for personal reasons. 
* Partial cancellation or refund is not available. (If you want to cancel 2 tickets out of 
3 tickets, you must cancel all 3 tickets and then book 1 ticket once again)
* Tickets issued by Ticket Voucher or Badge are not available for exchange or 
cancellation.
* If the screening is cancelled or rescheduled by the DMZ Docs, 100% refund will be 
made to ticket holders at the Ticket Box. 

Cancellation&Refund

Venue Period Opening Hours Payment Method

Megabox 
Baekseok

September 23(Fri) 9:00-10 minutes after the start of the 
last screening of the day

Cash, Credit/
Debit card,Ticket 
Voucher, 
Docupass, Badge

September 24(Sat) - 
September 29(Thu) 

9:30-10 minutes after the start of the 
last screening of the day

Megabox 
Ilsan 

Bellacitta

September 23(Fri)  9:00-10 minutes after the start of the 
last screening of the day

September 24(Sat) - 
September 28(Wed)  

9:30-10 minutes after the start of the 
last screening of the day

Saerasae 
Theater, 

Aram Nuri 
Art Center

September 23(Fri) 18:00-19:10 Cash, Credit/
Debit card,Ticket 
Voucher, 
Docupass, BadgeSeptember 24(Sat) - 

September 25(Sun) 14:00-15:10

On-site Reservation 
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Ticket Information

Theater 
Admission

 / Exit

DMZ Docs hass on time screening policy.
Admission is allowed 10 minutes before the start of the screening.
Admission is permitted until 15 minutes after the screening starts.
For Shorts, audiences only enter after the firs on the second screening is ended.
* Reservation seat is not guaranteed after the screening starts.

Ticket

All audiences must have propter ticket to enter the theater.
- Mobile tickets are accepted with online reservations. (No entry with captured images)
- Ticket Vouchers and badges are needed to be changed to proper tickets before 
entering the theater.

Ratings

Admissions may be restricted according to the screening ratings.
- Children under 5(born after 2019), even if with adult guardians, are not admitted to 
the theater.
- Under 18 are not admitted for R-rated films even they accompanied with parents or a 
guardian. (Those above 18 years of age are still not allowed if enrolled in high school)
ID required for movies rated PG 18

Food and 
Beverages 
Prohibited

For a better screening condition, you can only drink beverages.
* Please wear a mask except for drinking.

Photography 
and Filming 
Prohibited

Please refrain from bringing in cameras or other recording devices.
Taking photographs and/or video recordings are strictly prohibited after the 
screening starts.

Others For everybody’s pleasant experience please turn your mobiles off.

Face masks should be worn inside theaters at all times to protect yourself and others.
* You won’t be allowed into the theaters if you’re not wearing masks.
Please use the hand sanitizer provided when entering and leaving the theater.

Megabox 
Baekseok

Please use the Megabox parking lot (3F-5F above ground). 
Free parking up to three hours. (Up to 5 hours if two movies are consumed)

Megabox Ilsan 
Bellacitta

Please use the parking lot of Bellacita Shopping Mall in Yojin Y City (B2F-B4F) 
(Opposite side from Goyang Terminal)
Free parking up to five hours is available based on the entry time (Including 2 hours 
of basic parking time)

Preventive Measures Against COVID-19

Parking
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VoDA

VoDA(Vision of Documentary Archive)   
VoDA (Vision of Documentary Archive), an online streaming service platform specializing in documentaries, 
meets the audience with a renewal. The renewed platform and application service will be introduced with 
the opening of the 14thDMZ International Documentary FilmFestival. With VoDA optimizing to the mobile 
environment, users will be more convenient to watch online screenings of the 14th DMZ International 
Documentary Film Festival during the festival period. Like its name, Vision of Documentary Archive, VoDA 
aims to be a public interest video streaming service model that has goals in expanding documentary audiences 
and respects the work of documentary creators. In addition to the online screenings, various programs will be 
operated at all times, including domestic and international archiving documentary films, Doc School program, 
and public screenings in liaison to offline events. 

14th DMZ International Documentary Film Festival Online Streaming Service
• Date : September 22 (Thu) - October 2 (Sun), 2022
• Content : If you pay at 24:00 on October 2 (Sun), you can watch until October 4 (Tue) at 24:00

docuVoDA Application Service
• Date : September 19 (Mon), 2022
• Depending on the Application review schedule, the service release date may be delayed.
• Free release in iOS App Store/Google Android Play Market

Domestic and International Documentary streaming service
• Date : Service all the time
• Paid / free service for VoDA subscribers
• Rental fee is different for each film (directly determined by the creator)

Doc school Program Planning and Organizing service
• Date : Service all the time
• Free for VoDA subscribers

Web http://voda.dmzdocs.com

Period September 22 (Thu) 18:00 - October 2 (Sun) 24:00

Target
VoDA subscribers Payment and viewing available in Korea
* Payment and viewing are not supported in countries/regions other than Korea 
(Site access available)

Time Available for viewing within 48 hours (2 days) after payment
* If you pay on October 2 (Sun) 24:00, you can watch until October 4 (Tue) at 24:00

Admission Fee Feature film 4,000 won | Short film 2,000 won
* Credit card, Kakao Pay, Naver Pay simple payment support

Number 
of Viewers

200 viewers per film
* Subject to payment of admission fee

Cancellation/
Refund

If you do not have a viewing (use) history, you can request cancellation/refund within 
48 hours after payment
* If payment is made by 24:00 on October 2 (Sun), refund can be requested until 
24:00 on October 4 (Tue)
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Program Schedule Guide

Theater

[Code] Screening Time

Title (Korean)

Title (English)

Running Time / Rating /
Page Number

WP World Premiere

IP International Premiere

AP Asian Premiere

KP Korean Premiere

GV

Master Class

Academy Class

Doc’s Talk

Tea for Docs

Forum

Lecture

Program Schedule Guide Program Events

Theater

Ratings

Premiere

G General

12 Over 12 admitted

15 Over 15 admitted

18 Over 18 admitted

MB1 Megabox Baekseok 1

MB2 Megabox Baekseok 2

MB3 Megabox Baekseok 3

MBC4 Megabox Baekseok Comfort 4

MBC6 Megabox Baekseok Comfort 6

MB7 Megabox Baekseok 7

MB8 Megabox Baekseok 8

MIB101 Megabox Ilsan Bellacitta 101

MIB102 Megabox Ilsan Bellacitta 102

MIB103 Megabox Ilsan Bellacitta 103

SH Saerasae Theater, Aram Nuri 
Art Center

OT Goyang Flower Exhibition 
Center(Open Theater)

OC Outdoor Stage at Imjingak, Paju
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[107] 11:00 -12:17
Kaiser of Atlantis
77 min ・12 p.138

[116] 14:00-15:46
The Kiev Trial
106 min・12 p.120

[125] 17:00-18:26
The Fire Within: A Requiem 
for Katia and Maurice Krafft
86 min・12  p.121

[137] 20:00-21:39
A Marble Travelogue
99 min・12  p.109

[101] 10:30-12:03
Shorts Competition 4
93 min ・12・GV p.83

[111] 13:30-15:14 
Shorts Competition 3
104min ・12・GV p.82

[121] 16:30-18:07
Shorts Competition 1
97min・12・GV P.78

[131] 19:30-21:22
Mariupolis 2
112 min・15 p.113

[108] 11:00-12:14
Ultraviolette and the 
Blood-Spitters Gang
74 min・12・GV p.54

[117] 14:00-15:29
2nd Chance
89 min・12 p.102

[126] 17:00-18:17
Masters Shorts
77 min・12 p.130

[138] 20:00-21:44
Like an Island
104 min・G・GV p.100

[102] 10:30-11:41
For Your Peace of Mind, 
Make Your Own Museum
71 min・G・GV p.56

[112] 13:30-14:59
Danse Macabre
89 min・15・GV p.143

[122] 16:30-18:06
 Just Animals+Nuisance 
Bear 
96 min・12 p.115

[132] 19:30-21:32
Rohingya
122 min・G・GV p.128

[103] 10:30-11:54
The Treasures of Crimea
84 min・12 p.55

[118] 14:00-19:00
DMZ Youth Documentary 
Workshop
300min

[133] 19:30-20:34
Octopus
64 min・G p.144

[109] 11:00-12:45
Matter out of Place 
105 min・12 p.103

[119] 14:00-15:30
Theater of the Sea
90 min・12 p.127

[127] 17:00-20:24
The Unstable Object 2
204 min・12・GV p.124

[104] 10:30-12:13
The Oppressed Students
103 min・12 p.156

[113] 13:30-15:04
The Teachers : Pink, Nature 
trail, Ridge between rice ...
94 min・G・GV p.96

[129] 17:30-18:24
POV 1 - Shorts 2
54 min・12 p.148

[134] 19:30-21:18
I am a Comedian
108 min・12 p.140

[105] 10:30-12:24
A Jewish Life
114 min・12 p.110

[114] 13:30-14:44
Home Ground
74 min・12・GV p.72

[123] 16:30-17:30
Home with the Exit
60 min・G・GV p.76

[135] 19:30-20:39
The Bone
69 min・12・GV p.75

[106] 10:30-12:10
Mutzenbacher
100 min・15 p.45

[115] 13:30-15:03
Children of the Mist 
93 min・12・GV p.46

[124] 16:30-17:55
Eami 
85 min・G p.48

[136] 19:30-20:31
No Way Out
61 min・12・GV p.94

[110] 11:00-12:38
Worship
98 min・12 p.64

[120] 14:00-15:34
Delikado
94 min・15・GV p.60

[128] 17:00-18:47
One Hundred Years and 
Hope
107 min・12・GV p.63

[139]  20:00-20:30
POV 2 - Shorts 2
30 min・15 p.155

[130] 19:00-20:19
That Orchestra with Broken 
Instruments
79 min・G p.136

M
B1

M
B2

M
B3

M
BC4

M
BC6

M
B7

M
B8

M
IB101

M
IB102

M
IB103

SH
O

T
Program Schedule 9.23 (Fri)
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Program Schedule 9.24 (Sat)

[206] 11:00-12:12
The One Who Runs Away 
is the Ghost
72 min・G p.108

[214] 14:00-15:38
Everything will be OK
98 min・15 p.119

[220] 16:30-18:04 
Once Upon a Time in 
Uganda
94 min・12・GV p.106

[234] 20:00-21:35
Keep Stepping 
95 min・G ・GV p.134

[201] 10:30-12:14
Shorts Competition 7
104min・12・GV P.88

[210] 13:30-15:16
Shorts Competition 2
106min・15 p.80

[221] 16:30-19:54
The Unstable Object 2
204 min・12・GV p.124

[207] 11:00-12:17 
 All of Our Heartbeats are 
Connected Through ...
77 min・12・GV p.99

[218] 14:30-15:40
Melting Icecream
70 min・12・GV p.93

[226] 17:00-19:36
The 2nd Repatriation
156 min・12・GV p.126

[202] 10:30-12:00
Our Memory Belongs to Us
90 min・15 p.145

[211] 13:30-14:30
朝露 Morning Dew The 
Stigma of being ...
60 min・15・GV p. 150

[222] 16:30-18:47
What about China?
137 min・G p.122

[203] 10:30-13:30
Asian Docs Co-Production 
Network Project 
180min

[215] 14:00-15:10
Homemade Stories
70 min・12 p.146

[223] 16:30-18:04
Delikado
94 min・15・GV p.60

[230] 19:30-20:29
When There is No More 
Music to Write, and Other...
59 min・12 p.125

[208] 11:00-12:12
Foreign Sky
72 min・15・GV p.151

[216] 14:00-15:10
Aftersun
70 min・15・GV p.104

[227] 17:00-18:45
Summer in Narita
105 min・12・GV p.157

[204] 10:30-12:02
The Body of the Sea
92 min・G ・GV p.73

[212] 13:30-14:50
A Mother Youngsoon
80 min・12・GV p.74

[224] 16:30-17:47
Her 5th Room
77 min・12・GV p.71

[231] 19:30-20:47
The Wind Blows the Border
77 min・12・GV p.105

[232] 19:30-21:05
Leyte Dream
95 min・15・GV p.152

[205] 10:30-11:55
Nasim
85 min・12・GV p.50

[213] 13:30-14:52
We, Students!
82 min・12 p.49

[225] 16:30-18:02
A Guide to Love and 
Fighting Capitalism
92 min・12・GV p.51

[233] 19:30-21:12
Under Zelkova
102 min・G・GV p.95

[209] 11:00-12:32 
Etilaat Roz  
92 min・12・GV p.62

[217] 14:00-15:15
Vigra
75 min・12・GV p.67

[228] 17:00-18:41
Green Jail
101 min・12・GV p.66

[235] 20:00-21:02
POV 1 - Shorts 1 
62 min・12 p.147

[219] 15:00-16:25
Children of Las Brisas
85 min・12 p.137

[229] 18:00-19:29
Kind Hearts
89 min・G p.139

M
B1

M
B2

M
B3

M
BC

4
M

BC
6

M
B7

M
B8

M
IB

10
1

M
IB

10
2

M
IB

10
3

SH
O

T
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Program Schedule 9.25 (Sun)

[307] 11:00-12:44
Like an Island
104 min・G・GV p.100

[316] 14:00-15:38
Girl Gang
98 min・12 p.111

[325] 17:00-19:02
Rohingya
122 min・G・GV p.128

[301] 10:30-12:06
Shorts Competition 6
96min・12・GV p.87

[311] 13:30-15:17
Shorts Competition 5 
107 min・12 p.85 

[321] 16:30-17:59
Danse Macabre
89 min・15・GV p.143

[330] 19:30-21:03
Shorts Competition 4
93min・12・GV p.83

[308] 11:00-12:36
Primera
96 min・12 p.142

[317] 14:00-14:48
POV 2 - Shorts 1
48 min・15・GV p.154

[326] 17:00-18:00
Burial
60 min・G・GV p.101

[334] 20:00-22:17
What about China?
137 min・G p.122

[302] 10:30-12:17
Youth Docs 
107 min・G・GV p.166

[312] 13:30-15:23
Spring Wind Project 
- We are here
113 min・12・GV p.97

[327] 17:00-18:37
The Talent Show
97 min・G・GV p.92

[335] 20:00-21:33
Children of the Mist
93 min・12・GV p.46

[303] 10:30-11:47
Masters Shorts 
77 min・12 p.130

[313] 13:30-15:00
Theater of the Sea
90 min・12 p.127

[322] 16:30-18:18
I am a Comedian
108 min・12 p.140

[331] 19:30-20:56
 The Fire Within: A 
Requiem for Katia and...
86 min・12 p.121

[309] 11:00-12:01
No Way Out
61 min・12・GV p.94

[318] 14:00-15:40
The Balcony Movie
100 min・15・GV p.123

[336] 20:00-21:47
One Hundred Years and 
Hope
107 min・12・GV p.63

[304] 10:30-11:47
All of Our Heartbeats are 
Connected Through...
77 min・12・GV p.99

[314] 13:30-14:30
Home with the Exit
60 min・G・GV p.76

[323] 16:30-17:44
Home Ground
74 min・12・GV p.72

[332] 19:30-21:04
The Teachers : Pink, Nature 
trail, Ridge between rice...
94 min・G・GV p.96

[305] 10:30-12:09
Time of Seeds
99 min・G・GV p.69

[333] 19:30-21:10
Until the Stones Speak
100 min・12・GV p.70

[306] 10:30-11:45
A Steady Job
75 min・12・GV p.52

[315] 13:30-14:42
Disturbed Earth 
72 min・12・GV p.53

[324] 16:30-19:34
Tales of the Purple House
184 min・12 p.47

[338] 20:30-21:34
A Couple
64 min・12 p.118

[310] 11:00-12:45
H2: The Occupation Lab
105 min・12・GV p.61

[319] 14:00-15:12
The Grass is Greener on 
the Other Side
72 min・12・GV p.65

[328] 17:00-18:40
A Crack in the Mountain
100 min・12・GV p.59

[337] 20:00-20:30
POV 2 - Shorts 2
30 min・15・GV p.155

[320] 15:00-16:30
And Still I Sing
90 min・G・GV p.135

[329] 18:00-19:35
Keep Stepping 
95 min・G・GV p.134
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Program Schedule 9.26 (Mon)

[407] 11:00-12:45
Matter out of Place
105 min・12 p.103

[417] 14:00-17:42
Magino Village
222 min・12 p.164

[435] 20:00-21:29
2nd Chance
89 min・12 p.102

[402] 10:30-12:09
A Marble Travelogue
99 min・12 p.109

[411] 13:30-14:51
Narita: The Sky of May
81 min・12 p.163

[421] 16:30-17:47
The Wind Blows the Border
77 min・12・GV p.105

[430] 19:30-21:00
And Still I Sing
90 min・G・GV p.135

[408] 11:00-13:23
Winter in Narita
143 min・12 p.158

[418] 14:00-15:10
Aftersun
70 min・15・GV p.104

[427] 17:00-18:12
Disturbed Earth
72 min・12・GV p.53

[436] 20:00-21:37
Shorts Competition 1
97min・12・GV p.78

[401] 10:00-10:27
Fudge Consumption Bug Life
27 min・G p.168

[412] 13:30-15:08
Everything will be OK
98 min・15 p.119

[422] 16:30-19:06
The 2nd Repatriation
156 min・12 p.126

[437] 20:00-21:04
A Couple
64 min・12 p.118

[403] 10:30-12:10
Mutzenbacher
100 min・15 p.45

[413] 13:30-14:55
Eami
85 min・G p.48

[423] 16:30-17:18
POV 2 - Shorts 1
48 min・15 p.154

[431] 19:30-21:00
Our Memory Belongs to Us
90 min・15 p.145

[409] 11:00-12:46
The Kiev Trial 
106 min・12 p.120

[419] 14:00-15:25
Nasim
85 min・12・GV p.50

[428] 17:00-18:35
Keep Stepping
95 min・G・GV p.134

[439] 20:30-21:54
Fledglings
84 min・G p.112

[404] 10:30-12:15
Summer in Narita
105 min・12 p.157

[414] 13:30-14:47
Her 5th Room
77 min・12・GV p.71

[424] 16:30-18:02
A Guide to Love and 
Fighting Capitalism
92 min・12・GV  p.51

[432] 19:30-20:55
Against the War, in the 
Name of Cinema
85 min・12・GV  p.114

[405] 10:30-11:50
A Mother Youngsoon
80 min・12 p.74

[415] 13:30-14:55
Narita: The Building 
of Iwayama Tower
85 min・12 p.161

[425] 16:30-18:12
Under Zelkova
102 min・G・GV p.95

[433] 19:30-21:53
Narita: Peasants of the 
Second Fortress
143 min・12 p.160

[406] 10:30-12:56
Narita: Heta Village
146 min・12 p.162

[416] 13:30-14:54
The Treasures of Crimea
84 min・12 p.55

[426] 16:30-17:44
Ultraviolette and the 
Blood-Spitters Gang
74 min・12・GV p.54 

[434] 19:30-20:41
For Your Peace of Mind, 
Make Your Own Museum
71 min・G・GV p.56

[410] 11:00-12:31
Midwives
91 min・15・GV p.58

[420] 14:00-14:48
Three Day War in Narita
48 min・12  p.159

[429] 17:00-18:09
The Bone
69 min・12・GV p.75

[438] 20:00-21:41
Green Jail
101 min・12・GV p.66
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Program Schedule 9.27 (Tue)

[507] 11:00-12:38
Everything will be OK
98 min・15 p.119

 [516] 14:00-15:40
Until the Stones Speak
100 min・12・GV p.70

[526] 17:00-18:40
The Balcony Movie
100 min・15・GV p.123

[535] 20:00-21:26
The Fire Within: A Requiem 
for Katia and Maurice Krafft
86 min・12 p.121

[501] 10:30-12:22
Mariupolis 2 
112 min・15 p.113

[511] 13:30-15:24
A Jewish Life
114 min・12 p.110

[521] 16:30-18:00
Theater of the Sea
90 min・12・GV p.127

[531] 19:30-20:47
Masters Shorts 
77 min・12 p.130

[508] 11:00-12:35
Leyte Dream
95 min・15 p.152

[517] 14:00-15:36
Just Animals+Nuisance 
Bear
96 min・12 p.115

[527] 17:00-18:15
A Steady Job
75 min・12・GV p.52

[536] 20:00-23:04
Tales of the Purple House 
184 min・12 p.47

[502] 10:30-12:07
The Talent Show
97 min・G p.92

[512] 13:30-14:34
Octopus
64 min・G p.144

[522] 16:30-17:30
朝露 Morning Dew The 
Stigma of being ...
60 min・15 p.150

[532] 19:30-20:45
Vigra 
75 min・12・GV p.67

[503] 10:30-13:30
The Plains
180 min・12 p.107

[518] 14:00-17:24
The Unstable Object 2 
204 min・12 p.124

[530] 19:00-21:00
38 Seconds Documentary 
Contest for the Youth 
Screening

[509] 11:00-12:12
The One Who Runs Away 
is the Ghost
72 min・G p.108

[519] 14:00-14:59
When There is No More 
Music to Write, and ...
59 min・12 p.125

[528] 17:00-18:43
The Oppressed Students
103 min・12 p.156

[537] 20:00-21:00
Burial
60 min・G・GV p.101

[504] 10:30-11:55
Narita: The Building of 
Iwayama Tower
85 min・12 p.161

[513] 13:30-14:51
Narita: The Sky of May
81 min・12 p.163

[523] 16:30-17:54
The Treasures of Crimea
84 min・12・GV p.55

[533] 19:30-20:52
We, Students!
82 min・12 p.49

[505] 10:30-12:53
Winter in Narita
143 min・12 p.158

[514] 13:30-14:42
The Grass is Greener on 
the Other Side
72 min・12・GV  p.65

[524] 16:30-18:06
Primera
96 min・12・GV p.142

[506] 10:30-11:55
Children of Las Brisas
85 min・12 p.137

[515] 13:30-14:59
Kind Hearts 
89 min・G p.139

[525] 16:30-18:09
Time of Seeds
99 min・G・GV p.69

[534] 19:30-21:02
The Body of the Sea
92 min・G・GV p.73

[510] 11:00-12:02
POV 1 - Shorts  1 
62 min・12  p.147

[520] 14:00-14:54
POV 1 - Shorts 2
54 min・12 p.148

[529] 17:00-18:37 
The Talent Show
97 min・G p.92 

[538] 20:00-22:17
What about China?
137 min・G p.122
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Program Schedule 9.28 (Wed)

[607] 11:00-12:40
A Crack in the Mountain
100 min・12 ・GV p.59

[617] 14:00-15:40
Mutzenbacher
100 min・15 p.45

[625] 17:00-18:14
Home Ground
74 min・12・GV p.72

[635] 20:00-21:10
Melting Icecream
70 min・12・GV p.93

[601] 10:30-12:02
Etilaat Roz
92 min・12・GV p.62

[611] 13:30-14:44
Ultraviolette and the 
Blood-Spitters Gang
74 min・12・GV p.54

[620] 16:30-17:42
Disturbed Earth
72 min・12・GV p.53

[630] 19:30-21:01
Midwives
91 min・15・GV p.58

[608] 11:00-13:36
The 2nd Repatriation
156 min・12  p.126

[619] 14:30-16:03
Children of the Mist 
93 min・12・GV p.46

[629] 17:30-19:02
A Guide to Love and 
Fighting Capitalism
92 min・12・GV p.51

[638] 20:30-22:15
H2: The Occupation Lab
105 min・12・GV p.61

[602] 10:30-11:30
Home with the Exit
60 min・G・GV p.76

[612] 13:30-14:47
Her 5th Room
77 min・12・GV p.71

[621] 16:30-18:04
Once Upon a Time in 
Uganda 
94 min・12  p.106

[631] 19:30-20:34
A Couple
64 min・12  p.118

[603] 10:30-11:50
A Mother Youngsoon
80 min・12 p.74

[613] 13:30-15:08
Worship
98 min・12  p.64

[622] 16:30-19:09
The Act of Killing 
159 min・15・GV  p.129

[609] 11:00-12:09
The Bone
69 min・12 p.75

[618] 14:00-15:25
Nasim
85 min・12・GV p.50

[626] 17:00-18:40
Until the Stones Speak
100 min・12・GV p.70

[636]  20:00-21:11
For Your Peace of Mind, 
Make Your Own Museum
71 min・G・GV p.56

[604] 10:30-12:16
The Kiev Trial 
106 min・12 p.120

[614] 13:30-15:23
Spring Wind Project 
- We are here
113 min・12・GV  p.97

[627] 17:00-18:38
Everything will be OK
98 min・15 p.119

[632] 19:30-20:55
Against the War, in the 
Name of Cinema
85 min・12・GV p.114

[605] 10:30-11:47
Kaiser of Atlantis
77 min・12 p.138

[615] 13:30-15:06
Shorts Competition 6
96min・12・GV p.87

[623] 16:30-18:14
Shorts Competition 7
104min・12・GV P.88

[633] 19:30-21:14
Shorts Competition 3
104min・12・GV p.82

[606] 10:30-11:49
That Orchestra with 
Broken Instruments
79 min・G  p.136

[616] 13:30-14:40
Homemade Stories
70 min・12  p.146

[624] 16:30-17:42
Foreign Sky
72 min・15  p.151

[634] 19:30-21:56
Narita: Heta Village
146 min・12  p.162

[610] 11:00-14:42
Magino Village
222 min・12  p.164

[628] 17:00-18:34
The Teachers : Pink, Nature 
trail, Ridge between rice...
94 min・G p.96

[637] 20:00-22:23
Narita: Peasants of the 
Second Fortress
143 min・12  p.160
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Program Schedule 9.29 (Thu)

[704] 11:00-12:25
Eami
85 min・G  p.48

[708] 13:30-15:08
Girl Gang
98 min・12  p.111

[701] 10:30-12:17
Shorts Competition 5 
107 min・12  p.85

[709] 13:30-16:30
The Plains
180 min・12  p.107

[705] 11:00-12:40
The Balcony Movie
100 min・15  p.123

[713] 14:00-15:39
Time of Seeds
99 min・G  p.69

[706] 11:00-11:27
Fudge Consumption Bug Life
27 min・G

[710] 13:30-14:18
Three Day War in Narita
48 min・12  p.159

[715] 19:00-22:00
Closing Ceremony
180min

[702] 10:30-11:52
We, Students!
82 min・12  p.49

[711] 13:30-16:34
Tales of the Purple House
184 min・12  p.49

[707] 11:00-12:24
Fledglings
84 min・G p.112

[714] 14:00-15:15
A Steady Job
75 min・12 ・ GV p.52

[703] 10:30-12:02
The Body of the Sea
92 min・G p.73

[712] 13:30-15:16
Shorts Competition 2
106 min・15  p.80
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Opening 
Film
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Keep Stepping is a documentary about street dancers centered around 
Destructive Steps, Australia’s largest street dance competition and the 
rivalry between its contestants. The film follows contests per dance category, 
and the story of the two contestants form the body of the narrative. The two 
contestants are both immigrants: Gabi was born to Chilean-New Zealand 
parents, and Patricia is a break dancer from Romania. Agendicizing women, 
immigrants, minority, and youth, the film is a moving portrayal of the quiet 
efforts of people who strongly believe in the power of the subculture of street 
dance and train themselves through the friendly competition.
The young founder of Korean descent, Jo One, the staff, and street dancers 
from far and near show a completely different way of competition and 
coexistence from those of the world who split sides and attack each other. 
Recently in Korea, Street Woman Fighter, an audition program that highlights 
female street dancers such as Gabi and Patricia in Keep Stepping, became a 
huge syndrome. A well-known waacking dancer LIP J from the show served 
as a judge at Destructive Steps. The title Keep Stepping sounds like a spell to 
encourage those who have gone through a long tunnel of poverty, contempt, 
and perseverance to keep going without ceasing. After winning her category, 
Gabi gives her final dance at the showcase, which turns the story of women 
full of dreams, anguish, energy, swag, and passion into the story of anyone 
who is struggling for a better tomorrow. 

Luke CORNISH
Multi award winning 
documentary maker. He has 
gone on to write, produce, 
direct, and edit on a 6-part 
documentary series for 
Amazon Prime and has recently 
completed his first feature 
documentary Keep Stepping.

Keep Stepping
Opening Film

001 OC 9/22 19:55
234 MB1 9/24 20:00 GV
329 OT 9/25 18:00 GV
428 MB7 9/26 17:00 GV

Australia | 2022 | 95min | Color | DCP | IP | G
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In ‘International Competition’, 12 feature-length documentaries 
selected through a preliminary examination will be screened. Films 
from various continents such as Asia, Europe, Americas, and Africa 
show the flow and topography of the current world documentary. They 
cover subjects ranging from historical to timely issues, exploring new cinematic 
approaches. Directors also range from new directors with remarkable debuts to 
established directors who have been making films steadily. Ruth Beckermann’s 
Mutzenbacher explores the complex experiences and sense of sexuality from a 
feminist perspective by asking men to read a controversial pornographic novel. In 
Tales of the Purple House, Abbas Fahdel examines the multifaceted aspects of 
Lebanese society in crisis through the eyes of an artist and reflects on the roles of 
art and cinema. Children of the Mist about a village of the Hmong ethnic minority in 
Vietnam where the tradition of “bride-abduction” remains; Eami about the indigenous 
people of Paraguay who lost their world due to the destruction of forests; and We, 
Students!, depicting a portrait of college students in Central African Republic who 
think about the future with anger, frustration and hope at the same time, they are 
notable films that leave a big impression at film festivals around the world. Nasim, 
which depicts the journey of an Afghan refugee woman; A Guide to Love and 
Fighting Capitalism, which follows the story of an elderly sociologist couple who resist 
capitalism; A Steady Job with Italian irregular workers wandering in search of stable 
jobs; and The Treasures of Crimea, which tells the story of a Dutch museum that is 
thinking about returning the relics of Crimea after the exhibition, these films remind 
us of the various problems the world faces today. Disturbed Earth about Srebrenica, 
Bosnia, where memories of the massacre remain; Ultraviolette and the Blood-Spitters 
Gang, which reconstructs the passionate and provocative lives of girls in the 1920s 
with letters hidden by the deceased grandmother; and For Your Peace of Mind Make 
Your Own Museum, a cinematic restoration of the sublime works left by an unknown 
Panama artist, faithfully show the virtues and values of documentary genre. 

International 
Competition
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A group of men enter the studio converted from an old factory: 
people who have seen a casting call for a movie adaptation of 
the pornographic novel Josefine Mutzenbacher or The Story of a 
Viennese Whore  for men aged 16 to 99. Ruth Beckermann, director 
of Mutzenbacher, takes some passages from the famous novel, 
published in 1906 by an unknown author, and asks people to read 
them. The memoir of a prostitute, written in the first-person point of 
view, evokes several reactions from interest and curiosity to passion 
and disgust—not only because the novel depicts the enthusiastic sex 
of a teenage girl, but also because the men who read it have different 
experiences, senses, and interpretations of sex. Ruth Beckermann 
walks through various layers, performing intellectual stunts that 
change the core and position of power surrounding sex. Men who 
read a girl’s memoir and act. A female director who stays off the 
screen, giving them instructions with her voice. The constant reversal 
and repositioning can be called a delightful achievement of a feminist 
film that challenges the pleasure and power of the gaze through 
cinematic apparatus.

Mutzenbacher
  International Competition

Ruth BECKERMANN
Since 1985, Ruth Beckermann 
works as a writer and filmmaker. 
Her main films include The 
Paper Bridge (1987) and East 
of War (1996). Her recent film 
Mutzenbacher premiered at 
the Berlin Festival ‘Encounters’ 
2022 and won the award for 
Best Film.

Austria | 2022 | 100min | DCP | Color | KP | 15

106 MIB102 9/23 10:30
403 MBC6  9/26 10:30
617 MB1 9/28 14:00
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  International Competition

A little girl climbs a steep hill in a mountainous village in northern 
Vietnam. The director’s narration continues, and a thick fog 
surrounds the village as she says: “In my 3 years of filming, I always 
feared what it would end up with.” What was the director afraid of? 
For her debut film Children of the Mist, Diem Ha Le visits a remote 
Hmong village and befriends Di, a teenage girl she got so close to 
that one could call it a sisterhood. One night, during the Lunar New 
Year holidays, the director’s anxiety becomes a reality when Di is 
“abducted” as a bride by a boy of her age. This is because Di  is a part 
of the Hmong that still recognizes the custom of abducting brides as 
a “tradition”. At this point, Children of the Mist captures the tension 
between the traditional and the modern, while contemplating the 
ethics involved in making films about the lives of others. In the end, 
the solution the young director found was friendship. Not a cold 
observer or an arrogant savior, but a true friend. Such friendship 
awakens responsibility for the ethical and political relationships the 
documentary constructs with its subjects.

Children of the Mist

Diem HA LE
She was born in 1991 in 
Tay ethnic minority group living 
in the mountains of Northeast 
Vietnam. Children of the Mist is 
her first feature documentary 
film project. She is a Sundance 
Institute Documentary Film 
Program Grantee.

Vietnam | 2021 | 93min | DCP | Color | KP | 12

115 MIB102 9/23 13:30 GV
335 MBC4 9/25 20:00 GV
619 MB3 9/28 14:30 GV
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  International Competition

A new film directed by Abbas Fahdel, who won the grand prize at 
the 7th DMZ Docs for Homeland(Iraq Year Zero)(2015). Tracing 
the activities, thoughts, and daily routines of director Fahdel’s wife 
and visual artist Nour Ballouk, it deals with the classic theme of “Can 
art save the world?”. The film consists of various series of images 
ranging from a personal record of an artist couple that conveys the 
reality of life, the daily life of neighbors unaffected by the flow of the 
outside world, the political situation in Lebanon, cats wandering 
around the purple house, children of life unrelated to the troubled 
world, and the artist’s self-consciousness looking at the world’s 
suffering. The formal core motif of this reflective documentary is the 
multiple instances of the frame. The frame of the camera filming 
documentary, the frame of the canvas of the painter Nour, and the 
frame of the monitor where TV news and movies are screened form 
a multi-layered context. The film reflects a firm belief in the power of 
images in images overflowing with life and death, hopes and sorrows.

Tales of the Purple House 

Abbas FAHDEL
Abbas Fahdel was born in 
Babylon, Iraq. After studying 
cinema in France, he shot three 
documentaries in Iraq, including 
the monumental Homeland: 
Iraq Year Zero (2015), awarded 
at numerous festivals. Settled 
in Lebanon since 2017, he 
shot there his second work of 
fictionYara (2018).

Iraq, France, Lebanon | 2022 | 184min | DCP | Color | AP | 12

324 MIB102 9/25 16:30
536 MB3 9/27 20:00
711 MBC6 9/29 13:30
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“Eami” means forest and the world in the language of the Ayoreo 
Totoviegosode, an indigenous people in Paraguay. To them, the 
forest means the world. On the plains of Paraguay, where they live, 
some of the most rapid deforestation on the planet have been taking 
place in the past few years. Eami is a hybrid documentary about the 
story of the Ayoreo people, who are literally experiencing the end of 
the world, through images and narratives of magic realism unique 
to Latin America. For this film, director Paz Encina travels to their 
destroyed land and collects their myths and histories. Based on her 
observations, she creates Eami, a girl who leaves the destroyed 
village behind and wanders through the deserted plains. The visual 
reproduction of the destroyed forest and indigenous culture is 
impressive, and the multi-layered sound is also noteworthy. The 
echoes are created by overlapping shaman’s chant, the sound of 
forest destruction, lines of fictional characters, and interview with the 
Ayoreo on top of the wind on the plains. The film deserves to be called 
a cinematic ritual that mourns for the destroyed world and longs for 
restoration.

Eami
  International Competition

Paz ENCINA
Born in Asuncion, Paraguay. 
Paz Encina created Silencio 
Lab In 2016, a platform through 
which she gives seminars 
to train young Paraguayan 
talents. She is the first 
Paraguayan director to be 
part of the Hollywood Film 
Academy.

Paraguay, Argentina, Mexico, US, Germany, France, Netherlands | 2022 | 85min | DCP | Color | 
AP | G

124 MIB102 9/23 16:30
413 MBC6 9/26 13:30
704 MB1 9/29 11:00
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  International Competition

Students at Bangui University in Central African Republic ponder 
why they are currently poor, unable to get a decent job, and unable 
to lead a stable life. Of course, it’s not that difficult for them to find 
answers to those questions. They know it’s because of the corruption 
and inability of their national government to decide everything 
they've never been able to choose. The director frankly captures the 
actual daily life of himself and his friends on camera and shows how 
intimately what he thought were external factors intruded into the 
individual. Even when it is difficult to expect and hope that they will 
be able to live with their loved ones for a long time and be able to lead 
their own families they don’t blame all the problems on themselves, 
and they seriously think about how to get out of this pit. The film tells 
the story of young people of the present age and shouts out a story 
that we can sympathize with even in unfamiliar landscape. Even if it's 
a generation that seems to have lost everything, that’s not all.

We, Students! 

Rafiki FARIALA 
Rafiki Fariala arrived early in 
the Central African Republic, 
where his parents took refuge 
because of the war. In 2013, 
under the pseudonym 
RAFIKI - RH20, he records 
his first piece Why war? 
which becomes a hit. 

Central African Republic , France, Democratic Republic of Congo, Saudi Arabia | 2022 | 82min | 
DCP | Color | AP | 12

213 MIB102 9/24 13:30
533 MB8 9/27 19:30
702 MBC6 9/29 10:30
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After leaving Afghanistan, Nasim got to the refugee camp in Greece 
through Iran and is staying there as of 2020. Although she is drifting, 
deprived of her “right to belong” due to war, discrimination, and 
poverty, she seems quite calm in the camera. However, the noise 
often coming from outside the frame suggests that she’s simply 
stagnant due to repeated despair and unresolved anxiety. As 
evidenced by this, Nasim wishes for divorce, yet cannot make her 
mind. Coincidentally, the situation changes when a large fire breaks 
out in the camp. In the moment of screaming and crying, the film 
develops cross-editing with artificial sound. It was no longer possible 
to simply observe—it had to intervene. Nasim escapes the camp but 
soon the road is blocked and the film returns to its original stance. 
Then suddenly, Nasim looks into the camera that was following her, 
and the shot stops. It is a kind of reversal and reaffirmation of rapport. 
Now it’s no longer surprising to see her raising her voice towards 
men, calling for freedom by joining refugee rallies, or even wearing 
a snapback over a hijab. Nasim went on. The position of the camera 
has changed also.

Nasim
  International Competition

Ole JACOBS
Ole Jacobs is a director and 
actor, known for Nasim, 
Schwarzer Panther (2014) and 
Wenn Ich Tanze, Wackelt die 
Welt (2020). 

Arne BUTTNER
Since 2017, Arne Buttner 
works as a freelance 
cinematographer. Nasim was 
premiered at Hot Docs in 2022.

Germany | 2022 | 85min | DCP | Color | KP | 12

205 MIB102 9/24 10:30 GV
419 MB7 9/26 14:00 GV
618 MB7 9/28 14:00 GV
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  International Competition

The camera follows the daily life of an elderly sociologist couple 
without prejudice or interference. There are no set interview scenes 
or voice over narrations in this documentary. Every scene is filled 
with the lives of two sociologists that the director captured on camera 
without staging. Their words and actions about an unequal and 
absurd society begins with faithfully recording the voices of those who 
“struggle” on the streets, not at their desks. Although the two have 
been married for more than 50 years and have studied sociology 
together for longer, they still meet with other scholars to confirm their 
own views and workers to hear their grievances. Sometimes, they do 
not hesitate to meet and listen to acquaintances who are of the “rich” 
class, whom they criticize so much. The film isn’t dogmatic, and the 
couple’s arguments often face sober criticism. When the sound of an 
explosion is heard from afar and the fleeing citizens kindly warn them 
to beware of water cannons, the word ‘death’, which the old couple 
joked about, is not a distant concept to them. A brief scene in which 
Andre Gorz’s book is mentioned leaves a long-lasting impression.

A Guide to Love and 
Fighting Capitalism 

Basile 
CARRÉ-AGOSTINI 
Basile Carré-Agostini is 
a documentary filmmaker. 
He worked on current affairs 
and social TV films among 
which Ilan Klipper’s St. Anne’s 
Psychiatric Hospital (2010), 
and L'Âge adulte (2012) by Eve 
Duchemin.

France | 2022 | 92min | DCP | Color | AP | 12

225 MIB102 9/24 16:30 GV
424 MB8 9/26 16:30 GV
629 MB3 9/28 17:30 GV
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Bus To Go is a company that provides overnight transportation 
services to public service exam takers who long for a stable job and 
do not mind long travels. The entrepreneur Raffaele got the idea 
from his own experience and started the business. In the background 
lie the unemployment issues and regional disparity in Italy, where 
unemployment and low-wage non-standard labor have eroded even 
the health care sector. When a seemingly promising business tanked 
due to the pandemic, and Raffaele became a student again, it was 
the people, not the bus, that were “to go”. Not only major non-places 
such as buses, bus stops, rest areas, and test centers, but also 
business cannot guarantee continuity. This, along with the students’ 
tension and the current economic environment, causes extreme 
anxiety. The directors neatly arrange the audiovisual elements on the 
cinemascope screen and offset the anxiety through orderly editing 
and a dramatic film shield. At the same time, they get hold onto the 
reality by including shots where the camera is reflected through the 
car window or where the characters are looking at the camera.

A Steady Job
  International Competition

Mattia COLOMBO
Born in Italy, author and award 
winner director of documentary.

Gianluca
MATARRESE
Born in Torino and moved to 
Paris in 2002 to study cinema 
and theater. He started working 
in French television, as author, 
reporter, artistic coordinator 
to move to direction of award 
winning documentaries.

*The screening of A Steady Job is supported by Istituto Italiano di Cultura di Seoul.

Italy, France | 2022 | 75min | DCP | Color | AP | 12 

306 MIB102 9/25 10:30 GV
527 MB3 9/27 17:00 GV
714 MB7 9/29 14:00 GV
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  International Competition

As the film begins, a huge truck followed by a few cars approaches 
the camera very slowly. The funeral procession, which is slow 
enough to make it feel like an unrealistic scene, comes from an actual 
event that was even more unrealistic and brutal. In July 1995, civil war 
broke out in Srebrenica, a border town in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
which resulted in a massacre, killing 8,372 people. It took a long time 
for the truth of the massacre to be revealed, and it was not until 2015, 
20 years after the excavated remains were buried. Starting with the 
funeral procession that was intended to comfort the victims and their 
families, Disturbed Earth goes on a journey to look back on the past 
and face the present of the survivors. Capturing the lives of those 
who have experienced indescribable events, this film is not a series 
of passion and anger but juxtaposes the silence of those who have 
suffered and the power of the nature in which they live. The archived 
images presented together in it give strength to the stillness.

Disturbed Earth

Kumjana NOVAKOVA 
Novakova has worked in the field 
of film and arts since 2006. 
In 2006, she co-founded the 
Pravo Ljudski Film Festival 
in Sarajevo, and acts as its chief 
curator and director. 

Guillermo 
CARRERAS-CANDI 
Guillermo Carreras-Candi 
is a creative executive and 
independent filmmaker living 
in Barcelona. In the Balkan region 
he made his graduation film 
Tragovi (2010), video exhibition 
Eho Tragova (2011) and When 
Cloud Burst (2014).

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Spain, North Macedonia | 2021 | 72min | DCP | Color | AP | 12 

315 MIB102 9/25 13:30 GV
427 MB3 9/26 17:00 GV
620 MB2 9/28 16:30 GV
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It was in the 1920s when Emma and Marcelle met at a school. The 
two girls were in love, but Marcelleʼs tuberculosis forced them to part 
long. Marcelle was admitted to a sanatorium and wrote many letters 
to Emma. About 100 years later, these letters were found and given 
new life by Emma’s daughter and grandson. Perhaps the vitality that 
had been hidden in the letter for a long time was only now discovered.  
  Ultraviolette and the Blood-Spitters Gang focuses on sensuous and 
poetic expression as much as the intensity felt from the words of 
its title. The three women Marcelle met at the sanatorium and their 
rebellious gestures emerge form Marcelle’s letters, exuding audacity 
in a variety of archive footage and free-spirited music. The traces 
of time left in the videos and photos represent the emotions of the 
girls at the time with their rough texture, and this free-spiritedness 
is enough to move their passionate and daring lives to the present. 
Their provocations, which have only just arrived, are now beginning 
to emerge.

Ultraviolette and 
the Blood-Spitters Gang

  International Competition

Robin HUNZINGER
He has made documentary 
films about history, war, traces 
of memory, man in the face of 
the unthinkable and nature. 
His main films include Où 
sont nos amoureuses (2007), 
Inventaire avant disparition
(2016) and Vers la forêt de 
nuages (2019).

France | 2021 | 74min | DCP | B&W, Color | KP | 12

108 MB3 9/23 11:00 GV
426 MIB102 9/26 16:30 GV
611 MB2 9/28 13:30 GV
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  International Competition

A nation’s greed leads to war. The cruel greed that accompanies 
death, that may be the reason why it becomes a sin. In 2022, one 
nation invaded another, and its unprovoked attack shook the world. 
In fact, wars that are not simply explained by greed often reach 
places that seem completely unrelated. The film intriguingly reveals 
how and where the aftermath of greed destroys who and what and 
inflict suffering on people. In 2014, the Allard Pierson Museum in the 
Netherlands exhibited relics from the 4th century BC excavated from 
the Crimean Peninsula, and after the exhibition, Dutch people were 
confused about who to return them to. Since Russia forcibly annexed 
Crimea during the exhibition of relics returning them to Crimea will 
be a giving to someone different from the past, and returning them to 
Ukraine will also be giving to a different region than in the past. What 
is the origin of the wanderings of these relics and the conflict of many 
people over them? Who can solve this problem?

The Treasures of Crimea

Oeke HOOGENDIJK 
Oeke Hoogendijk is an 
internationally acclaimed 
documentary maker. She 
specializes in documentaries 
about art and made her debut 
with her film documentary The 
Saved (1998), which won the 
Dutch Academy Award “Het 
Gouden Beeld” of 1998.

Netherlands | 2021 | 84min | DCP | Color | KP | 12

103 MBC6 9/23 10:30
416 MIB102 9/26 13:30
523 MB8 9/27 16:30 GV
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In a small town in Panama, a woman named Senobia constantly 
collects old and broken machines and discarded objects, 
carefully sorting and placing them in her living space along with 
the ornaments she crocheted. She passed away at an old age, 
but her space remained a museum that does not disappear. 
Based on her hard life itself, Senobia breathed new life into 
things with a unique, humorous, and creative perspective, and 
is recalled on the screen by the voices of the women in her 
neighborhood who lived with her. Senobia has never received a 
proper art education and never considered herself an artist, but 
her works of pleasure and necessity are more artistic than any 
other. As Senobia did, the two directors of this film ask how a 
work made with pure passion through poetic and experimental 
directing can have dignity and sublime, and how it can function 
as a resistance to convention.

For Your Peace of Mind 
Make Your Own Museum

  International Competition

Ana Endara MISLOV
Ana Endara is a filmmaker. She has 
a Bachelor’s degree in Social Sciences 
from Florida State University and 
studied Film Direction at Cuba’s 
International Film and Television 
School (EICTV).

Pilar MORENO
Pilar Moreno is a visual artist. She 
graduated as a psychiatrist in Madrid 
and specialized in art therapy. For 
Your Peace of Mind, Make Your Own 
Museum is her first documentary project. 
Previously, she was a screenwriter 
of The Joy of Sound (2016) and was 
producer of Reinas (2013)

Panama | 2021 | 71min | DCP | Color | KP | G

102 MBC4 9/23 10:30 GV
434 MIB102 9/26 19:30 GV
636 MB7 9/28 20:00 GV
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Asian 
Competition

‘Asian Competition’ is a section that introduces regional trends 
and new works of Asian documentaries, and 10 films selected 
from Asian countries including Korea will be screened. Many 
works this year deal with sharp geopolitical, political, and social 
issues in Asia. Representative examples include Midwives, 
which looks at racism and state violence in Myanmar from a 
feminist point of view; Etilaat Roz, which follows the courage 
and suffering of journalists resisting the tyranny of the Taliban; 
The Grass is Greener on the Other Side, about the anguish 
and confusion of Hong Kongers who are heading to the UK 
for democracy and freedom; and Vigra, which deals with the 
shadow of migrant labor through the story of undocumented 
children in Asian countries. A Crack in the Mountain, which 
highlights the social divide surrounding the development of the 
world’s largest underground cave in Vietnam, and Delikado, 
which depicts the activists fighting illegal developers who 
colluded with the government to protect the environment of 
tourist destinations in the Philippines, emphasize that politics is 
at the root of environmental, economic, and human rights issues 
in Asia. H2: The Occupation Lab, which deals with the history of 
tensions in the Israeli occupation areas of Hebron, a Palestinian 
city ; One Hundred Years and Hope, the story of young politicians 
of the Japanese Communist Party with a 100-year history; 
Worship, which autoethnographically explores the relationship 
between Thai people’s poverty and religious rituals, and Green 
Jail, which reconstructs the story of a marginalized woman from 
the history of both Taiwan and Japan through an old woman on 
the island of Okinawa, where there was a coal mine infamous for 
forced labor during the colonial period, are also works of insight 
to understand the past and present of Asia.
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Thinking of discrimination as simple as choosing a side is like closing 
your eyes to what could be at its extremes. This is because it is easy 
to forget in this simplification that discrimination can cost someone 
a life. The life of the Rohingya, an ethnic minority in Myanmar, is 
a brutally explicit portrayal of the dangers of discrimination and 
exclusion. As Muslims, the Rohingya live in complete isolation in the 
Buddhist country of Myanmar, and their lives are threatened. The film 
slowly shows the everyday attacks on them. Recognizing that their 
deaths are not so unusual, those who hate them set fire to their living 
quarters and deprive them of proper medical benefits. Two women of 
different religions work through this horrific situation together, firmly 
believing in the natural but dangerous truth that at least no one should 
die easily. Their challenge is a desperate gesture that saves some 
but puts others to shame.

Midwives
  Asian Competition

Snow Hnin Ei HLAING
She has worked as a freelance 
filmmaker in Myanmar since 
2006, acting as director, 
producer, editor, and sound 
recordist after attending film 
schools in both Myanmar and 
Germany. Her documentary 
short Burmese Butterfly (2011) 
played festivals in more than 
20 countries. Midwives is her 
feature documentary debut.

Myanmar, Germany, Canada | 2022 | 91min | DCP | Color | KP | 15

410 MIB103 9/26 11:00 GV
630 MB2 9/28 19:30 GV
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  Asian Competition

Known as the largest cave in the world, Vietnam’s Hang Son Doong 
is as amazing as its size and as mysterious as a landscape we 
have never seen before. Since this cave has been maintained in a 
sublime state for a long time, it seems that it is our duty to enjoy it 
with the eyes. Therefore, it is not unusual to criticize the Vietnamese 
government’s plan to install a cable car and develop it into a tourist 
destination. But is that really the case? Who are those who insist 
that the cave should be preserved? Are those who insist it aware 
of the poverty of the indigenous people around Hang Son Doong? 
Do they know that the indigenous people’s expectations for tourism 
revenue stemmed from their desire to pass on a better life to their 
descendants, not their pursuit of wealth? The film shows that various 
expectations related to the superb view of nature were formed based 
on different economic and social backgrounds. Do we not force 
anyone to make sacrifices in the name of reasonableness? Is there 
something reasonable for everyone?

A Crack in the Mountain

Alastair EVANS 
Producer,Director living 
in Tokyo. A Crack In The 
Mountain is his first feature 
film and was awarded Best 
Internatinal Documentary
at the 2022 Sedona 
International Film Festival.

Hong Kong | 2021 | 100min | DCP | Color | AP | 12

328 MIB103 9/25 17:00 GV
607 MB1 9/28 11:00 GV
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Delikado means both ‘beautiful’ and ‘dangerous’ in Tagalog used 
in the Philippines. The island of Palawan, where the film is set, is 
a UNESCO World Heritage Site with the world’s oldest and most 
diverse tropical rain forest, and as the title of the film suggests, it is 
exposed as a fatally. Some people are struggling to stop the illegal 
logging and fishing, and the devasting expansion of tourism caused 
by the acquiescence of the Philippine government, and some of 
them are even killed. Loggers and fishermen who are accused 
of their illegal activities by NGO members at the forefront of the 
environmental movement risking their lives are not the true villains. 
Karl Malakunas, who directed this film, shows that they are just poor 
people who have no other chance to earn a living. Then, who are 
the forces exploiting the nature of Palawan? The camera preciously 
captures those who do their best to protect Palawan, but at the same 
time it targets corrupt political forces and those who represent the 
logic of capital whenever necessary moment.

Delikado

Karl MALAKUNAS
Karl is a filmmaker and 
journalist who has been 
based in Asia—covering 
environmental issues, conflict, 
natural disasters and political 
upheavals—for two decades. 
Karl is the Asia-Pacific Deputy-
Editor-In-Chief for Agence 
France-Presse based 
in Hong Kong. 

US, Philippines, UK, Australia, Hong Kong | 2022 | 94min | DCP | Color | KP | 15

120 MIB103 9/23 14:00 GV
223 MBC6 9/24 16:30 GV

  Asian Competition
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What is the end of surveillance and violence in everyday life? In 
a situation where even the freedom to take a walk is deprived, 
what will we censor ourselves? The lives of those who do not 
know why or where to express their anger take places in one 
area of Hebron. Hebron is a city located on the south of the 
West Bank of the Jordan River and is an autonomous region of 
Palestine. However, one zone in this region, H2 in the title of this 
film, is under Israeli control. At H2, Israeli soldiers with machine 
guns are stationed to keep an eye on and identify Palestinians. 
Anyone who wants to pass through this area must have a permit 
for it. Identity proof in H2 is directly related to survival, so no one 
can let go of tension even for a moment. Capturing these tense 
moments as an archive video, this film reveals that someone’s 
daily life is a microcosm of conflict and physical violence. And it 
asks what the anxiety felt in this film is really for.  

H2: The Occupation Lab

Noam SHEIZAF 
Noam Sheizaf has worked for years in 
political journalism and documentary film. 
He wroter script for Liberman (2019) by 
Nurit Keidar. His journalism credits include 
research editor and deputy editor for 
Maariv Magazine.

Idit AVRAHAMI 
She is the director and co-creator 
of documentary series. Her short 
documentary Institution Abduction (2019) 
premiered at the Venice Biennale 2019. 
Idit graduated with honors from the Sam 
Spiegel Film and Television School in 
Jerusalem, where she currently teaches 
Documentary Film Direction. 

Israel, Canada | 2022 | 105min | DCP | Color | IP | 12

310 MIB103 9/25 11:00 GV
638 MB3 9/28 20:30 GV

  Asian Competition
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Etilaat Roz is Kabul’s main daily newspaper that has consistently 
criticized both the Taliban and the Afghan government. Without any 
special technique, the film chronologically documents its 2-month 
journey from its discontinuation at the same time as the Taliban’s 
capture of Kabul in August 2021 to its dismantlement. Despite the 
seriousness of the situation, the urban office landscape catches the 
eye first—the structure of the office building surrounded by double 
iron gates and barbed wire protects the internal contemporaneity 
from external terrorism, violence, and oppression. The camera 
also stays inside the building, convincing us why they “gambled” to 
resume activities since international escape was blocked. However, 
for the Taliban, the mission of the media can be neutralized in an 
instant, and it is only soon reconfirmed that there is no place that can 
guarantee livelihood and safety under the Taliban. What seemed 
like a fortress loses its meaning and paradoxically, the moment the 
double iron door opens, Etilaat Roz closes down and the camera 
finally goes out. That’s how the film succeeds in reporting the pressing 
and grievous reality.
 
 

Etilaat Roz

Abbas REZAIE
Known as journalist, an 
author, a poet, a documentary 
filmmaker. He has made five 
documentary films before 
and after the collapse of the 
Afghanistan government by the 
Taliban. Currently, he’s working 
on a documentary about girls 
who were banned from school 
by the Taliban.  

Afghanistan | 2022 | 92min | DCP | Color | WP | 12

209 MIB103 9/24 11:00 GV
601 MB2 9/28 10:30 GV

  Asian Competition
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Nishihara Takashi, a director who has drawn stories of contemporary 
Japanese youth through documentary and feature films, meets 
people who have committed to political party activities in One 
Hundred Years and Hope: Ikeuchi Saori, an advocate for 
gender diversity and anti-discrimination that serves the House 
of Representatives; and Ikegawa Yuichi, a member of the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Assembly who has worked hard to promote student 
rights. The two politicians and the young people he met are all 
members of the Japanese Communist Party. The Japanese 
Communist Party has survived the historical upheaval surrounding 
its ideology and the unprecedented long-term regime of the LDP, 
and is close to celebrating its 100th anniversary. While portraying 
political activities of political parties, One Hundred Years and Hope 
does not devote much to political engineering analysis or criticism of 
the authorized parties. Instead, it focuses on capturing the sincerity 
of those who want to create a different world in Japan, which suffers 
from the lowest level of gender equality index and chronic economic 
inequality. In the image of young activists who are moving forward 
with worries and hopes at the same time, you can also find a portrait 
of director Nishihara Takashi who fiercely and faithfully pursues the 
belief that the society needs to change.

One Hundred Years 
and Hope

NISHIHARA Takashi  
Born in 1983 in Toyama 
Prefecture, Japan. His 
first feature film, Starting 
Over (2014), was an official 
selection of Tokyo International 
Film Festival 2014. His first 
documentary feature film, About 
My Liberty(2016), was selected 
for Hot Docs in 2017.

Japan | 2022 | 107min | DCP | Color | IP | 12

128 MIB103 9/23 17:00 GV
336 MB7 9/25 20:00 GV

  Asian Competition
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Produced with the support of international film organizations and 
the Thai Ministry of Culture, Worship captures the secularization of 
various religious events including Buddhism, as well as landscapes 
throughout Thailand. At the same time, it describes with dramatic 
scenes “the only one (der Einzelne)” that reaches nirvana out of the 
mundane world. It encourages identification with “the only one” and 
makes critical distance from the aspects presented as tragic. In fact, 
it is not easy to support religion that has already been incorporated 
into the market economy. Here, religion, which is exchanged for 
money and stereotyped to enable mass production and consumption, 
is more like a commodity. However, in the second half of the film, 
something happens where one becomes immersed in this secular 
aspect. In the midst of the dazzling step printing and slow motion, 
the sound from the site is removed and the background music is 
heightened, and the intensity of the image overwhelms the critical 
distance. At this moment, the bloody, smoke-filled religious ceremony 
was reminiscent of a protest site (in Thailand), evoking other 
possibilities of the secular world—and a film that only seemed to 
deliver a simple message based on self-orientalism and dichotomous 
structure becomes a counter-self-folklore.

Worship

Uruphong RAKSASAD
Uruphong Raksasad’s films 
revolve around the lives and 
hardships of Thai farmers 
and villagers. His feature film, 
Agrarian Utopia (2009) has 
screened over 100 film festivals 
worldwide and recent film The 
Songs of Rice (2014) is the final 
part of his “Rice Trilogy”.

Thailand | 2021 | 98min | DCP | Color | KP | 12

110 MIB103 9/23 11:00
613 MBC6 9/28 13:30

  Asian Competition
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After protests over the 2019 extradition law amendment, many are 
leaving Hong Kong to find political freedom and hope for the future in 
a place other than the homeland where the promise of democracy is 
being undermined. As most would guess, most of them are headed 
to England. Hong Kong-born journalist/director Crystal WONG once 
left Hong Kong to study but returned in 2019 to document the fierce 
protests. She now follows the journey of those who decide to flee 
to England, capturing the anxieties and doubts they share. When 
they settle in a new land and find freedom, can they call themselves 
Hong Kongers? If “Hong Kong” only remains as a name of a place, 
where should the identity of “Hong Konger” be found? The sense of 
instability and opulence that Hong Kong films in the 20th century have 
had for a long time continues into the 21st century—this time, in a 
documentary, not a fiction. The Grass is Greener on the Other Side is 
the most desperate document of the Hong Kongers in exile, the new 
diaspora of the 21st century.

The Grass is Greener 
on the Other Side 

Crystal WONG 
Crystal Wong is a documentary 
filmmaker. Born into the Handover 
period of Hong Kong, her identity 
is, likewise, fluid and in question. 
Her first documentary The 
Grass is Greener on the Other 
Side sparked her interest in the 
evolving identity of Hongkongers 
and the Hong Kong diaspora, 
which is becoming the central 
theme of her work.

Hong Kong,UK | 2022 | 72min | DCP | Color | KP | 12

319 MIB103 9/25 14:00 GV
514 MIB101 9/27 13:30 GV

  Asian Competition
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On Iriomote Island, Okinawa, there is a coal mine that shut down a 
long time ago. In colonial  times, forcibly conscripted miners from 
Taiwan and Korea suffered from hard labor and malaria here, earning 
it the notoriety of the “green jail”. Green Jail is a documentary by 
director Huang Yin-Yu who was there for the last four years of an 
old resident Hashima and weaves her memories with the history of 
the island. Hashima, who lives in her old wooden house, shares her 
memories to the director who had stepped into her life: from the time 
she moved from Taiwan when she was ten, being abandoned by 
her father and living with a step family, to not returning to her home 
country after the war, and her life afterwards. The story of Hashima 
and her family is a story of life on the margins created by history, not 
belonging to either Taiwan or Japan. Director Huang Yin-Yu does 
not easily melt the story into a dense historical context. Just as the 
daily life of a lonely old lady is nestled in a lush tropical landscape, 
her memories are conveyed to the audience in their unique texture. 
Green Jail  is an extremely delicate and emotional tribute to a forgotten 
and excluded life.

Green Jail

HUANG Yin-Yu
Huang Yin-yu is a Japan-
based Taiwanese filmmaker. 
Based in Okinawa, he 
produces documentaries and 
participates in international 
film projects. He’s one of the 
“Emerging Producers 2020” of 
Ji.hlava IDFF as Taiwanese 
representative, and he’s the 
festival director of Cinema at 
Sea IFF.

Taiwan, Japan, France | 2021 | 101min | DCP | Color | KP | 12

228 MIB103 9/24 17:00 GV
438 MIB103 9/26 20:00 GV

  Asian Competition
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Children of undocumented migrant workers referred to as illegal 
immigrants are called undocumented immigrant children. They 
do not exist on paper as their births were never registered. 
Vigra captured the story of 7 undocumented immigrant children 
across Asia over 4 years with the help of a Chinese production 
company. They run vigorously and laugh happily like any other 
kid, but the vitality hits the wall of reality in the next scene. 
Knowing that their suffering will continue as long as they remain 
unregistered, the audience have a foreboding that something 
frustrating will happen while seeing them laughing. “My parents 
are illegal people and afraid of getting kicked out if they register 
(me)...” They are denied their very existence for having been 
born as children of people whose very existence has become 
illegal. The film is significant in the sense that it looks at the 
lives of children that have been erased until now while closely 
observing their days.

Vigra 

WON Hoyeon 
Won directed human documentary 
shows in broadcasting and started to 
work on documentary films with the 
film,Captain Kang, in 2012. Burning 
Flower (2021), his documentaries 
contemplate life with earnestness 
and observational perspective.

JUNG Taekyoung 
Jung directed documentary shows 
and short dramas in broadcasting 
for 20 years. He produced Burning 
Flower in 2021 and began his first step 
as a documentary film director with 
Virga.

South Korea | 2022 | 75min | DCP | Color | WP | 12

217 MIB103 9/24 14:00 GV
532 MBC4 9/27 19:30 GV

  Asian Competition
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Korean 
Competition

A total of 54 films were submitted to this year’s ‘Korean Competition’, and 8 films 
that passed preliminaries will be presented at the festival. This year’s entries include 
many works that depict the trails of attractive and interesting people or groups. 
Above all, there were concerns that the production schedule of many works would 
be delayed due to COVID-19, but through this year’s entries, it was confirmed once 
again that what should be talked about will eventually be talked about. Of course, the 
number of entries this year has significantly dropped compared to last year, when 
about 70 films were submitted, and the impact of the pandemic on film production 
over the past two years will have to be looked at more closely in the next few years. 
However, as the jury of ‘Korean Competition’ composed of film critic Lee Byeong 
Hyeon and film director Jang Yunmi said, “They showed the attitude of recording and 
introducing the contents while breathing with their precious subject for a long time”, it 
is expected that the documentary’s struggle to record important things has continued 
until now and is expected to continue in the future. 
In the section ‘Korean Competition’of the 14th DMZ Docs various films highlighting 
the current issues of Korean society will be presented, including Kim Kyungman’s 
new work Until the Stones Speak, which deals with the Jeju April 3 incident through 
the vivid testimony of a female narrator; Seen Nari’s The Bone, which reconstructs 
historical events with the memories of individuals with a past related to forced labor 
during the Japanese colonial period; Jang Juyeong’s Home with the Exit, which 
received the highest evaluation among the disability-themed entries this year; and 
A Mother Youngsoon, which depicts the problematic social environment of North 
Korean defectors through their families.
There are also several feature-length debuts by directors who have continued to 
explore their themes through short films. Time of Seeds is directed by Seol Suan, 
who has worked as a film festival programmer and has directed several brilliant 
experimental shorts. Kwon Aram, who has been focusing on sharp topics such 
as queer, labor, and comfort women, drew the history of the lesbian community 
in Home Ground through Korea’s first lesbian club ‘Lesbos’; Chun Chanyoung 
honestly reveals her family relationships in her Her 5th Room. In addition, director 
Park Koonje’s new film The Body of the Sea shows an attempt to weave the artificial 
buildings and animals, which were his main themes, into one theme.
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  Korean Competition

Advent of spring, rain water, stirring of insects. Time of Seeds is a film 
that takes modern people who cannot fully enjoy the four seasons 
through the tight 24 solar terms. There are two farmers, Yoon Gyun-
sang and Jang Gwi-deok who have received and planted their own 
seeds for decades, and people who are looking for the native seeds 
that their labors have kept. The camera watches the old farmers 
plowing the soil close to the ground, the young farmers planting native 
seeds received from them, the sense of distinguishing the sounds of 
swallow beans, pumpkin seeds, and birds, and the landscape of land 
being frozen and thawed. Often, the KTX passes quickly behind the 
farmers and high-rise apartments are built, which seems to quietly 
appeal to the fact that watching their labors is “watching the end of 
an era”. At the end of the film, there is a moment when you realize 
that the seeds, not the farmer, as a moving being, is truly leading the 
time of the film. It literally is about time of seeds. It is a film that tries to 
recover this precious sense of nature.

Time of Seeds 

SEOL Suan  
She received M.A. in 
Filmmaking (Screen 
Documentary) at Goldsmiths, 
University of London. 
She directed Complicated 
Order (2007), Kungfu 
Tea (2017), and The 
Uncomfortable (2019).
Time of Seeds (2022) is her 
first feature documentary.

South Korea | 2022 | 99min | DCP | Color | WP | G

305 MIB101 9/25 10:30 GV
525 MIB102 9/27 16:30 GV
713 MB3 9/29 14:00
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Over 100 people are gathered in the auditorium. Then the military 
trial begins. They are neither told what crime they are being tried 
for nor given a chance to defend themselves, but convicted without 
a simple procedure of their names being called out. They find out 
about their sentences only upon arriving in prison on land and are 
not given a proper explanation even after having served their time. 
A more absurd intro than the one from The Trial by Franz Kafka, but 
this is a reality, not a fiction. Until the Stones Speak calmly follows 
the testimony of five grandmothers who were embroiled in the Jeju 
4.3 and had to remain silent since. While beaches with waves and 
beautiful snowy mountains of Jeju Island, and the testimony overlap, 
some places perfectly matching the testimony. Ordinary alleys, front 
yards of houses, the remains of a burned down house. They appear 
as an everyday landscape rather than a mere footage, sometimes 
watching the audience as witnesses with historical layers. This simple 
composition effectively embodies the meticulous approach of the film 
to the heart of the Jeju 4.3.

Until the Stones Speak

KIM Kyungman 
Kim has been making 
independent documentary films 
since 2000. His shorts include 
Long Live His Majesty (2002), 
The Structure of Goliath (2006), 
An Escalator in World Order 
(2011) and People Passing By 
(2014). 

South Korea | 2022 | 100min | DCP | Color | WP | 12

333 MIB101 9/25 19:30 GV
516 MB1 9/27 14:00 GV
626 MB7 9/28 17:00 GV

  Korean Competition
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BANG. A drunk husband knocking on the door. A woman got her 
own room, but it is not comfortable. Her 5th Room is the story of Hyo-
jeong, a freelance counselor having her own room for the first time 
in 30 years of living with her in-laws. The reason she got her own 
room is because she is now the breadwinner. However, she still 
has to wash the dishes and listen to the nagging of her incompetent 
husband even after returning from hard work. The interesting 
thing about Her 5th Room is that Hyo-jeong is a domestic violence 
counselor. She, who started studying at a comparatively older age, 
recognizes the gap between her learning and reality, and grows 
and struggles to close this gap. How would she move forward? The 
film watches all this process from her daughter's point of view with a 
trembling heart. This kind of family affairs would so common around 
us that it dispel the worry that the story might be too private to be 
shared. The great empathy and courage that this story will bring is 
anticipated.

Her 5th Room

CHUN Chanyoung   
Chun is making documentaries 
in Busan from a feminist 
perspective. From two short 
films to current feature film, he 
has been constantly capturing 
his family as the subject of the 
documentaries. 

South Korea | 2022 | 77min | DCP | Color | WP | 12

224 MB8 9/24 16:30 GV
414 MB8 9/26 13:30 GV
612 MBC4 9/28 13:30 GV

  Korean Competition
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In 1996, Korea’s first lesbian bar, Lesbos opened. ‘Myung-woo’, 
who runs the bar that reopened in 2019, is struggling to protect it 
amid the Coronavirus crisis. The film reflects on the three spaces 
that performed similar roles to that of Lesbos through reenactments 
and interviews. In the 1970s, lesbians used to spend time at Chanel, 
a women-only coffee shop in Myeong-dong. In the early 2000s, 
teenage lesbians formed a community in Sinchon Park. Myung-woo 
experienced the twists and turns of lesbian-only spaces in person 
from the 1970s to the present as a customer of Chanel and as the 
owner of Lesbos, a bar across from Sinchon Park. Even though the 
times and places are different, visitors remember these spaces as 
comfortable and safe places, and precious liberated zones which had 
allowed them to form their own identity. Home Ground is a film that 
shows the necessity and self-reliance of a lesbian community that 
transcends time.

Home Ground

KWON Aram  
She interests lie in recording 
the memory of queers in 
the other side of the cities. 
She co-directed To become 
2(2012),Queer Room (2018) 
and with 463 - Poem of the 
Lost (2018), dealt with the story 
of Japanese Military Sexual 
Slavery of Koreans. 

South Korea | 2022 | 74min | DCP | B&W,Color | WP | 12

114 MIB101 9/23 13:30 GV
323 MB8 9/25 16:30 GV
625 MB1 9/28 17:00 GV

  Korean Competition
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A home on a beach. Cats roam around a dismantled ship, and there 
is a couple taking care of these cats. They are the ones who have 
dismantled the ship. The Body of the Sea tells the story through a 
female narrator, moving between ships, cats and humans like waves. 
Overcoming difficulties in the past, the couple, “who wanted to build 
a good ship and decided to dissect the ship first,” dismantles the ship 
looking at the blueprint. While the four cats Mimi, Ugly, Copy and 
Ggami are born and raised, the ship is completely dismantled, and 
some of them become part of home for the couple and cats. The film 
harmonizes images, words, and silence to capture the cycle of all 
things and a rich sense of life. The power is transmitted, above all, 
thanks to compassion and consideration of “not turning away from a 
kitten climbing a two-meter fence to find food” and a human heart that 
respects a ship that has sailed the vast sea for a long time.

The Body of the Sea

PARK Koonje    
He directed works that form 
a series, beginning with the 
short film, My fact_or_Y (2015), 
and continuing to rewind, 
remind (2016). His most recent 
works are City of Gigas (2018) 
and Some Errors of the 
Construction-universe (2020).

South Korea | 2022 | 92min | DCP | Color | WP | G

204 MB8 9/24 10:30 GV
534 MIB102 9/27 19:30 GV
703 MB8 9/29 10:30
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A mother and son who defected to South Korea in 2007 run a food 
truck together and live under the same roof. They do not rely on 
each other. The son, who thinks he was brought to a strange land, 
resents his mother. The mother does not understand her son who 
does not seize his chance. She buys a pension in hopes of building 
a foundation for his son’s life in South Korea but ended up being 
defrauded. Neither ‘Youngsoon’ nor his son So-sa reveal their 
feelings. The existence of her husband (his father) who committed 
suicide and her eldest son (his brother) missing in North Korea cast 
a dark shadow on their life, but the film never shows the two having 
a conversation about it. The film hints in another way that the words 
and actions of the two, who seem strong and firm at first glance, stem 
from deep wounds. Is South Korea really a land of opportunity for the 
mother and son who just want a normal life? A Mother Youngsoon 
is a film that genuinely portrays the lives of North Korean defectors 
through two characters, Youngsoon and Sosa, and goes beyond 
personal history to beg the question about public concern.

A Mother Youngsoon

LEE Changjun  
Documentary film maker. 
He directed two films Hide 
Behind the Sun (2015), Take 
Me Home (2018), currently 
he is working on a mother-
daughter themed story 
A Mother Youngsoon.

  Korean Competition

South Korea | 2022 | 80min | DCP | Color | WP | 12

212 MB8 9/24 13:30 GV
405 MIB101 9/26 10:30
603 MBC6 9/28 10:30
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Statue of Hime Kannon stands next to Lake Tazawa in Atika 
Prefecture, northern Honshu, Japan. The statue, which was built in 
1939, only had the words to commemorate the deaths of native fish. 
Ha Jung-woong, a Zainichi Korean who assumed that there might 
be a secret hidden in the statue, discovered a document stating 
that its original purpose is to commemorate the Koreans who died 
during the construction of water channels from a nearby temple in 
1990. Meanwhile, Juroku Chatani, a Japanese historian who has 
built a culture village in the Akita region, has been studying the issue 
of forced deportation of Koreans in Akita for nearly 40 years. He 
particularly noted the collapse of a tunnel of Hanaoka coal mine in 
1944, in which the Japanese government buried 22 workers alive 
(11 Koreans and 11 Japanese) isolated in the tunnel to dig another 
tunnel. The film sheds light on the Korean victims of forced labor, 
centering on Hime Kannon who witnessed all these tragedies. The 
Bone raises hope that remembrance and reconciliation will continue 
through the annual memorial service held in front of Hime Kannon.

The Bone

SEEN Nari   
Her feature debut film, The 
Rust (2018) which deals with its 
Ilgwang mines in Gijang, Busan 
and in Nikko, Japan. Later, She 
expanded the work into her 
second work, The Bone, which 
follows the history of the forced 
mobilized.

  Korean Competition

South Korea | 2022 | 69min | DCP | Color | WP | 12

135 MIB101 9/23 19:30 GV
429 MIB103 9/26 17:00 GV
609 MB7 9/28 11:00
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Residential home for the disabled, ‘accommodation facilities for the 
disabled’ to borrow the words from the film, have emergency exits. 
Home with the Exit is a film about two people with developmental 
disabilities who have escaped from a facility and have their own 
home. The film consists of Lee Yong-chan and Chae Min-sik’s 
independent lives and interviews, as well as interviews with social 
workers and activists who helped them out. Interviews with the 
disabled are often followed by explanations by social workers, which 
shows a limitation of the film and reality where communication 
is difficult (feeling difficult) and proves that their independence is 
possible not on their own but with the help of institutions, communities 
and neighbors. The film persuades that deinstitutionalization is the 
right of the disabled and advances to a more fundamental question. 
In a society that sees humans as a mere labor force, disabled people 
are easily treated as useless. So, what is labor? Is only the labor 
that is productive labor? The film says that the disabled who have 
been deinstitutionalized can shake the perception that so-called 
productivity is a ‘reasonable’ standard of labor.

Home with the Exit

JANG Juyeong  
Jang studied Film in Seoul 
Institute of the Arts. Rooted 
in the interests in values that 
were deemed useless, he 
explores new screening and 
visualizing methods centered 
on a more narrow focus on 
people who have been driven 
out of the boundaries of social 
regulations.

  Korean Competition

South Korea | 2022 | 60min | DCP | Color | WP | G

123 MIB101 9/23 16:30 GV
314 MB8 9/25 13:30 GV
602 MBC4 9/28 10:30 GV
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A total of 294 films were submitted to this year’s Shorts Competition for Asia and 
Korea, and 26 of them were finally selected. This short film category received more 

works of varying levels than any other category, and again this year expressed a 
number of pressing issues of different countries this year as well. It’s unfortunate that 

we cannot share all of them, but we believe that the finally selected films will broaden 
the possibility to discuss various and important issues in modern society. One of the 

prominent trends in this year’s entries is that many Korean films dealt with a theme 
specifically for digital media. This seems to reflect the social and cultural background in 

which the digital media use environment is well established, and it is evaluated that Korean 
films are aware of the problems caused by the rapid generalization of social relationships 

based on the Internet.
From Dreams to Dust, Aralkum, HOT/STUCK/DEAD, and Surviving Fortress witness the 
destruction of space due to environmental destruction and climate change and learn about 
the efforts of people to protect and maintain their living base. Mother Tongue, Party Poster, 
How I Like It, and Kathmandu Monsoon reveal regional and geopolitical issues through 
interesting observations and documentation. A Reel War: Shalal, The House of Loss, 
and Sun Dance are deliberate attempts to remember the history of conflicts, while 
Finding CHAE, Pay Off, A Box of Noodles Goes over the Mountain, and Tales of 
the Lane are records of various journeys surrounding national identity. Holy 
Cowboys, A Boat on the Sea and Between the Stars and Waves deal with 
the human rights and education issues of children and young people who 
are in the blind spots, and What I Ever Wanted was “Ray”, CITI-100, 
and Dorm focus on the labor issues of the youth in the 21st century. 
This isn’t What It Appears, The Boys Club, I ’m not a Robot., 
Nameless Syndrome, and I am Trying to Remember explore 
how social minorities should be represented and 
portray them through the social structure in which 
they find themselves.  

Shorts 
Competition
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From Dreams to Dust Surviving Fortress

From Dreams to Dust, an eight-minute documentary, 
captures a naked reality that mainstream media do 
not show or that we do not actively seek to look at, 
namely the nickel mines in Indonesia. The filmmaker 
records the mines in ruins and interviews the people 
who go out on the limb to work there. With such 
simple directing, unforgettably intense moments 
are created on screen. To mine the nickels, the land 
has to be overturned, which leads to landslides 
and then to the polluted sea. The land is no longer 
available for anyone to live on. While some of us look 
out to the future under the slogan of “sustainable 
future,” eyeing on the battery industry with the 
rise of electronic cars, others see their poverty-
ridden homelands being destroyed to the point of 
irreversible. This film would leave deep feelings 
for those who struggle with the true meaning of 
sustainable future.

Surviving Fortress is set in an expansive barren 
land. The protagonist, Morteza, has been working 
here for a long time to turn this dry land into fertile 
farmland and green pastures. He cultivated the land 
by building underground canals according to the 
irrigation culture of Iran and bringing water from the 
depth to the surface. As a result, it became a land 
where crops and livestock can grow. The director, 
who found the old man at the end of those long 
years, films the tenacity of a human being who still 
works everyday without a complaint, sometimes 
from close, sometimes from a distance. The camera 
often uses extreme high angle shots to capture the 
scenes on the earth, and it is interesting that they 
convey the overwhelming majesty of nature that 
erases humans and at the same time, show the 
perseverance of a man at the center of it. It is a very 
impressive exploration of the relationship between 
man and nature.

  Shorts Competition 1

Stephanie TANGKILISAN
She is an Indonesian filmmaker, currently living in NYC. 
She took on her first newsroom internship at 18 reporting on the 
Jakarta bombings before eventually turning to doc filmmaking. 
Her first short, Trouble Finds You (2019) went on to be 
nominated for the BAFTA Students Best Short Documentary. 

Muhammad FADLI
He is a documentary photographer and producer based 
in Jakarta, Indonesia. His affection for themes such as history, 
culture, and social issues are reflected in his projects. His work 
has been exhibited in various photo festivals and published 
in international publications.

Farshad FADAIAN
He is an Iranian documentary filmmaker and photographer. 
He graduated from the University of Tabriz with a degree 
in philosophy and started documenting with the film Stone, 
Silent Mother in 1988. To date, he has made about 80 short 
and feature films on various subjects.

Iran | 2021 | 52min | DCP | Color | AP | GIran | 2021 | 52min | DCP | Color | AP | GIndonesia, US | 2022 | 9min | DCP | Color | 
WP | 12

Iran | 2021 | 52min | DCP | Color | AP | G
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HOT/STUCK/DEAD Aralkum

HOT/STUCK/DEAD is an exploration not of images 
reproduced on the display but of the display itself. 
The start is when the narrator sees a hand strangely 
protruding from a large LED screen in the square. 
When a panel, part of the whole, breaks down, 
a sight, which would normally be disregarded, 
comes into view. The narrator reminds that it is 
those complex and diverse hands that create and 
manage displays. The film visits those hands and 
contemplate more on the liquid crystal panels. An 
expert’s explanation that ‘liquid crystal’ material 
has properties of both liquid and crystal tells us that 
the psychedelic pictures on digital screen we can 
easily think of is actually based on the principles 
of chemistry and the properties of liquid crystal 
material. Hot/Stuck/Dead is an interesting film for 
learning which recognizes the whole through the 
exceptional situation of the breakdown of a display.

Tragedy begins with losing water. When water is 
gone, fish disappear. When fish disappear, birds 
vanish and then foxes. How, then, would humans 
live by themselves? Aralkum documents what used 
to be a vast lake until the early 20th century and 
turned into a piece of desert land. If viewed without 
prior knowledge, the surreal landscape may come 
across as a beautiful scenery—a deserted old boat 
on a fine sand dune, and a net draped over it. But the 
audience would soon be devastated upon learning 
that this space once used to be the living foundation 
of fishermen. To make it even more poignant, the 
name Aralkum is newly coined to indicate the land 
after the Aral Sea turned into a desert, which should 
not have existed in the first place.

LEE Eunhee
The Visual artist, Lee observes the relationship between 
technology environment, individual, and the image and explores 
it by comparing human social problems to technological 
mechanisms.

Daniel Asadi FAEZI
Born 1993 in Germany. Studied in the Documentary 
Department at University of Television and Film, Munich and 
National College of Arts Lahore, Pakistan. Besides directing
he produces documentary cinema.

Mila ZHLUKTENKO
Born 1991 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Studied in the Documentary 
Department at University of Television and Film, Munich. 
Her films have been screened at numerous filmfestivals 
including IDFA, Visions du Réel, Camerimage and MoMA, 
winning multiple awards. 

121 MB2 9/23 16:30 GV
436 MB3 9/26 20:00 GV

Uzbekistan, Germany | 2022 | 13min | DCP | 
Color | AP | G

South Korea | 2021 | 21min | DCP | B&W, 
Color | 12
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Mother Tongue Kathmandu Monsoon

Mother Tongue follows a group of Kurdish language 
teachers based in Iran. The Kurds in Iran, despite 
having their own language and culture, cannot have 
their own official education institutions or programs 
due to political issues. To preserve Kurdish 
language and culture, some people have initiated 
mobile education program that goes around to visit 
different towns. People of all ages and genders 
gather for the classes. The audience would read 
out many different stories from this documentary, 
depending on what’s on their minds. Those who are 
interested in Middle Eastern politics would witness 
the deep chasm between the Iranians and the 
Kurds. Those who are invested in education would 
discover the vivid scenes of language learning. 
Focusing on the human rights of Islamic women, the 
film would prove to be tremendously moving. Mother 
Tongue is a gem that meticulously documents the 
reality of the Kurds from the closest distance. 

It starts with drizzle. People play with puppies, and 
rainbows fill up the sky. However, the rain begins 
to intensify, and the streets are soon flooded with 
water. People who visit Kathmandu cannot bow 
down and are busy scooping up muddy water. The 
heavy rain has changed the landscape. Kathmandu 
Monsoon documents the rainy landscape of 
Kathmandu without any narration or subtitles. It 
is not easy to read any special message with this 
image alone. Most of the scenes were shot in a calm 
and peaceful atmosphere, and heavy rain can be a 
common sight in Nepal’s rainy season. However, 
considering that Nepal is one of the countries 
experiencing the greatest crisis due to recent climate 
change, this “routine” may be a sign of a crisis that is 
becoming increasingly serious. What we saw may 
have been a foreshadowing of catastrophe rather 
than the serenity of everyday life.

Sarkew MESGARI
Born in Kurdistan, Iran. He has always been fascinated by 
images and how the world is illustrated by the eyes through 
the lens of a camera. And, Sarkew delved even more into his 
photographic experiences by attending Digital Cinematography 
at Hilaj film school in 2004. 

Ngima Gelu SHERPA
He is a photographer turned writer, director, and producer. 
His debut documentary short film Home (2021) premiered at 
Internationale Kurzfilmtage Oberhausen 2021, where he was 
awarded the Prize of Ecumenical Jury – Honorable Mention. 
He is currently developing his debut documentary feature.

  Shorts Competition 2

Iran | 2022 | 46min | DCP | Color | WP | G Nepal | 2022 | 18min | DCP | Color | WP | G
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How I Like It Party 
Poster

How I Like It, with its honest confessions of Pakistani 
women’s sex lives, first comes across as provocative 
and humorous. In a culture ridden with misogyny 
where female desires are considered sins, free 
voices of women on how much they love sex 
and what positions offer the exhilarating sense 
of liberation. Added to this is the performative 
masculinity posed by some men deliberately put in 
by the filmmaker, which creates a discordance with 
what women says, prompting a good laugh.
On a second thought, however, stifling premonitions 
and dark horrors loom over the laughter. The women 
who speak of sex must remain anonymous and not 
make themselves public. In the film, public spaces 
are occupied only by men, whereas those who say 
“that’s how I like it” cannot even leave their houses.

In India, there is a unique culture of making flamboyant 
large-scale posters. Public figures including politicians 
would compete over hanging the posters of their 
close-ups on the walls and trees, which is now 
spread to “everyday people” as well. Party Poster, 
through the lens of humor, follows a group of Indian 
workers known as “laundrymen” making their own 
posters in earnest. Laundrymen’s daily lives and 
their concerns about COVID-19 make up some 
of the most important scenes of the film, but what 
leaves the deepest impression in our minds is the 
process of creating the ideal self-images through 
composition and editing in the poster design. 
Some of the men want to enlarge their faces or 
artificially modify certain features, at which point, 
the reality and the images engage in a complicated 
relationship, making the audience effectively sense 
the privileged status of image in this time and age.

Nida  MEHBOOB
She is a photographer, filmmaker based in Lahore, Pakistan.  
She graduated as a pharmacist but left the field to pursue 
photography in 2012. Her documentary work got her into 
several international workshops and fellowships over the years. 
She is Berlinale Talent 2020.

Rishi CHANDNA
His debut short documentary, Tungrus (2018), traveled over 
150 international film festivals and won 28 awards. He became 
an Oscar-qualifying short documentary after winning 
at Slamdance Film Festival 2019. 

India | 2021 | 20min | DCP | Color | KP | 12Pakistan | 2021 | 19min | DCP | Color | KP | 15

210 MB2 9/24 13:30
712 MB8 9/29 13:30
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A Reel War: Shalal The House of Loss

Archives are to be witnessed, as the filmmaker 
posits. As obvious as it may sound, with politics and 
power coming into play, this proposition would be put 
under a heated debate. A Reel War: Shalal begins 
with an Israeli archive where thousands of film reels 
are stored. Among them are the records of everyday 
lives of Palestinians from the mid-20th century, 
which are restricted from being disclosed by Israeli 
officials. These simple clips of the citizen’s ordinary 
lives apparently caused a discomfort to some.
This documentary follows the efforts of an archivist 
who tries to uncover the reels, while examining why 
the existence of the seemingly trivial footage would 
cause such a controversy. Furthermore, it reminds 
us of the important historical practice that is the 
preserving and restoring the archival materials after 
the initial production, which in and of itself is about 
giving them a new meaning.

House of Loss is an animated film. It is a record in the 
form of pictures. The film deals with the memories 
of the protagonist who worked as a public service 
worker in a nursing home, in which, there are faces 
that he failed to look properly and only the outlines 
remain. They are old people who have gone through 
war and still living in a time of war in a world where 
many things are forgotten and changing. On the 
other side, there exists the narrator of the film, a 
young man of another time who collapses and 
sinks in a city running at a frightening speed. The 
film draws the scars of history and pain curled up 
in an alienated place with a sharp and risky touch. 
The elderly in the nursing home depicted in the film 
are so fragile that their bodies and minds could be 
shattered with a single sigh, but the film tells us that 
we still have a chance to see their piercing eyes.

Karnit MANDEL
Born in Jaffa,Israel. She is a director and visual researcher 
specializing in historic and Middle Eastern footage. She 
graduated Summa cum Laude from Tel Aviv University film 
department (BFA, MA) and worked as a picture researcher 
and consultant for celebrated Israeli documentaries.

JEON Jinkyu 
Born in Seoul, 1987. In 2015, Jeon graduated from the 
department of Animation, Korea National University of the Arts. 
From 2015, he worked as an animator in studio Shelter for 
two years. He recently graduated from Tokyo University of the 
Arts with an MFA degree in Animation. 

  Shorts Competition 3

Israel | 2021 | 55min | DCP | B&W, Color | IP | 12 South Korea, Japan | 2022 | 9min | DCP | 
Color | 12
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Sun 
Dance

Finding CHAE

Sun Dance starts from an apartment at the Olympic 
Village. The building, in which the narrator has lived 
since childhood, is part of a large-scale apartment 
complex built to provide lodging for athletes and 
reporters during the Seoul Olympics in the past. It is 
a space of commemorating the event and a home 
for ordinary citizens. The film is not about personal 
experiences or emotional attachment to the place. 
Starting from Gulliver’s Travels, the film explores 
the historical context of the apartment building by 
weaving free associations and meticulous research. 
The fim progresses from the relationship between 
the sun and housing to Korea’s urban reconstruction 
in the 1980s, from the image of the Olympic target to 
the invention of a circular barcode, and finally to the 
introduction of barcodes and the radial arrangement 
of apartments in the Olympic Village. The mother’s 
painting and the story of a shanty town demolished 
during the Olympics illustrate that even the sunlight 
that illuminates everywhere can never uniformly 
illuminates everyone’s living space.

Chae is the main character’s grandmother. To be 
more precise, it’s her surname. Finding CHAE 
depicts Mayumi’s journey in Korea, as she mourns 
her grandmother who gradually lost her memories 
in her later years and passed away while wanting 
to return to her hometown. Born in 1921, Chae 
Ok-sun moved to Japan when she was young, 
and worked to support her entire family. A third-
generation Korean-Japanese Mayumi wants to find 
her grandmother’s family grave and her history, in 
attempt to understand her on a deeper level. The 
path that Mayumi and her Korean friends walk on 
goes through the village and thick genealogy of her 
grandfather’s family and eventually leads to Chae’s 
grave. As Mayumi puts it, this is a “partial success”, 
but the complicated mind and the shadowy history 
of women piled up in the meantime leave a ruthful 
feeling. Finding CHAE is a heartwarming film that 
knocks on the shell that covers a woman’s life.

KIM Hayon 
Kim is interested in the infected relationships from production 
to consumption that are socially mediated by technology. She 
pays attention to how social media, such as materials, media, 
and infrastructure which spread and branch in all areas of 
society, develop at an individual level. 

PARK Ka-Young
Born in 1998. She was born in Korea but raised in abroad. 
Currently, She studies sociology at Seoul University.

  Shorts Competition 4

South Korea | 2022 | 37min | DCP | B&W, Color  
| WP | 12

South Korea | 2022 | 29min | DCP | Color | 12

111 MB2 9/23 13:30 GV
633 MIB101 9/28 19:30 GV
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Tales of the Lane A Box of Noodles Goes over 
the Mountain

It is a well-known fact that many Koreans emigrated 
to Japan and China during the Japanese colonial 
rule. However, it is relatively less known that around 
3,000 Koreans immigrated to Taiwan during the 
same period and some chose to remain even after 
the liberation from Japan. Tales of the Lane is about 
the stories of women who have been living in Taiwan 
since. The first thing that catches the eye in this 
film is the old stories told by women who now have 
become  g̒randmothers .̓ They speak Taiwanese, 
Japanese, and intermittently Korean and lead us 
to reconstruct and imagine the history we were not 
aware of, with their complicated stories that could not 
be covered in 30 minutes. When a woman tells her 
old story in Taiwanese while making kimchi, wearing 
her T-shirt that read Jesus loves me, we learn that 
there is ‘our story’ that we did not know.

A Box of Noodles Goes over the Mountain 
juxtaposes the myth of lemmings with the story 
of the mother’s family that the director heard. 
Supposedly, lemmings are “falling rats” that live in 
groups and jump into the sea collectively. One axis 
of the film is filled with various images overlaid on 
them and fictitious opinions explaining the collective 
commitment, which are either speculations from 
a human point of view, or claims made to create a 
“stupid and blind” image. On the other hand, the 
story of his grandmother who could not pay the 
interest on noodles borrowed for a village banquet 
even after working harder than anyone for life, 
and the story of his uncle who worked until death 
indicate a narrative of a sad devotion added to the 
human race. The director tries to cross the sea of 
false accusations, hypotheses, mistranslations, and 
myths on a sculpture boat. The film thus provides a 
way to reach a slightly deeper understanding of the 
individuals.

Tales of the Lane

Wei-Sheng HUANG
He has a long-term focus on the relationship between people 
and the land. His documentaries were selected for film festivals 
at home and abroad. 

Aung MYO
He is a Burmese-Chinese documentary and short fiction film 
director. His works focus on the present Myanmar and the 
Burmese immigrants in Taiwan. 

KIM Byungchan 
Kim focuses on micro-narratives that are created in translation 
when multiple narratives are placed side-by-side, and is 
interested in forming those micro-narratives in video media 
and installation art. 

South Korea | 2021 | 15min | DCP | Color | 12Taiwan | 2022 | 29min | DCP | B&W, Color |
IP | 12
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Pay Off Between the Stars and Waves

The film is a short documentary in which director 
Kang Sang-woo, who made Kim-Gun(2018), looks 
over the back story of Hong Myung-hee’s novel 
LimGeojeong at the request of Sakyejul, a publishing 
house celebrating its 40th anniversary. It describes 
the planning and publication of this monumental 
novel, how it became a staple in an unexpected 
way, and the process of solving the copyright issues 
with the novelist's bereaved family in North Korea. 
Contrary to the publisher’s concern, the response of 
the North Korean bereaved family to the theft without 
the author's permission was worth considering 
as fraternity, but that doesn’t tell the whole story 
of the film’s subject. For example, the director 
imaginatively describes the process of meeting and 
discussing between South Korean publishers and 
the North Korean bereaved family, with the physical 
properties of the novel LimGeojeong (the cover 
and inside image of the book) and a mechanical 
sound montage. Pay Off talks about the relationship 
between politics, business, and culture that drifts 
unresolved through the mediation of copyright fees 
that have not yet been “pay off”.

There is a small Malaysian village made up of 
houses on the water that Google Maps classified 
as an ‘island’. Children also live in this village, and 
they go to school despite the conditions of poverty. 
The film carefully records, with a warm gaze, the 
innocence and bright eyes of children who do not 
lose their laughter even in the midst of tears.
One of the brilliant parts in this film is that the director 
does not shout out the story he wants to tell. Instead 
of directly conveying the message in subtitles or 
narration that children should grow up safely, that 
men and women should be educated equally, and 
that more budgets and attention from the state 
and society are needed, the film chooses to show 
a long classroom scene and another long scene 
where children have fun (but play dangerously). 
The images from the scenes are much stronger and 
emotionally persuasive than a few words.

KANG Sang-woo
Kang creates works going back and forth between fiction and 
documentaries. His first feature documentary, Kim-Gun (2018), 
won the Prize at Seoul Independent Film Festival and Muju Film 
Festival.

Kek-Huat LAU
Malaysian filmmaker based in Taiwan. His debut film 
Boluomi (2019), was in competition Busan International Film 
Festival, New Currents section. Both his documentary Absent 
without leave (2016) and The Tree Remembers (2019) still face 
censorship challenge.

  Shorts Competition 5

South Korea | 2022 | 19min | DCP | Color | 
WP | 12

Taiwan, Malaysia | 2022 | 53min | DCP | Color | 
IP | 12

101 MB2 9/23 10:30 GV
330  MB2 9/25 19:30 GV
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A Boat on the Sea Holy 
Cowboys

A man crosses a river in rough waters, aiming for the 
colorful container standing on the other side. Starting 
with a compelling long take, A Boat on the Sea soon 
moves on to the story of girls studying and dreaming, 
living across the river. The one who crossed the river 
is their teacher, and the classes mainly consist of 
reading Persian, making a snowman, and folding 
paper boats. The eyes of dreamy children sparkle 
like the sea, but their living conditions are so poor 
that it seems almost impossible for them to continue 
their studies. Instead of emphasizing such a situation 
in a tragic way, the film tries to capture the shy faces 
one by one while observing how they manage to 
have a good time. The voice of wanting to receive a 
car that can go anywhere as a gift, and the image of 
a girl looking at her paper boat floating away in the 
river, become a clear message in itself.

Holy Cowboys depicts the vigilante activities of 
Hindu nationalists that are taking place in modern 
India, but it doesn’t merely document such activities. 
In fact, it presents a good and innocent boy and a 
world of hate that has a powerful influence on him. In 
accordance with the Hindu law that regards cattle as 
sacred, and the cry of nationalist politics to “unity and 
defend religion”, vigilantes strongly express hostility 
to Muslims and even resort to violence. The boy who 
was caring for the calf gradually loses his face in 
such a dangerous energy. Holy Cowboys illuminates 
a group that is already obsessed with a kind of 
fictional logic and actively borrows the grammar 
of a fiction film, which is an appropriate method. 
Holy Cowboys is a genre film that appropriately 
harmonizes the gaze, the operation of the narrative, 
and the depiction of the collective landscape, and in 
itself becomes a powerful indicator of reality.

Arman Gholipour DASHTAKI
Freelance documentary film director. He was born in 1990 
in Iran. He directed over 10 documentaries on local and 
domestic issues.

Varun CHOPRA
India,US based filmmaker. He was recently selected to be 
2021 Film Independent Screenwriting Lab Fellow. His work has 
screened at an array of festivals worldwide and has been picked 
up by platforms like PBS, Comcast. He has created content for 
brands like National Geographic, Condé Nast & Sony Pictures.
challenge.

Iran | 2022 | 30min | DCP | Color | AP | G India, US, UK | 2021 | 24min | DCP | Color | 
KP | 12

311 MB2 9/25 13:30
701 MB2 9/29 10:30
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What I Ever Wanted was 
“Ray”

Dorm

One day, a husband tells his wife that he wants to 
buy a new car. It is a car named ‘Ray’. He choose to 
invest in cryptocurrency to make his dream come 
true. Miraculously, the graph keeps going up and the 
future seems closer. The film tells the story of that 
very special summer day through two narrators, a 
wife and a husband. As miracles happen one after 
another, the husband, buoyant with expectations, 
talks about investment as if he were an expert, but 
the miracles ended there. The money disappears 
like a mirage. He finally gets a grasp on reality and 
looks back on his collegues. What would be the 
dreams of his colleagues who invest? There is no 
grand story here. Paying tuition, buying tools for 
color correction, or buying a slightly better car are 
what they dream of. The film asks and embraces our 
conditions through a simple screen and a witty form.

The dormitory is always as dark as night. This is 
because there is always someone sleeping due to 
their three-shift work. Dorm depicts Vietnamese 
female workers living in a dark dormitory. This 
dormitory is a bit strange. Overall, it is like a cave 
made of odds and ends, and in the center there 
is something that looks like a bizarre creature. 
Here, workers prepare for a strike, talking about 
the poor working conditions and hard life. To be 
more accurate, they put together a performance.  
They rehearse lines and reproduce situations. The 
purpose of this performance, however, does not 
seem to lie in creating a decent play. The dormitory 
is not a theater stage all set, but a communal space 
where individual conversations, everyday gestures, 
diverging views and exploding emotions swirl 
around. The film was made at a migrant worker 
workshop, and the pouring light in the second half 
leaves a deep impression.

KWON Heesue
Kwon is interested in image and corporeality and creates works 
that overlap film and performance. Her most recent focus is 
body language as a medium that relocates power.

LEE Byung-Ki
Lee is a member of Docustory. From 2014, Lee creates works 
crossing the boundaries of fiction, documentary, 
and experimental film.

LAM ChingYi
Lam is from Hong Kong and have completed M.F.A. 
program in Cinema at Yonsei University Graduate School of 
Communication & Arts. She is presently a slave of capitalism.

SO Yo-hen 
Your Bros. filmmaking group is an informal filmmaking group 
formed by three amateurs from a different field of ar. They focus 
on field research during the process of filmmaking, creative 
workshops, unforeseen circumstances, flexible scripts that can 
be changed in different situations.

  Shorts Competition 6

South Korea | 2021 | 10min | DCP | B&W, 
Color | 12

Taiwan | 2021 | 54min | DCP | Color | KP | 12
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CITI-100 This isn’t What It Appears

“A cheerful, bright, life of the party—a cool guy.” One 
of the teenage characters introduces himself and 
continues with a bashful smile. “I live on delivery.” 
The characters talk in turn about the fun and 
dangerous moments of riding a motorcycle, while 
the director remembers a friend who passed away in 
an accident long ago. CITI-100, directed by Hwang 
Sunyoung is a film made with teenagers who work 
as motorcycle delivery men. In their memories, 
there are dangerous acts and obvious illegalities. 
We might have even seen them on the road at least 
once and frowned. But instead of judging their lives 
so easily, the film asks why we, the adults, haven’t 
listened to them and endangered them even more 
with our apathy. In the end, we are the ones who feel 
ashamed in front of the bright smiles of teenagers.

What we hear in This isn’t What It Appears is an 
explanation of the relationship between the camera 
and reality. According to the explanation, it has 
been believed that the uniqueness of a photo lies 
not in the person who presses the shutter but in 
the shutter itself and that reality is recorded on 
film through the lens. What we see in the film are 
frames that overlap in various ways. The old photo, 
the person who looks at the photo, the screen the 
person was photographed on, and the monitor 
containing the screen are continuously presented. 
At the intersection where what we hear and what we 
see meet, there is a picture taken by an anonymous 
cameraman during the war. Interestingly, on the 
back of the picture is written the phrase “This isn’t 
What It Appears” to the effect that what is in the 
picture is fiction. Through the presentation and 
mixing of various materials, the film tells us that what 
is captured in the camera is ultimately a composition 
of reality.

HWANG Sunyoung 
Born in 1992. Graduated from the Department of Broadcasting, 
School of Film, TV& Multimedia at Korea National University 
of Ats in 2020. CITI-100 has won First Short Prize at Seoul 
Independent Film Festival.  

CHOI Heehyun 
Based in Los Angeles and Seoul, Choi creates experimental 
films. She is interested in dealing with image’s materiality and 
virtuality through investigations on film format. Her works were 
shown at several film festivals.

  Shorts Competition 7

South Korea,US | 2022 | 19min | DCP | Color | 
WP | 12

South Korea | 2021 | 29min | DCP | B&W, 
Color | 12 

301 MB2 9/25 10:30 GV
615 MIB101 9/28 13:30 GV
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I am Trying to Remember I’m not a Robot.

The director remembers. A man named ‘Gholam’, 
who carried a camera to film his family, who always 
smelled of cigarettes, who looked good in his US 
army jacket, who took to the streets during the 
Iranian Revolution of 1978, and whom she is not 
able to meet again. The photos that the director 
brings out are damaged, and there is a calm 
sadness in the voice that remembers Golam. I am 
Trying to Remember, which deals with the director’s 
private memories and the public memories of Iranian 
society, is primarily of accusatorial nature. The 
film bravely denounces the atrocities of the Iranian 
government that executed political prisoners. On 
the one hand, it contemplates the nature of memory. 
The film shows that a memory naturally accepted 
in this era of optical recording media is actually the 
one interfered with and disturbed by various external 
factors and calmly asks what we should do to 
correctly remember the past.

‘I’m not a Robot’ is an expression of passive self-
verification required to access a website in our 
ruthless digital world. The film derives themes such 
as identification, classification, and recognition from 
it, and then composes the content by tying it with the 
case of a self-driving car that caused a fatal accident. 
How come a self-driving car which is said to have 
allowed hands-free driving using massive data 
failed to recognize the person in front of it and even 
caused an accident? In the search for an answer, the 
film chases after the system’s desire to create the 
eye that rules all eyes in the world, such as a more 
advanced satellite camera and a tighter network of 
monitoring. It also tracks various biases in programs 
and data that appear to be very objective. The film 
reveals that artificial intelligence, too, is a reflection 
of reality through the arrangement of various images 
and footages.

Pegah AHANGARANI
Iranian actress, film director and musician. She has directed 
7 documentaries and acted in more than 40 feature films. Her 
movies (where she starred or directed) have been shown in 
many festivals, including Berlinale, Toronto International Film 
Festival, Venice Film Festival. 

KANG Yesol 
Kang  is drawn to finding the connections between everyday 
practices of the individuals and social phenomena. Recently, 
Kang  holds interest in the ways images surpass the reality 
and is working to decode the process with visual language.

South Korea | 2022 | 20min | DCP | Color | 12Czech Republic, Iran | 2021 | 15min | DCP | 
Color | 12
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Nameless Syndrome The Boys 
Club

Nameless Syndrom is a work that traces an 
anonymous disease that makes humans sick with 
pain of unknown cause. It was exhibited in the ‘Art 
Spectrum’ of the Leeum Museum of Art, designed 
to discover and support young artists, and won 
the Artist of the Year award. Its narrative consists 
of five sub-titled chapters, each of which sems to 
evoke, elicit or deviate from the preceding. All the 
characters are women, and one of them takes on the 
role of the narrator, offering exposition, commentary, 
and questions, and it also contains reenactments 
based on the author’s research and interviews. The 
audiovisual motif that presides over the whole work 
can be said to be reflection, where images reflect or 
face each other on the surface of mirrors, windows, 
and water. It embodies the metaphor of women who 
have suffered physically, socially, and politically 
through the play of texts and images, away from the 
logic of causality.

The filmmaker based in Malaysia was sexually 
harassed by one of her staff during the filming of a 
documentary. The problem only grew from there. 
Having to finish the film, she was forced to stay on 
set with the assailant, subjected to the repeated 
secondary victimization. With the film as a hostage, 
she endured the painful times. As the title of the film 
indicates, the filmmaker accuses the problematic 
social awareness rather than putting it on one sexual 
predator, which is well encapsulated by the advice 
from the CEO of the production company that she 
should not make a big deal out of it for “everyone’s 
sake.” Thanks to the filmmaker who bravely faces 
the years of harrowing memories, the audience 
is reminded of how the wrong perceptions on 
sexual assault sicken not only individuals but the 
entire society. At the end of this journey, we would 
encounter perhaps the bravest scene of the year. 

CHA Jeamin 
Using directly shot videos instead of composed images, she 
questions the possibilities and powerlessness of visual art and 
documentary. Cha approaches individuals’ realities through on-
spot investigations and interviews and focuses on how society 
seeped into the lives of those individuals.

Yihwen CHEN
Malaysian documentary filmmaker and journalist. Currently, 
she’s working on her second documentary about marginalised 
communities in Malaysia, Shh…Diam, supported by Hot Docs 
CrossCurrents Fund.

South Korea | 2022 | 24min | DCP | Color | 
KP | 12

Malaysia | 2021 | 23min | DCP | Color | 12 

201 MB2 9/24 10:30 GV
623 MIB101 9/28 16:30 GV
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This year’s Korean Docs Showcase introduces remarkable new documentaries by directors who 
have been making films steadily. Lee Sohyun’s The Talent Show shows the process of ‘4.16 
Family Theater Yellow Ribbon’ preparing for the performance of the third play   Talent Show. The 
film focuses not only on children, but also focuses on the stories of parents who clash and conflict 
with each other due to passion and greed. This choice of focus once again reveals the director’s 
perspective and competence in her previous work, where she touched and mediated the desires of 
her grandmother, her mother, and herself. Hong Jinhwon’s Melting Icecream attempts to recover 
forgotten social memories along with the restoration of film of protest scenes from the 1980s that 
was damaged by water damage. In this documentary, the footage of the struggle against non-
regular workers in the 2000s found in the Newscham Archive is used as fragments of memory 
along with interviews and sketches. It is impressive that the director explores the properties of 
media, such as photography, website-building performance project, and film, and fights against the 
visuals that produce hierarchical relationships.
No Way Out is a new film directed by Al Mamun Shekh, who has raised various issues of migrant 
workers and deals with the problems of the employment perm it system. It delivers the problem 
of the system boldly and faithfully through the voices of migrant workers who speak up about the 
issues calmly, the anger and tense complaints of employers, expert explanations of legal principles, 
and the scenes of struggle.
Oh Junghun’s Under Zelkova continues the flow 
of the theme of the farming family following his 
previous film. The know-how of the traditional 
farming family is attracting attention as a valuable 
thing that can affect not only food production and 
distribution in the mass production system, but also 
our taste, and it makes us guess how the director’s 
films with a critical perspective on society will 
continue.
Park Hong-Yeol and Hwang Da-Eun of The Teachers: 
Pink, Nature trail, Ridge between rice paddies, 
Plum are dedicated fi lmmakers who have 
contributed to both mainstream and independent 
films as cinematographer and writer, respectively. 
The main characters in his films are those who try 
to intervene in mainstream society by pushing their 
own way. The director, too, is firmly walking down 
his path, making a crack in the conventional film 
industry.
Lastly, this year, through the omnibus film Spring 
Wind Project - We are here, we can meet many good 
independent film directors. At a time when it becomes 
awkward to expose one’s face and connect with 
the world outside the home, this film will provide 
an opportunity to remind the cinema’s mission of 
reconnecting the bonds of social solidarity while 
evoking the camera of independent film at the field 
of the struggle.
 
 

Korean Docs 
Showcase
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The Talent Show is a film depicting the process of preparing and 
touring the play “Talent Show” by mothers who have formed a theater 
troupe after losing their children during the Sewol Ferry disaster. This 
project is carried out in the context of visualizing the performance of 
mothers who are trying to achieve the dreams and aspirations of their 
children that have not been fulfilled. But in reality, it goes beyond the 
clichés of the victim’s narrative and frankly reveals the aspirations of 
middle-aged women who are hiding behind the sorrow and mourning. 
Driven by a desire to become a protagonist and a desire for attention 
and recognition, these women become high school students 
practicing dance performances for a talent show on a school trip, 
eventually reviving their children’s dreams and projecting their own 
aspirations. Which ones are for their children and which ones are for 
themselves? Following Dear Grandma(2015), director Lee Sohyun  
tried to portray women beyond the name of “family” in scenes where 
the realism of their life and their acting in the play impressively 
harmonize. There are many documentaries about the Sewol ferry 
from various perspectives, but the film goes beyond the narrative of 
the victims and makes us think about the meaning of mourning and 
overcoming.
 

The Talent Show
  Korean Docs Showcase

LEE Sohyun 
Director Lee worked as 
a water purifier salesman, 
advertisement producer, 
NGO activist and sound 
recordist. After an accidental 
visit to Palestine, she became 
a documentary director.  

South Korea | 2022 | 97min | DCP | Color | G

327 MBC4 9/25 17:00 GV
502 MBC4 9/27 10:30
529 MIB103 9/27 17:00

* Barrier-free film
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  Korean Docs Showcase

If damages to the film derive from natural disasters, the damages 
to the memory derive from repressed history. As this is the case, 
their restoration will be two qualitatively different processes. Yet, the 
distorted images caused by film damage refresh a social memory 
and the contents of the film create irony in the status of the historical 
memory. When you place the photographs in water to separate 
the pages stuck together by flood it can melt the images that could 
be recognized, so a way to present them is by scanning the stuck 
photographs as is after increasing their transparency. Interviews of 
people who were filming the strikes of 1980’s, the images of strike 
against turning workers into non-regular workers from the Newscham 
Archive, and the scenes shot by the director arrive in their own form, 
each at the risk of suffering damage. However, these images, like the 
photographs that have been increased in transparency while being 
stuck back to back, imprint upon us like a single image of Korean 
society. When the countdown in the ending credit reaches 0, the 
hierarchy produced in the name of democracy─that memory of the 
failed time─is brought to an end and we can no longer immerse 
ourselves in it. The countdown leading us to the end of the film firmly 
carries us to the time of the beginning.

Melting Icecream

HONG Jinhwon 
Hong held six solo exhibitions 
and participated in numerous 
group exhibitions. He planned 
numerous exhibitions and 
programs at the co-rented 
space with his colleagues. 
Sometimes, he works 
on computer programming, 
develops websites, cooks.  
And now, he makes movies 
sometimes. 

South Korea | 2021 | 70min | DCP | B&W | 12

218 MB3 9/24 14:30 GV
635 MB1 9/28 20:00 GV
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Director Al Mamun Shekh, who had come to Korea from Bangladesh 
with a vague dream that a new life will begin, came to learn about 
union movement when he asked for help to the labor union about 
a problem with his severance payment in 2001. He got married 
and acquired Korean citizenship in 2009. As a Korean director with 
Bangladesh origins, his works provide a rare opportunity to measure 
the reality of Korean labor conditions and its multicultural sensibility. 
Previously, Al Mamun Shekh dealt about marriage migrant women 
through a dramatic film but in this work, the director decided to 
directly address the problem of employment permit system(EPS) 
suppressing the migrant workers. In the realm of experience, the 
interviews of migrant workers and in the realm of logic, the interviews 
of the professionals highlight the problems of EPS. If the reality is 
that companies receive penalty when a migrant worker changes 
their work as a business owner tells us, it is for this very reason that 
a solution can be presented that the business owners also need to 
speak up about the problems of current system. However, it does 
not seem that the business owners are aligning with the related 
movements. Al Mamun Shekh needs to continue his work and his 
films need to be shared more widely.

No Way Out

Al Mamun SHEKH     
Born in Dhaka, Bangladesh. 
He came to South Korea 
in 1998. From 2001, he devoted 
himself to the human rights 
movement for migrant workers. 
He began doing culture and 
arts activities by making a short 
documentary in 2012. 

South Korea | 2022 | 61min | DCP | Color | WP | 12

136 MIB102 9/23 19:30 GV
309 MB7 9/25 11:00 GV

  Korean Docs Showcase
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In the village under zelkova, we find an old farmer with years of 
experience as well as young farmers who develop their own critical 
minds the more they learn the work. They all share the same goal 
and passion to protect the traditional farmhouse, but they move 
away from each other as their way to solution varies according to 
their circumstances and thoughts. They are lost as they can’t see 
the way, so they make their own ways through confusion and errors. 
But make no mistake—their toil isn’t pointless. The agriculture they 
are trying to protect is deeply related to the destruction of biodiversity 
due to the mass production, which leads to the decline in the ability 
and immunity of the entire ecosystem. So the fact that they are taking 
diverse paths also means that our farmhouse ecosystem is getting 
healthier. In order to protect their time, it is necessary to have calm 
gaze of a zelkova. If our society learns the wisdom of discerning 
through the eyes of the long-surviving zelkova, the farmers’ search in 
the dark will result in different crops—not the easy tasting one that we 
all know of, but a challenging yet fun-to-learn tasting one.  

Under Zelkova

OH Junghun   
He started documentary 
production at “Docupurn” 
in 1994 and produced 
numerous works. He won the 
Special Jury Award at DMZ 
International Documentary 
Film Festival with Rice 
Flower(2017). Currently living in 
Goesan, Chungcheongbuk-do, 
he is making a documentary on 
farming and farmers.

South Korea | 2022 | 102min | DCP | Color | WP | G

233 MIB102 9/24 19:30 GV
425 MIB101 9/26 16:30 GV

  Korean Docs Showcase
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A record of after-school classes in Dotorimaeul in Seongsan-dong, 
Seoul. The documentary, directed by Park Hong-Yeul, who has many 
experiences in various films as a cinematographer, depicts the lives 
and roles of after-school teachers, education that has collapsed in 
the era of Corona, the function of school and teacher, poor working 
conditions, and children’s play or spaces. The driving force behind 
its narrative is the constant observation of discussions between 
after-school teachers and parents. The relationship between the 
community, teachers, and children is embodied in a methodology 
that prioritizes observation of vivid experiences over than special 
commentary. The camera puts the audience in the position of a 
witness to what is happening, allowing them to take a closer look at 
the after-school classes through a meticulous and thoughtful process. 
The camera puts the audience in the position of a witness to what is 
happening, allowing them to take a closer look at the various aspects 
of the after-school class through a meticulous and thoughtful process. 
Beyond simple recording, the directors select people’ words and 
scenes, and arranges them according to their formal context. The 
after-school teacher’s narration asking, “Why am I here?” raises the 
issues surrounding people who are in between education and caring.

The Teachers : Pink, Nature trail, 
Ridge between rice paddies, Plum

PARK Hong-Yeol   
Director and director of photography. 
Filmed around 120 works. Park’s 
works include The Treacherous(2015), 
Will You Be There?(2016) and 
10 films by Hong Sang-soo. His most 
recent works are Heartbeat (2022) 
and Cyber Hell: Exposing An 
Internet Horror (2022).

HWANG Da-Eun    
Documentary director and 
scenario,drama writer. Hwang wrote 
for numerous films and TV dramas 
such as The Art of Seduction(2005), 
and TV Dramas including Spring 
Waltz (2006), Drama Special Don’t 
Worry, I am a Ghost(2012), and 
My Dangerous Wife (2020).

South Korea | 2022 | 94min | DCP | Color | G

113 MB8 9/23 13:30 GV
332 MB8 9/25 19:30 GV
628 MIB103 9/28 17:00 

  Korean Docs Showcase

* Barrier-free film
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Jeju Island, March 15, 2022. “Spring Wind Pilgrimage” hits the road 
with Father Moon Jeong-hyeon, also known as “the priest on the 
road”. Departing from the Jeju Naval Base and heading towards 
the land, their destination is battlefields across the country: places 
with people who oppose war, stop environmental degradation, 
cry for abolition of discrimination, stand in solidarity with refugees, 
and remember the tragedy. The omnibus Spring Wind Project – We 
are here is the result of media activists joining the 40-day journey. 
The 18 films are categorized into five themes: The Age of Climate 
Crisis, Stolen Labor, Present and Connect, Memory Struggle, and 
Peace Exercise. All the films depict both the bare face of the Korean 
society and determination for a new world. The 21 media activists 
who participated under the name of “Spring Wind: on-site media 
project that connects different worlds” are also filmmakers who have 
left meaningful footprints on the Korean documentary field. In other 
words, the site of Spring Wind Pilgrimage is in fact a site of korean 
documentary filmmaking.   

Spring Wind Project - 
We are here

Spring Wind Project
Co-produced by 21 media 
activists on site under the name 
of “Spring Wind: on-site media 
project that connects different 
worlds” 

312 MBC4 9/25 13:30 GV
614 MB8 9/28 13:30 GV

South Korea | 2022 | 113min | DCP | Color | 12

  Korean Docs Showcase
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‘Global Vision’ is a 
section that introduces 
v a r i o u s  t r e n d s  i n 
contemporary documentary 
films. This year’s edition shows 
the expansion of the documentary 
genre in that it contains films by 
directors who have worked in various 
fields such as visual arts and feature films. 
The works to be introduced are All of Our 
Heartbeats are Connected Through Exploding 
Stars, which traces the connection between 
humans, nature and the world by following the traces 
the tsunami left on Japan and Hawaii; 2nd Chance, 
which depicts the rise and fall of a businessman who was 
overly faithful to the American worldview; Burial, which shows 
the decommissioning of the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant in 
Lithuania in the style of science fiction and mythical imagination; 
Just Animals, the story of sisters of animal rights activists who struggle 
to realize their ideals; and The One Who Runs Away is The Ghost, 

which shows the world unfolded by children with infinite sensibility and 
imagination in an electronics store. Some works reflect the recent 

trend of combining the stye of fiction and documentary, such as 
Like an Island, a fable about two men protecting a small river 

in Lausanne, Switzerland and the daily life of the residents; 
The Plains, which reconstructs the repetitive daily life 

of a man commuting on the same route with a fixed 
camera and loose dramatic direction; Aftersun, 

which focuses on a certain disappearance in a 
way that blurs the boundary between reality 

and fantasy. They present new possibilities 
for documentaries. In addition, you 

can experience criticism and insight 
into society through other films of 

‘Global Vision’ that deal with 
current issues in the world 

such  as  commun i t y , 
environment, history, 

human rights, and 
war.

Global 
Vision
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  Global Vision

Visual artist and documentary film director Jennifer Rainsford’s 
debut film begins with the stories of people grieving and lost in the 
2011 tsunami that hit Japan. In the film, survivors from the tsunami 
in Japan are deployed alongside volunteers who pick up trash on 
a Hawaiian beach more than 4,000 miles from there. Fishing nets, 
plastics, and ropes that had blown into the ocean by the tsunami 
floated unbroken for several years before they eventually reached the 
beaches of Hawaii. Is this all about the relationship between Japan 
and Hawaii linked to the tsunami? With this long, poetic title, the film 
traces the invisible lines between humans and objects, creatures, 
and the environment. While a middle-aged Japanese man who has 
lost his wife in the disaster takes a dip in the sea, its contemplative 
narrative turns into an essay. With the fresh eyes of a visual artist, 
the director connects vivid images of sea creatures such as jellyfish, 
octopus, shrimp, and plankton with the physiological effects of 
disasters and human sorrow. All of Our Heartbeats are Connected 
Through Exploding Stars is a cosmic documentary that attempts to 
create a connection between humans and nature, sadness and body 
reactions, and individuals and the world.

All of Our Heartbeats are Connected 
Through Exploding Stars

Jennifer RAINSFORD 
She is a visual artist 
and director based in 
Stockholm. Her short films 
and installations have been 
shown at festivals such as 
Oberhausen, Berlinale. 
All of Our Heartbeats are 
Connected Through Exploding 
Stars is her first feature length 
documentary.

Sweden | 2022 | 77min | DCP | B&W, Color | AP | 12 

207 MB3 9/24 11:00 GV
304 MB8 9/25 10:30 GV
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We find two men on the shores of a forested shallow river in 
Lausanne, Switzerland. The older man speaks to the younger man. 
“Our mission is clear and that is to watch! (...) We just have to keep 
people out of the river.” The people he is talking about are retired 
seniors or migrants who live nearby. What is going on there? Are 
they making drugs as the children say? Director Tizian Büchi leads 
this mysterious story by ambiguously combining documentarian 
observation and fantasy narrative. Ambiguity is the core concept 
of this film. The two protagonists’ job is to monitor the riverbank, 
or more precisely, the villagers. But at the same time, the subjects 
also see them back and share with each other what they think they 
have seen. The individual memory is not completely separated from 
the collective memory. Thus, the ambiguous boundaries between 
surveillance and interest, meddling and bonding constantly cross the 
film. Is there any more witty and delicate fable than this to reflect on 
everyday relationships and space?

Like an Island
  Global Vision

Tizian BÜCHI 
He works as a programmer 
for various festivals, including 
Neuchâtel International 
Fantastic Film Festival, 
Locarno Film Festival. Currently 
Solothurn Film Festival and 
Kurzfilmtage Winterthur. Like 
an Island is his first feature film.

Switzerland | 2022 | 104min | DCP | Color | AP | G 

138 MB3 9/23 20:00 GV
307 MB1 9/25 11:00 GV
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  Global Vision

Burial is the recent film by director Emilija Škarnulytė, whose 
filmography has followed the interrelationship between humans, 
science, and nature, going back and forth between art and film. 
Combining the visual and mythical imagination of science fiction 
films, this film deals with the dismantling of the Lithuanian Ignalina 
nuclear power plant built in 1983. The Ignalina nuclear power plant 
was once the largest power plant in the Eastern Bloc, but European 
countries feared that it was a twin with the Chernobyl nuclear power 
plant and demanded its closure as a condition for Lithuania’s EU 
membership. The film explores the Ignalina nuclear power plant 
under decommissioning, a 500-meter underground facility where 
research on nuclear waste is conducted, and the ancient city of 
Bahia, Italy, which has sunk into the water. In the film, we see a giant 
snake that metaphors radioactivity that survives astronomical time, 
which leaves a strong visual afterimage that asks us: can humans 
really handle this monster? The film raises timely and important 
questions not only in Europe, where the safety of nuclear power 
plants is involved in the whirlwind of war, but also in Korea, where 
political battles over nuclear power plants are taking place.

Burial

Emilija ŠŠKARNULYTĖĖ   
She is an artist and 
filmmaker. She makes films 
and immersive installations 
exploring deep time and 
invisible structures, from the 
cosmic and geologic to the 
ecological and political. She 
is a founder and co-director of 
Polar Film Lab, and a member 
of artist duo New Mineral 
Collective.

Lithuania, Norway | 2022 | 60min | DCP | Color | AP | G 

326 MB3 9/25 17:00 GV
537 MB7 9/27 20:00 GV
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A man who shot 192 bullets into his abdomen. The life of Richard 
Davis can be summed up in this one sentence. 2nd Chance is 
a documentary based on the chronicle of Davis, who invented a 
modern bulletproof vest that saved thousands of lives and founded 
a company called “2nd Chance” after an attack that devasted 
his pizzeria in 1969. To develop the bulletproof vest, he not only 
designed a vest made of nylon rolls, but also used himself as a test 
subject to shoot himself, and eventually became a film director by 
directing a B-grade action film featuring heroic police officers. About 
the man who is a gifted businessman, a master of marketing, or an 
obsessive showman, this film is an allegory of dark secrets, humor 
and political awakenings, stranger than fiction. This is the first feature-
length documentary directed by Ramin Bahrani, who gained fame 
for several fiction films and a humorous and gloomy account of how 
America has ruled the world today, based on a warlike, delusional 
worldview. The film that drove the 2022 Sundance Film Festival into a 
delightful horror. 

2nd Chance
  Global Vision

Ramin BAHRANI
Academy Award–nominee 
Ramin Bahrani is the Iranian 
American writer, director, 
and producer. He is a 
Guggenheim Fellow, and his 
cinematic oeuvre is housed 
in the permanent collection 
at the Museum of Modern Art 
in NYC.

US | 2021 | 89min | DCP | Color | KP | 12

117 MB3 9/23 14:00
435 MB1 9/26 20:00
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  Global Vision

Matter out of Place is a documentary that traces the collection and 
disposal routes of garbage flowing around the world, including large 
cities, beaches, plains, snowy mountains, and deep in the oceans. 
Garbage is portrayed as an Earth-polluting material that did not exist 
there originally, but that is transported by humans. Can garbage 
really disappear? The visual idea of this film, which traces the 
landscape of disharmony caused by a tsunami of garbage, is contrast 
and inconsistency. Humans, machines, garbage, and nature are in 
stark contrast to each other, portrayed by: trucks hanging from cable 
cars, mountains juxtaposed with garbage heaps, waves of garbage 
encroaching on idyllic resort beaches, filth in the desert of Nevada, 
flickering “Fucking” and “Love”, clear skies and gray land. All these 
contrasting images show networking places where humans can no 
longer live or coexist through the frames that make up the landscape. 
Director Nikolaus Geyrhalter gives an appalling awakening to the 
reality he wants to forget with a clear awareness of the function of 
documentaries to unveil and remember the hidden truths.

Matter out of Place 

Nikolaus
GEYRHALTER 
Born in Vienna. He is a 
director, producer and 
cameraman. In 1994, he 
founded his own production 
company “Nikolaus Geyrhalter 
Filmproduktion” which focuses 
on documentaries and 
amateur fiction.

Austria | 2022 | 105min | DCP | Color | KP | 12

109 MB7 9/23 11:00
407 MB1 9/26 11:00
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  Global Vision

Aftersun is a fantasy film with a loose plot. In a village where the 
legend of a boy who mysteriously disappeared in the 1980s is 
circulating, when another disappearance occurs, a group of girls 
decide to explore the mystery. During the four summer vacations, 
director Lluís Galter worked with a small number of film crews to 
shoot images sporadically in spaces such as beaches, wetlands, 
and camps. He had captured the natural landscapes adjacent to the 
campsites, but it wasn’t until the third summer that he designed the 
plot outline. Its characters are also randomly selected from among 
the girls on vacation, and the images are edited into a specific order to 
create meaning and context. Aftersun is a story that works in multiple 
instances, including reality and fantasy, records, and legends, and 
creates a story that is difficult to explain logically an arrangement of 
images: the moon hidden behind clouds, the chirping of birds and the 
movement of reeds, the stuffed animal roaming the bungalow, the 
child sleeping in the hut, and the car stopping suddenly. The film is a 
unique work that reveals a new dimension of things at the boundary 
between reality and fantasy, living creatures and stuffed animals, and 
children and adults.

Aftersun

Lluis GALTER 
His debut film, Caracremada 
(2010), was premiered in 
Venice Film Festival and his 
second feature La substància 
(2016) was part of the Visions 
du Réel. Graduated in 
Audiovisual Communication 
at Pompeu Fabra University. 
Galter has combined television 
and film directing.

Spain | 2022 | 70min | DCP | Color | KP | 15  

216 MB7 9/24 14:00 GV
418 MB3 9/26 14:00 GV
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  Global Vision

The homelands where the Guarani have lived for hundreds 
of years are spread across the borders of present-day South 
America. The film is about the issue of a Brazilian plantation 
owner exercising her right to use the land. Centered around 
an indigenous activist leading the strike of the Guarani and 
a lawyer heir to the farm, the film presents different positions 
these two women have—it wouldn’t be correct to say that 
they’re competing to see who will “own” the land because 
they’re competing for the incompatible value of a land whose 
ownership is proven and that of a land that cannot be owned. For 
wealthy peasants who enjoy vested interests, land is a matter 
of ownership, and heirs appeal to the courts. On the other hand, 
for the Guarani, the land is an expression of God’s generosity, 
and modern corporate large-scale agriculture destroys the land 
and deprives the human race of the land God has given to the 
mankind. Indigenous people request social solidarity in German 
cultural museums. A map is the evidence for the heir, and a 
video of the funeral of a peer shot by a farmer is the evidence for 
the indigenous people. The audience will be able to read and 
determine the value only by discriminating the image difference 
between these two positions on the land.

The Wind Blows 
the Border

Laura FAERMAN  
She has a degree in Cinema from 
University of São Paulo and works 
with research, direction and editing 
of documentary projects. She works 
in the audiovisual editorship of
 “The Agrobusiness Watch”.

Marina WEIS  
She has a degree in sociology from 
the University of São Paulo and in 
Direction of Photography from the 
International School of Cinema 
and Television of San Antonio de 
los Baños, in Cuba and directed 
documentaryshorts, features 
and series.

Brazil | 2022 | 77min | DCP | Color | AP | 12 

231 MB8 9/24 19:30 GV
421 MB2 9/26 16:30 GV
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  Global Vision

The Wakaliga ghetto in Uganda’s capital is home to Ramon Film 
Productions, also known as Wakaliwood. The street is an action 
school where actors are trained, a production studio, and a studio 
where sets are made. Director Isaac, who created this place, bought 
a camcorder while working as a brick-making worker. Whenever he 
needs something for filmmaking, he makes it. Wakaliwood mainly 
produces action movies that guarantee fun. So even their horror films 
have comedy in them. After seeing them on YouTube, American film 
student Allen goes to Wakaliwood as their spectacle has the essence 
of a film that transcends trendy charm. In Uganda, white people are 
called “muzungu”, and Allen gets beaten up as a muzungu villain 
actor. Of course, he’s also Isaac’s best partner as a producer for 
international distribution. There is a speaker in Wakaliwood films, he 
says. This is what many film lovers will shout together. “Wakaliga is 
our home. We call this place Wakaliwood. This is our Hollywood, only 
better!”

Once Upon a Time 
in Uganda

Cathryne CZUBEK 
NY based director and 
producer. Screw You
   Cancer (2013) her 
award-winning doc series
for Condé Nast. She directed 
the feature documentary 
A Girl and a Gun (2013) that 
premiered at the 2012 DOC 
NYC film festival.

US, Uganda | 2021 | 94min | DCP | Color | AP | 12

220 MB1 9/24 16:30 GV
621 MBC4 9/28 16:30 
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  Global Vision

The Plains is a hybrid film that reconstructs repeated daily life in a 
unique format. Film director and barista David Easteal made this 
impressive feature debut by filming Andrew, a lawyer in his late 
fifties who works in the same building, as he leaves work outside 
Melbourne. Boldly, almost all of the just over ten shots that make 
up a three-hour running time were shot with a camera fixed to the 
backseat of Andrew’s car. Andrew goes home alone, sometimes 
with David in the passenger seat, driving the same road every single 
day. The film follows Andrew’s back and repeated landscapes, while 
listening to phone calls, self-talk, and conversations with David. Then 
at one point, it reaches a three-dimensional perspective of Andrew’s 
career, personal life, and internal conflicts. As Abbas Kiarostami 
did in Ten(2002), the use of camera in The Plains accurately shows 
how the film constructs reality. And the abruptly inserted drone shot 
by Andrew gives a surprising sense of freedom. It is a cinematic 
experience that only documentaries can offer.

The Plains

David EASTEAL  
Melbourne based filmmaker. 
He received the Award for 
Emerging Australian Filmmaker 
at the 2015 Melbourne 
International Film Festival.
His first feature-length film, 
The Plains premiered at 
International Film Festival 
Rotterdam 2022 as part of the 
Tiger Competition.

Australia | 2022 | 180min | DCP | Color | KP | 12 

503 MBC6 9/27 10:30
709 MB2 9/29 13:30
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  Global Vision

The One Who Runs Away is The Ghost testifies to the infinite 
potential of the documentary genre. After spending his childhood 
at the center of electronics production in Shenzhen, China, director 
Qinyuan Lei developed a magical format of presenting personal 
memories. To recall his own experience, Lei follows the two sisters 
Haohao and Zhouzhou (five and eight) as they wander through 
Shenzhen’s electronics center. Although he has no relationship 
with them, the daily life of the sisters is described as if they were his 
memories. Lei’s camera finds scenes that show how children’s minds 
work, separated from the adult world, capturing with astonishing 
closeness as they play their breath-holding game, as they roam 
the spooky halls, and as they are buried in the rubble of electrical 
gadgets. He adds narration to children’s adventures, allowing the 
audience to discover the ghosts of childhood and peek into the world 
they live in at the same time. The children’s sensibility to use a shabby 
environment as a playground, and their imagination to transform the 
small everyday world into a mysterious and vast universe make this 
documentary an interesting and unforgettable experience.

The One Who Runs Away 
is The Ghost

Qinyuan LEI
Chinese researcher and 
documentary filmmaker. 
Currently she works as an 
Assistant Professor in the 
School of Design at Southern 
University of Science and 
Technology in Shenzhen, 
China. The One Who Runs 
Away is The Ghost is her 
feature debut.

Germany, China | 2021 | 72min | Color | DCP | AP | G

206 MB1 9/24 11:00
509 MB7 9/27 11:00
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  Global Vision

The marble industry is known as one of the driving forces of the 
Greek economy. According to statistics, the main destination for 
marble produced in Greece is China. A Marble Travelogue is a 
documentary that follows the long and complicated journey of marble 
from Greece to China and back to Europe. After director Sean Wang 
meets a Chinese businessman who bought a mine in Greece, he 
learns about the global connections made by marble. Marble brought 
to China, which has become the “world’s factory” and “the world’s 
largest market,” is either consumed by the middle class with high 
purchasing power, or processed and exported back to Europe. A 
Marble Travelogue macroscopically analyzes this industrial cycle, 
while closely showing the aspects of the actors participating in 
the process. Marbles drifting between the East and the West in a 
time of unpredictable global battle for supremacy can be called a 
well-planned black comedy. The video, crafted with sophisticated 
shooting and editing, is another pleasure of the film.

A Marble Travelogue

Sean WANG  
He is a Hui Chinese director 
based in Beijing. He graduated 
from the Communication 
University of China and 
Beijing Film Academy with 
a Television Directing BA 
and a Screenwriting MA, 
respectively. His first feature-
length documentary Lady 
of the Harbour (2017) was 
premiered at IDFA.

Netherlands, Hong Kong, France, Greece | 2021 | 99min | DCP | Color | KP | 12 

137 MB1 9/23 20:00
402 MB2 9/26 10:30
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  Global Vision

A Jewish Life is a sequel to A German Life(2016), 
which presents Brunhilde Pomsel, Goebbels’ 
secretary and stenographer. This time, Holocaust 
survivor Marko Feingold is the protagonist. Feingold 
was forcibly detained in Auschwitz concentration 
camp in 1939, and upon his emancipation in 1945, 
he has been working to denounce the horrors of the 
Holocaust. The four co-directors shot the 105-year-
old protagonist in various sizes ranging from medium 
to close-up, just like in the previous film. The interview, 
filmed in black and white on a black background, is 
extremely focused on the facial expressions, voice, 
and gestures of the protagonist, with archive footage 
in between to supplement his words. Feingold’s 
anger and criticism are not directed only at Hitler 
and the Nazis. He has been accusing the Austrians 
of conspiring and collaborating with the Nazis at 
the time, which made him the target of attacks and 
intimidation. His voice and eyes, carrying the tragic 
history intact throughout his life, are stern advice that 
the world must listen to and face today.

A Jewish Life

Christian 
KERMER
He worked for well-established 
Film Production Companies 
and popular TV-programmes. 
Since 2014 Christian is as 
DOP and editor member of the 
Blackbox-Collective.

Roland
  SCHROTTHOFER
As production manager, 
Roland was involved in 
several projects developed 
and produced by the 
Blackbox-Collective.

Christian 
KRÖNES
In 2006, Christian Krönes 
formed Blackbox Film 
and with over 30 years 
of experience in the film 
branch is now active as 
managing director and 
producer.

Florian
WEIGENSAMER
Florian gained first journalistic 
experience at Austrian’s 
magazine Profil. He worked 
on film and multimedia 
content for museums and 
exhibitions and became 
founding member, author 
and director of the 
Blackbox-Collective in 2006.

Austria | 2021 | 114min | DCP | B&W | KP | 12 

105 MIB101 9/23 10:30
511 MB2 9/27 13:30
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  Global Vision

The influence of social media influencers is enormous. At the age of 14, 
Leonie had already become an influencer with over 500,000 followers. 
Thanks to the hard work of the family, the sparkling and glamorous 
content is periodically updated, but it seems that this family’s house is 
increasingly immersed in the quiet monotone. This is because, in order 
to keep things glamorous on social media, you have to give all your 
energy and surroundings to a small mobile screen and work hard. As 
Leonie increases her popularity on social media, her frown in reality also 
deepens. But her obsessed fan Melanie sees a perfect life in Leonie. 
The life of an influencer, where individual charm and life are the most 
important marketing factors, has become a fairy tale in modern society. 
If Snow White’s happy ending needed a prince’s fantasy instead of a 
witch’s mirror, it seems like the happy ending of princesses in modern 
fairy tales should have a mirror’s fantasy that reflects herself on 
everyone.

Girl Gang

Susanne Regina
  MEURES  
She is a German,Swiss 
filmmaker. With Raving 
Aving Iran (2016) her first 
feature-length documentary 
was screened at over 130 film 
festivals worldwide and won 
numerous awards and became 
a box office success.

Switzerland | 2022 | 98min | DCP | Color | AP | 12

316 MB1 9/25 14:00
708 MB1 9/29 13:30
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  Global Vision

Guided by their parents, three children enter the boarding school for 
visually impaired children. The strong character Zosia, the sensitive 
Oskar, and the independent yet shy Kinga. These children are too 
young to leave home, but they must go through a difficult separation 
from their parents in order to move on to a better life. Fledglings is 
a story about how we can endure hardships by relying on others 
in a situation where the world around us is being shattered. When 
fragile-looking fledglings are released from their mother birds, they 
realize that they must support each other based on friendship and 
empathy. Director Lidia Duda captures gestures and faces, such as 
the movements of small birds, in incredible detail at a child’s eye level 
and low camera to get close to three children’s inner, emotional and 
artistic expressions. The documentary's intimacy and ascetic black-
and-white images are well suited to depicting the subtle movements 
of children. The moment these fledglings leave the boarding school, 
the audience learns that the heartbreaking situation they experienced 
at the beginning of the film made them stronger.

Fledglings

Lidia DUDA
She is a screenwriter and 
documentary film director. 
A two-time winner of the Grand 
Prix at the Krakow Film Festival 
for her film Hercules (2005) 
and Entangled (2012). She is 
a member of the Association 
of Polish Filmmakers, Polish 
Academy of Film and Polish 
Documentary Film Directors 
Guild.

Poland | 2022 | 84min | DCP | B&W | KP | G 

439 MB7 9/26 20:30
707 MB7 9/29 11:00
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  Global Vision

“It was haven in hell, the delicate wings of the butterfly fluttering closer 
and closer to one another, the smell of death in its raw dimension. It 
was the heartbeat of life.”-Shooting Notes- 
Mantas Kvedaravičius, who directed Mariupolis(2016), enters 
Mariupol, the forefront of the Ukraine war, with a camera. It is to 
record the horros of the war follwing his previous work. There he was 
killed by Russian forces. Hanna Bilobrova, who was with him at the 
time, brougt back the footage filmed there. She completes Mariupolis 
2 by editing the footage of Mariupol where fire and gunshots never 
stop and that of people who continue to live there. In the ruins, people 
avoid bombing, clear debris, pray, talk, take care of dogs, and eat 
food. It is a tragic landscape like hell, but life continues. The remnants 
of the message that the director left eventually arrived before us in its 
most raw state. Creating resonance by linking fragments of reality in 
which both history and future have disappeared. It is this task that is 
close to the essence of documentary, and it is also the responsibility 
of those who sit in front of the screen.

Mariupolis 2 

Mantas
 KVEDARAVIČIUS 
Lithuanian filmmaker. His 
documentaries Barzakh (2011), 
Mariupolis (2016) have 
premiered in Berlinale, Busan. 
He was killed by Russian 
Forces in the end of March, 
2022 in Mariupol while 
documenting Mariupolis 2. 

Lithuania, France, Germany | 2022 | 112min | DCP | Color | KP | 15

131 MB2 9/23 19:30
501 MB2 9/27 10:30
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  Global Vision

Trương Minh Quý demonstrates the poem Educational Objectives 
by Aleksey Garipov on the video of a room where someone’s traces 
are piled up. Tan Tan cross-edits the Odessa stair sequence from 
Battleship Potemkin(1925) and footage from the Ukrainian War. 
Yoshinori Sato interviews the three survivors of the Japanese 
bombing of Chongqing. Zhao Xu depicts a man who feels 
compassion while cooking in the kitchen. Hong Yilin depicts the 
encounter of two unknown men. Lee Soojung reads posts from her 
friends on her Facebook news feed. Ji Jinglu shoots a woman singing 
and playing John Lennon’s Imagine. Sun Hong Yan depicts an old 
woman mourning for the son she lost to an old war. Wu Tianhui writes 
an essay about loss, trauma, and love based on the image of her 
hometown, while Hua Zhenyi asks what to do after the war. Guligo 
Jia meets and hears the story of an Ukrainian student in Beijing, and 
Wang Wei makes a sandwich with bread and cheese. These are anti-
warr messages coming from twelve Asian directors.

Against the War, 
in the Name of Cinema

New Asian Filmmakers
Collective
New Asian Filmmakers 
Collective (NAFC) is a Beijing 
based film collective with 
more than 200 filmmakers 
who shares Asian identity 
and passion for culture. 

China, Japan, South Korea, Vietnam, Singapore | 2022 | 85min | DCP | B&W, Color | IP | 12

432 MB8 9/26 19:30 GV
632 MB8 9/28 19:30 GV
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Saila is an activist who has been running a radical animal 
liberation movement by secretly filming and releasing videos 
of factory-style livestock farms to inform the truth. However, 
while gradually worrying about the movement, she gets tired of 
seeing lives being abused. What is the point of witnessing and 
reporting the horrific environment and death of animals when 
risky accusations end up with fights against farmers rather than 
affecting the industry as a whole? She now holds her camera, 
which she had used to film animals in farms, to advance her 
animal rights movement. And while she confides in her inner 
worries, she captures two struggling characters unwaveringly up 
close. On one side, there is an activist who denounces animal 
breeding sites, and on the other side, there is an older sister who 
seeks a way to guarantee animal rights through party politics. 
Saila goes on to ask how can one continue to care for animal 
rights and how the animal environment can be changed. How 
can we see? And if we can see, will we feel? And if we feel, will 
we do something about it?

Just Animals

Saila KIVELÄ  
Kivelä has worked as a journalist and 
produced many cultural events. To the 
broad public she is known from her 
relentless work related to animal rights 
issues. Just Animals is her debut as a 
film director and scriptwriter.

Vesa KUOSMANEN  
Kuosmanen is a Helsinki based film 
director and screenwriter. He has 
directed the feature film Night Goes 
Long(2015) and various short films, 
co-founded a vegan culture space 
and produced several events.

Finland | 2022 | 82min | DCP | Color | KP | 12
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Churchill. A small town in Manitoba, Canada. 
With just over a thousand residents, this place is 
crowded with over 10,000 people in the fall to see 
polar bears that live in the area. Nuisance Bear 
depicts the landscape of Churchill village where 
polar bears casually roam the streets every day. 
This short film delightfully subverts the gaze of 
a nature documentary looking at wild animals. 
Tourists and film crew come to town and are busy 
filming polar bears lounging near the trash cans 
as if they were in the wild. Director Jack Weisman 
uses high-speed trekking shots to tie polar bears 
and humans into one landscape, making them 
both equally attractive. In addition, the soundscape 
created by precise recording and superimposing 
the footsteps and breathing sounds of polar bears, 
as well as various sounds of Churchill village, 
creates a very immersive feeling. The visual 
and auditory complexity captured in the short 
running time of Nuisance Bear exquisitely reflects 
the paradox of Churchill village, which relies on 
tourists to see polar bears, but at the same time 
considers the existence of polar bears as a threat 
and struggles to expel them.

Jack WEISMAN
Weisman is an award-winning director and cinematographer 
whose work has screened at major film festivals. He is a 
co-founder of the US Canadian production company Documist 
and an Executive Producer for The Territory (2022).

Gabriela Osio VANDEN
Gabriela is a Canadian/Venezuelan cinematographer based in 
Toronto, Canada. Most recently, Nuisance Bear (2021) directed 
and shot by Gabriela and Jack Weisman was selected to 
premiere at TIFF. 

*Just Animals and Nuisance Bear will be
screened in one unit.

Nuisance Bear

Canada | 2021 | 14min | DCP | Color | KP | G

122 MBC4 9/23 16:30
517 MB3 9/27 14:00
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T h e  ‘ M a s t e r s ’ 
sect ion,  which was 

newly inc luded in the 
Global  Vis ion last  year, 

has been organized as an 
independent section to present a 

more solid lineup. The section focuses 
on tracing the tracks of great documentary 

filmmakers and has invited many new works 
by some of the most important documentary 

directors of our time this year including Rithy Panh, 
Sergei Loznitsa,Trinh T. Minh-ha, Daniel Eisenberg, 

Kim Dongwon, Kim Eungsu, Eric Baudelaire, Jean-
Claude Rousseau, Ben Rivers, Ben Russell. Using archival 

footages of a war crimes trial held immediately after World 
War II, Loznitsa’s The Kiev Trial comments on the tragedies that 

are repeated in Ukraine today by reconstructing the history and 
consequences of the massacre. Rithy Panh’s Everything will be OK, 

which won the Silver Bear for Outstanding Artistic Contribution at this 
year’s Berlin International Film Festival, shows an imaginary reconstruction 

of George Orwell's worldview, where animals dominate humans. Jean-Claude 
Rousseau’s Shorts Welcome and The Tomb of Kafka are experimental works with 

motifs of stillness, movement, and variation of images. The most noteworthy film at 
this year’s Masters is The Unstable Object 2 by Daniel Eisenberg which is his ambitious 

series and depicts the relationship between human labor, body organs, and commodities in a 
continuous observation that lasts more than three hours. Kim Dongwon’s The 2nd Repatriation 

shows the final destination of the theme that this documentary master of Korea has been exploring 
for a long time and Kim Eungsu’s Theater of the Sea shows the unique world of the director who has 

built his own production and distribution system. The recent works of Ben Rivers and Ben Russell, who 
have built their reputations in the field of experimental documentary, are also highly anticipated. 

Masters
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Frederick Wiseman’s A Couple is based on a short story by Sophia 
Tolstoy, the wife of the famed Russian writer Leo Tolstoy. The original 
story takes the form of a retrospective letter from Sophia to Tolstoy in 
her later years. Here, Wiseman asks, what is a cinematic adaptation 
that does not undermine the value of a literary work? Experienced 
reenacting a letter from a woman to her son in his 2002 film The Last 
Letter, Wiseman hired an actress to bring the richly nuanced original 
text into the film and applied the reenactment. Arguing whether it is 
narrative or non-narrative does not help to judge the true value of 
this film. This is because A Couple is a documentary based on text 
that explores whether the tone, emotion, and nuance of text can be 
fully preserved when translated into image. Juxtaposed with natural 
objects such as pond bushes and rocks submerged in waves, ants 
climbing trees, birds and flowers, Sophia’s letters are recited by 
actress Natalie Boutefeu. In the process of adaptation, “fidelity” is 
translated into a completely new fictional film, a documentary film with 
a different meaning.

A Couple
  Masters

Frederick WISEMAN
Wiseman is an American 
filmmaker, documentarian, 
and theater director. His work is 
“devoted primarily to exploring 
American institutions”. 
He has been called “one of the 
most important and original 
filmmakers working today”

France, US | 2022 | 64min | DCP | Color | AP | 12

338 MIB102 9/25 20:00
437 MBC4 9/26 20:00
631 MBC4 9/28 19:30
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Everything will be OK is an essay film that weaves the traces of 
Rithy Panh, who dealt with the memories of political oppression and 
fear through various visual media formats such as archive films and 
clay animations. This political fable takes place in a dystopian world 
dominated by animals, where the leader wild boar, apes, bears, and 
lions revolutionize, dominate, and enslave humans just as humans 
did before. And animals see a variety of images previously created 
by humans, including Méliès and Vertov’s films, footage of war and 
genocide, and one of the most recent photos, a protester in Myanmar 
who was killed wearing with a T-shirt that read “Everything Will Be 
OK”. The tragic images that are constantly presented in frame-
in-frame and split screens in the film sharply suggest that it is the 
time to break away from such foolish repetition and make a new 
history. Following 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) and Planet of 
the Apes(2001), it is the most interesting and elegant example of 
cinematic reflection on the Anthropocene and civilization.

Everything will be OK

Rithy PANH 
Born in Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia. In 2013, his film
    The Missing Picture was the 
first Cambodian film nominated 
for an Oscar, for best foreign 
language film. His latest film 
Irradiated received the award 
for best documentary at the 
Berlinale 2020  

France, Cambodia | 2021 | 98min | DCP | B&W, Color | KP | 15

214 MB1 9/24 14:00
412 MBC4 9/26 13:30
507 MB1 9/27 11:00
627 MB8 9/28 17:00
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In January 1946, a war crimes trial was held in Kiev, Ukraine, for 
the Holocaust committed there during World War II. Twelve former 
German soldiers were summoned and tried, all sentenced to be 
hanged. The war crimes trial in Kiev is a little-known historical 
event, and Sergei Loznitsa, an expert on this matter, provides us 
with a rich and elaborately edited story based on vivid material 
found in film archives. Following on from his previous film Babi 
Yar. Context(2021), he summons the Holocaust in Ukraine to hint 
at the genocide currently taking place there. Fulfilling the mission 
of a documentary that understands, and preserves the memories 
of tragedy, The Kiev Trial delivers vividness as if watching a well-
organized court drama through a logical arrangement of archived 
images. From the moment the camera is installed in the courtroom, 
the audience feels the tension as if sitting on the jury seat and 
listening to the testimony of the slayers, survivors, and witnesses. 
The ending scene showing the results of the war crimes trial is also 
quite shocking.

The Kiev Trial

Sergei LOZNITSA 
Sergei Loznitsa grew up in 
Kiev,Ukraine.He has been 
making films since 1996, 
and by now he has directed 
25 award-winning 
documentaries and 4 fiction 
films.

Netherlands, Ukraine | 2022 | 106min | DCP | Color | AP | 12

116 MB1 9/23 14:00
409 MB7 9/26 11:00
604 MB8 9/28 10:30
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One of the important subjects Werner Herzog has delved deeply into 
is madness. Among the various filmic trajectories of his is a journey of 
reflecting on civilization and finding the essence of human existence, 
through capturing the sublime in what has been considered madness 
by the governing systems of those with capital and power. Herzog’s 
newest, The Fire Within: A Requiem for Katia and Maurice Krafft 
is placed on this trail. The filmmaker learned about the French 
volcanologist couple, Katia and Maurice Krafft, during the making 
of Into the Inferno in 2016. They were known for taking photos and 
videos of volcanic eruptions up close. Their image of walking into 
the blasting magma reminds of the primordial and pure fascination 
of cinema. Although they passed away from the eruption of Mount 
Unzen in Japan, 1991, the 200 hours of videos and pictures they 
left live on in this new work by Herzog. The Fire Within: A Requiem 
for Katia and Maurice Krafft  is a beautiful ode to the couple’s deadly 
passion and the love behind it.

The Fire Within: A Requiem
for Katia and Maurice Krafft

Werner HERZOG  
German film director, author, 
actor. Herzog started work 
on his first film Herakles 
in 1961. Since then he has 
produced, written, and directed 
more than sixty feature films 
and documentaries such as 
Encounters at the End 
of the World (2007), 
Into the Abyss (2011). 

France, UK, Switzerland, US | 2022 | 86min | DCP | Color | KP | 12

125 MB1 9/23 17:00
331 MBC6 9/25 19:30
535 MB1 9/27 20:00
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Trinh T. Minh-ha is a filmmaker whose works traverse the fields 
of films, writings, and installation arts, examining the politics of 
representation through the lens of postcolonialism and feminism. 
Criticizing the existing ethnographic approaches, her works have 
greatly influenced the artists and researchers reflecting on anti-
ethnography. Using traditional Chinese architectures captured in the 
videos and photos of early 1990s and the images of the people living 
inside them, What about China? addresses the great migration and 
the village culture fading because of it. As the filmmaker says, the film 
does not waste its effort on looking for the “true” China. Rather, by 
way of a question (“What about China?”), it investigates what is under 
the surface of the image of China that has been normalized through 
the depictions by mainstream media and public representations. 
The film brings back the possibilities that were once harbored in the 
women, children, and families of China, or more precisely, of the 
vanished Chinese landscape. It is a recent achievement from the 
master who have long delved into the possibility of the montage of 
multi-layered sounds and images along with poetic texts. 

What about China?

TRINH T. Minh-ha 
Filmmaker, writer, composer 
and Professor. Her work 
includes nine feature-length 
films, several large-scale 
multimedia installations 
and numerous books. She 
has traveled and lectured 
extensively in the States, 
as well as in Europe, Asia, 
Australia on film, art, feminism, 
and cultural politics. 

US, China | 2022 | 137min | DCP | Color | KP | G

222 MBC4 9/24 16:30 GV
334 MB3 9/25 20:00 GV
538 MIB103 9/27 20:00
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The Balcony Movie is a film of keen insight, made by interviewing 
and filming over 1,000 people in two and a half years. Polish 
documentary director Pawel Lozinski decides to shoot people 
passing by the fence between the yard and the pavement from the 
balcony of his house. It unfolds with a simple concept of holding a 
camera and asking questions to neighbors, family members, and 
strangers. The distinctive feature of this concept is that, unlike regular 
documentaries in which people are selected and followed, most 
people walk themselves into the frame where the camera is installed. 
People’s conversations and reactions are largely divided into two 
categories. These are people who want to communicate with the 
camera with people who are uncomfortable with the camera. A widow 
who lost her husband 10 years ago, an old lady using a lawn mower, 
and a middle-aged ex-convict who regrets the past, their stories 
are loosely connected. The film captures all four seasons, and the 
camera remains stationary, maintaining steep tilt and pan angles. 
The filming was over due to the outbreak of Corona 19 while it was 
being produced, but the condition that non-face-to-face has become 
common gives this film unexpected meaning. 

The Balcony Movie

Pawel LOZINSKI 
Polish director, cameraman
and producer of documentaries. 
Author of more than 20 
award-winning documentaries. 
He makes distinct and 
emotionally charged films
about people of whom he 
draws intimate portraits. 

Poland | 2021 | 100min | DCP | Color | AP | 15

318 MB7 9/25 14:00 GV
526 MB1 9/27 17:00 GV
705 MB3 9/29 11:00
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The Unstable Object 2 is a part of Daniel Eisenberg’s series following  
The Unstable Object 1 released in 2011. As in the previous film, it 
adopts a triangular structure that crosses three places, showing 
different ways of working. A factory in Germany that makes prosthetic 
hands, a factory in southern France that makes gloves, and a factory 
in Istanbul, Turkey that makes jeans. The themes encompassing 
these three are the relationship between the human hand and the 
machine used as the tools for labor, and the relationship between 
work and materials. Meanwhile, in terms of image rhetoric, The 
Unstable Object 2 can be said to be a film about hands and legs. 
The prosthetic hand, gloves and jeans are made with the technical 
handwork of skilled workers. Quasi-limbs, the result of such bodily 
work, asks about the nature of labor. What is the difference between 
the workers who make high-quality gloves and sturdy jeans and 
the people who consume them? Eisenberg strictly adheres to his 
own style of continuous observation, and does not use dialogue, 
commentary, or narrative hooks. To understand the world in which 
the nature of work is fundamentally improved, he patiently holds the 
camera and shoots, giving us an opportunity to observe and reflect.

Daniel EISENBERG 
He has been making films 
and videos at the border 
between documentary and 
experimental media for over 
thirty-five years. His films have 
screened throughout Europe, 
Asia, and the Americas with 
solo exhibitions. He received 
the Grand Prix for The Unstable 
Object 2 at FIDMarseille 2022.

The Unstable Object 2

US | 2022 | 204min | DCP | Color  | AP | 12

127 MB7 9/23 17:00 GV
221 MB2 9/24 16:30 GV
518 MBC6 9/27 14:00
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The new film from visual artist and filmmaker Eric Baudelaire has 
a long, unpredictable title and consists of three chapters. The 
three chapters each have the subtitles “Four Flat Tires”, “The Lost 
Score”, and “When There Is No More Music to Write”, and each is 
a fragmentary and independent story. All of these relate to works 
created by Alvin Curran, an American avant-garde sound artist 
who settled in Rome in the mid-1960s, in a group called “Musica 
Elettronica Viva”. Although they can be classified as a trilogy 
because of their different origins, Baudelaire, inspired by Curran's 
improvisations, juxtaposes them with the radical struggles that arose 
in Italy and America in the 1960s and 1970s. Archived footage of 
violent street protests, images from Michelangelo Antonioni’s Red 
desert (1964), and flashbacks of Curran’s life and career in Italy in 
the mid-1960s, all form a complex collage. The chaotic combination 
of archived and discovered images and sounds illuminates the 
significance of music as a radical act of struggle in a turbulent history. 

When There is No More Music to 
Write, and Other Roman Stories

Eric BAUDELAIRE 
He is an artist and filmmaker 
based in Paris. After training 
as a political scientist, 
Baudelaire established himself 
as a visual artist with
a research-based practice 
in several media ranging from 
printmaking, photography 
and the moving image. 

France | 2022 | 59min | DCP | B&W / Color | KP | 12

230 MBC6 9/24 19:30
519 MB7 9/27 14:00
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Does the history continue because the beliefs remain, or do the 
beliefs remain because the history continues? The repatriation of 
those who converted but declared null and void, comes as a problem 
beyond the last task for the past in The 2nd Repatriation. Repatriation 
is not the end even when it is done. The repatriation of those who 
have kept their beliefs is something that should be protected, but the 
land they will arrive at is not the end of the history of the Cold War that 
caused division. However, they cannot submit to the renunciation of 
repatriation. History continues with their presence in South Korea. 
The years of those who were not repatriated, from the past to the 
present and to the unknown future, may reveal another history of 
beliefs that have been built up in this film. Although the director 
confesses that he was attracted to the humane side of the main 
character, this film does not forget the burden that one must never 
carry alone more so than the beliefs. Therefore, it can be said that the 
belief that the film is holding onto is to question about a society that 
has forgotten the human beings who carry history.

The 2nd Repatriation

KIM Dongwon 
Kim established the independent 
documentary production 
“DocuPurn”. In 2003, he 
presented Repatriation, a 
documentary dealing with 
the non-converted long-term 
prisoners and showcased 
The 2nd Repatriation in 2022 
telling the story of converted 
long-term prisoners who have 
not been repatriated.

South Korea | 2022 | 156min | DCP | Color | 12

226 MB3 9/24 17:00 GV
422 MBC4 9/26 16:30
608 MB3 9/28 11:00
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Kim Eungsu’s work is very abstract and direct at the same time. 
There is no specific nor indirect syntax. In Theater of the Sea, the 
sea directly refers to the cyber world, but the experience goes to 
the realm of abstraction. This time the sea, an infinitely open space, 
continues to move, but it feels infinitely closed because it is trapped 
within the frame of the film. However, the two opposite characteristics 
of open and closed are also characteristic of Kim Eungsu’s work in 
general. He firmly closes his world, but looks outward from within and 
takes a step, builds his own castle in the place where he has stepped 
into, and takes another step outside—such is arbitrary, becoming 
the driving force for him to complete his work and communicate 
independently. The audience should also approach and see whether 
the encounter with the cyber world that has been approached at 
will and the questioning of the memory reached from it become a 
reflection unique to his work.

Theater of the Sea

KIM Eungsu 
Kim made 22 dramatic movies 
and documentaries, including 
Time Lasts (1996), The City in 
the Water (2015) and Beyond 
the Screen (2019). He also has 
written 2 novels and a fiction 
called   Bad Education (Saga, 
2022), based on an interview 
with a young man.

South Korea | 2022 | 90min | DCP | B&W, Color | WP | 12

119 MB7 9/23 14:00
313 MBC6 9/25 13:30
521 MB2 9/27 16:30 GV
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Ai Weiwei, who emphasizes art as social practice by publishing 
works on state violence and refugee issues, enters Cox’s Bazar, 
a city in Bangladesh. It is where a camp for Rohingya refugees 
who have fled persecution in Myanmar is located. Everyday 
life at the refugee camp recorded by Ai Weiwei is indeed poor, 
but the film does not foreground pain and suffering. Even 
here, where temporary dwellings made of bamboo are lined 
up, children run around, people prepare meals, buy and sell 
things, and someone is born and dies. The place has its own 
education, customs, and rituals. These images, taken by a static 
camera shot and running for over two hours, looks mundane 
rather than urgent, and calm rather than desperate. But they 
are inevitably political. This is because these people must have 
led peaceful daily life before they became refugees. Rohingya 
does not reduce the residents of the refugee camp to objects of 
conventional representation, but brings attention to what they 
were like before they became refugees. It is a message that is 
stronger than any other statistics or commentary.

Rohingya

AI Weiwei 
Ai Weiwei is a Chinese contemporary 
artist, documentarian, and activist. He 
encapsulates political conviction and his 
personal poetry in his many sculptures, 
photographs, and public works.

Neils Pagh ANDERSEN 
Since 1979, Andersen has worked 
as a film editor and has edited more 
than 250 widely different films includes 
Concrete Night (2013) directed by Pirjo 
Honkasalo, The Act of Killing (2012) by 
Joshua Oppenheimer and AI Weiwei  ̓s 
Human Flow (2017).

Germany | 2021 | 122min | DCP | Color | G   

132 MBC4 9/23 19:30 GV
325 MB1 9/25 17:00 GV

*Rohingya and The Act of Killing are programmed to highlight the film editor Neils Pagh Andersen.

* No English Subtitle
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In 1965, Indonesian military regime carried out mass killings to 
track down the “communists.” The murderers who have killed 
about a million people still enjoy luxurious lifestyles with pride. 
In seeking the understanding of this, the filmmaker Joshua 
Oppenheimer suggested some of the murderers to make a 
movie about what they did. This journey is documented in The 
Act of Killing. The film filled with the exaggerated and absurd 
self-justifications of the executioner Anwar Congo and his 
fellows naturally confuses and disgusts the audience, as it 
speaks through the voice of the perpetrators. To overcome 
the accompanying ethical dilemma, the film takes a rather 
risky strategy: capturing the human, not the evil, inside 
the wrongdoers. Anwar Congo is a bad man who suffers 
nightmares, a powerful man who is only a piece of a bigger 
cogwheel, and a man who fails to realize his fantasies in the end. 
As the film’s editor Niels Andersen puts it, The Act of Killing is 
“a film about storytelling,” and about “the dangers that are to be 
found when one tells stories.”

The Act of Killing

Joshua   OPPENHEIMER
Joshua Oppenheimer’s first film,
The Act of Killing, made him become a 
rising director. Having accidentally come 
across the Indonesian Mass Killings of 
1965, he tracked down the perpetrators 
and shoot for several yeas to tell the story. 

Neils Pagh ANDERSEN 
Since 1979, Andersen has worked 
as a film editor and has edited more 
than 250 widely different films includes 
Concrete Night (2013) directed by Pirjo 
Honkasalo, The Act of Killing (2012) by 
Joshua Oppenheimer and AI Weiwei  ̓s 
Human Flow (2017).

UK, Norway, Denmark | 2012 | 159min | DCP | Color | 15

622 MBC6 9/28 16:30 GV
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The Tomb of Kafka

Jean-Claude Rousseau’s full filmography shows 
the trajectory of his stubborn effort to see the 
purest image itself. As in many of his previous 
films, Jean-Claude Rousseau sits in front of the 
camera in The Tomb of Kafka. This time, it’s a hotel 
room in Prague, which only has large windows and 
simple furniture. He spends his time wandering 
about the room, opening and closing windows, or 
sitting on a sofa or chair. As the title and synopsis 
suggest, the master of this experimental film 
follows the advice of the novelist Kafka: “Do 
nothing, simply be quiet and alone, letting the 
world reveal itself”. While waiting for an event or 
image to change, it suddenly hits us: Jean-Claude 
Rousseau himself is part of the image, and the 
boundaries in between are meaningless. It is the 
world of the most accurate frames that he has 
searched for a long time.

Welcome

In an apartment in New York, a still camera faces 
out the window from the room. The facing building 
has regular windows on the wall. When the wind 
blows, a paper flaps intermittently and crashes into 
the window before disappearing. That’s it. In the 
same short and long frame, wind and light bring 
changes. When the evening comes and the light 
disappears outside the window, the image outside 
the window also disappears and the reflected 
image of the artist appears instead. Welcome does 
not create images to say something, nor does it 
connect them. In other words, neither mise-en-
scène nor montage are pursued. We simply find 
the image that the correct frame and duration have 
created. Jean-Claude Rousseau now frees the 
film from the bondage of representation. All that 
remains is the act of discovering and seeing itself, 
as well as the imagination and thought it triggers.

Jean-Claude ROUSSEAU 
Rousseau discovered underground cinema and OZU films 
in New York. La Vallée Close (1995) was awarded in Belfort. 
In 2001, a tribute was paid to him at the Venice IFF, followed 
by a retrospective in Jeonju. His film The Tomb of Kafka was 
selected at Cinéma du Réel and His latest film Welcome was 
selected at FIDMarseille.

Jean-Claude ROUSSEAU 
Rousseau discovered underground cinema and OZU films 
in New York. La Vallée Close (1995) was awarded in Belfort. 
In 2001, a tribute was paid to him at the Venice IFF, followed 
by a retrospective in Jeonju. His film The Tomb of Kafka was 
selected at Cinéma du Réel and His latest film Welcome was 
selected at FIDMarseille.

France | 2021 | 14min | DCP | Color | KP | G France | 2022 | 18min | DCP | Color | KP | G
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Against Time IJEN/ LONDON

In Against Time, Ben Russell once again explores 
the relationship between image and sound, which 
he has always been interested in. The film shakes 
the visual perception through dynamic changes 
of sound and image along the trajectory of red 
and blue colors and fleeting fireworks. From a 
concert stage bursting with blue flames to a tunnel 
in Marseille, what is revealed on that long night’s 
journey is a loss of sense of time. In Russell’s film, 
where the transition from one state to another is 
audiovisually signaled, the collage of the visual 
and the auditory creates a dynamism between the 
images. As the images chase, embrace, bump, 
push and pull each other, the music moves in 
a rhythm as if hammering them. Against Time 
regards these two perceptual movements as 
experiments against the property of time. Like 
Russell’s other films, it was shot on 16mm to show 
the active rhythm of movement and transition.

IJEN/ LONDON contains landscape images taken 
from the crater of the Ijen Volcano in Indonesia. 
The crater with blue flames, the smoke flowing 
down the pipe, and the rocks covered with white-
gray ash are represented as yellow, blue, and 
orange filtered images. The volcano, which 
is the background of the film, metaphorically 
expresses the gloomy landscapes seen in an 
industrial complex outside the city. In its heat 
and devastation, Ben Rivers is looking of a sign 
of what London will look like hundreds of years 
from now. At the end of the film, English poet 
Herbert Read’s poem ‘The Autumn of the World’ is 
narrated in a low tone. Rivers, an expert on 16mm 
film, suggests an uncertain future by showing the 
toxic gases rising from the volcanic crater, but 
ultimately, he says that traces of life will remain in 
it. It is a short film that leaves a strong impression 
despite the limited number of color schemes.

Ben RUSSELL 
Russell is an American artist, filmmaker and curator whose 
work lies at the intersection of ethnography and psychedelia. 
He was an exhibiting artist at documentary 14 and his work has 
been presented at the Centre Georges Pompidou, the Venice 
Film Festival and the Berlinale, among others.

Ben RIVERS 
Rivers is  an artist and experimental film director based 
in London. His works tread a line between documentary and 
fiction such as The Sky Trembles and the Earth Is Afraid and
the Two Eyes Are Not Brothers (2015), Krabi, 2562(2019)

US | 2022 | 23min | DCP | B&W, Color | KP | 12 UK | 2022 | 6min | DCP | Color |  B&W, Color | KP | 12                       
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After Work

After Work is a work that started as a playground 
creation project called “Tools for Imagination” 
commissioned by the South London Gallery to 
artist Céline Condorelli in 2019. The process 
of creating a playground in the residence of the 
working class is to reflect on the relationship 
between work and leisure and to consider the 
meaning of labor behind cultural production. 
Therefore, the key word “work” in the title can 
be interpreted in various ways, such as artwork, 
play, job, and labor. Starting with British children’s 
songs, from one camera to another, from play 
to production, the goal of this project is to take a 
closer look at the childhood, streets, and games 
that the playground tells us. On the screen, we 
see how tools are made in the process of digging, 
welding, and polishing. Ben Rivers explores the 
small gestures that occur in project work through 
encounters between poetry and images, between 
work and play, between cities and the world of 
adults and children.

Ben RIVERS 
Rivers is  an artist and experimental film director based 
in London. His works tread a line between documentary and 
fiction such as The Sky Trembles and the Earth Is Afraid and 
the Two Eyes Are Not Brothers (2015), Krabi, 2562(2019)

  Masters

* 5 Shorts films will be screened in one unit.

UK | 2022 | 13min | DCP | Color | KP | 12

126 MB3 9/23 17:00
303 MBC6 9/25 10:30
531 MB2 9/27 19:30
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Open 
Cinema

‘Open Cinema’is a section where audiences with various backgrounds can 
experience the different charm of documentary films. Using the outdoor 
screening stage, various programs are presented along with screenings. Keep 
Stepping, the opening film of this festival, will also be screened in this section. 
This documentary about the challenges of migrant women dancers makes us 
feel the strong energy of street dance and the moving solidarity of young people 
who are struggling for a better future.
The ‘Docs on Stage’ program, which combines film screenings and stage 
performances, will also be held as part of ‘Open Cinema’. And Still I Sing 
tells the story pop singers and aspiring singers who have raised their voices 
for women’s right to sing and dream of becoming a singer in oppressive 
Afghanistan; That Orchestra with Broken Instruments depicts the journey of 100 
musicians to create a heavenly harmony with broken instruments; and Children 
of Las Brisas is the story of three young men who see music as their only hope 
in a declining Venezuelan society. These films will be presented to the audience 
with special performances. Kaiser of Atlantis rediscovers the meaning and 
value of an opera miraculously composed in a Nazi concentration camp; Kind 
Hearts depicts the love, anxieties, and worries of Generation Z through teenage 
lovers who are about to go to college; and I am a Comedian follows the journey 
of a Japanese comedian who does not give up his will to change the world 
through comedy despite repeated setbacks. These three films offer the unique 
fun and emotion of documentary genre.
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Keep Stepping is a documentary about street dancers centered around 
Destructive Steps, Australia’s largest street dance competition and the 
rivalry between its contestants. The film follows contests per dance 
category, and the story of the two contestants form the body of the narrative. 
The two contestants are both immigrants: Gabi was born to Chilean-
New Zealand parents, and Patricia is a break dancer from Romania. 
Agendicizing women, immigrants, minority, and youth, the film is a moving 
portrayal of the quiet efforts of people who strongly believe in the power of 
the subculture of street dance and train themselves through the friendly 
competition.
The young founder of Korean descent, Jo One, the staff, and street 
dancers from far and near show a completely different way of competition 
and coexistence from those of the world who split sides and attack each 
other. Recently in Korea, Street Woman Fighter, an audition program 
that highlights female street dancers such as Gabi and Patricia in Keep 
Stepping, became a huge syndrome. A well-known waacking dancer LIP 
J from the show served as a judge at Destructive Steps. The title Keep 
Stepping sounds like a spell to encourage those who have gone through a 
long tunnel of poverty, contempt, and perseverance to keep going without 
ceasing. After winning her category, Gabi gives her final dance at the 
showcase, which turns the story of women full of dreams, anguish, energy, 
swag, and passion into the story of anyone who is struggling for a better 
tomorrow. 

Keep Stepping
  Open Cinema

Luke CORNISH
Multi award winning 
documentary maker. He has 
gone on to write, produce, 
direct, and edit on a 6-part 
documentary series for 
Amazon Prime and has recently 
completed his first feature 
documentary Keep Stepping.

Australia | 2022 | 95min | DCP | Color | IP | G  

001 OF 9/22 19:55
234 MB1 9/24 20:00 GV
329 OT 9/25 18:00 GV
428 MB7 9/26 17:00 GV
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  Open Cinema

And Still I Sing is a story of three women in the music competition 
program that could be called the Afghanistan’s “American Idol.” At 
the center of the program is the famous “Afghan popstar,” Aryana 
Sayeed. Aryana has been raising voice on the Afghan female rights. 
She was threatened of her life by Afghan fundamentalists but remains 
confident. On the other pole of the story are the two wannabe singers, 
Zahra and Sadiqa, who dare to become the next “Afghan Popstar.” 
Going through the competition, the two women build friendship with 
each other and prove their talents. However, when Taliban reclaimed 
power after increasing attacks, the efforts of three women face the 
risk of becoming nothing. With the situation turning more and more 
extreme, Fazila Amiri presents us with the sublime and touching 
camaraderie between women who do not lose trust and support for 
each other. And Still I Sing contains the voices of women that cannot 
be erased by any radical beliefs or ideologies. This is the song of all 
Afghan women who raise the low voice all around the world even at 
this time.

And Still I Sing

Fazila AMIRI  
Afghan-Canadian director and 
screenwriter based in Toronto. 
Her first feature documentary 
film, And Still I Sing screened 
at Hot Docs Canadian 
International Documentary 
Festival, Sheffield DocFest, 
Doc Edge Festival, and Sydney 
Film Festival, and is currently 
on the festival circuit.

Canada | 2022 | 90min | DCP | Color | KP | G    

320 SH 9/25 15:00 GV
430 MB2 9/26 19:30 GV
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  Open Cinema

In an auditorium, a group of people gathers. In their hands are 
musical instruments. An unusual aspect of their gathering is 
that all their instruments are broken, snapped, or rusted. The 
hundred musicians who differ in experience, age, gender, race, 
and language prepare for a performance to be held at a festival 
at Jerusalem. That Orchestra with Broken Instruments is a 
documentary that made by Israelite directors Yuval Hameiri 
and Michal Vaknin which records the process of the festival’s 
making. The scene in which these performers, composers 
and directors collect the broken instruments and gather at 
the auditorium to immerse themselves in the rehearsal is a 
reproduction of Jerusalem stained by struggle and collision. 
The members who comprise of this ad-hoc orchestra do not 
question each other’s origins, backgrounds, or ideas; they only 
make sound with their instruments to achieve one goal: to create 
harmony which will take place as one single performance. If 
there is a place for any musical notes, so there will be for any 
other existence in the city. This is an art’s alternative solution to 
the Jerusalem, a city of dissonance.

That Orchestra with 
Broken Instruments

Yuval HAMEIRI 
Hameiri is a non-disciplinary artist 
working in film, theatre, and performance 
born in Haifa. His works combine 
object-theatre with documentary cinema, 
stage with screen, humor with pain. His 
art seeks after the poetics of everyday life 
and the relationship between matter 
and meaning.

Michal VAKNIN
Vaknin is a Jerusalem born artist, 
performer and artistic director. 
She was the artistic director of the 
Mekudeshet festival in 2018 and 2019 
and currently the co Artistic Director of 
The Israel Festival. 

Israel | 2021 | 79min | DCP | Color | KP | G      

130 SH 9/23 19:00
606 MIB102 9/28 10:30
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  Open Cinema

Director Marianela Maldonado meets three aspiring musicians in 
her hometown, Venezuela. The three teenagers, Edixon, Dissandra, 
and Wuilly, participate in the famous music education program, 
El Sistema, and live in the most dangerous sector of the city, Las 
Brisas. And ten years pass. During the period, the director follows the 
footsteps of three teenagers who attempt to achieve their dreams. 
However, the reality of Children of Las Brisas faces a huge hindrance, 
which is, Venezuela’s economic failure and political turmoil. The 
broken national system and the education program leading to 
ruins influence the three protagonists. Edixon enlists in the army to 
support his family, Dissandra parts the country to make a living as 
a musician but has a hard time making her place. Wuilly goes out 
to the demonstration with his violin to honor his colleague who has 
been sacrificed due to the brutal suppression of the movements 
Even though their lives did not lead to the lives of musicians but they 
continue to retain their love for music. If you should ask the role of art 
in a despairing society, can there be a better answer than this?

Children of Las Brisas

Marianela
MALDONADO  
She directed several short 
fiction films, including The 
Look of Happiness (2002) and 
Breaking Out (2004), both 
premiered at the Cannes Film 
Festival. As a screenwriter, She 
wrote Unmade Beds (2009), 
The Flying Machine (2013) 
and The Magic Piano (2011).

Venezuela, US, France, UK | 2022 | 85min | DCP | Color | IP | 12                         

219 SH 9/24 15:00
506 MIB102 9/27 10:30
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  Open Cinema

“In Atlantis, land ruled by Kaiser Überall, a war breaks out. Seeing 
no end to the war, death refuses to carry on his role. If everyone 
perishes, there is no meaning to death.” This is the synopsis for the 
prologue of the opera, ‘Kaiser of Atlantis.’ Jewish composer Viktor 
Ullman composed the opera with his colleagues in Terezin detention 
camp in Czechoslovakia, in 1943. However, he was killed by Nazi 
before seeing its first performance. The film Kaiser of Atlantis follows 
the process of Ullman’s composition in the detention camp and ties 
to it the story of musicians who prepare for the opera’s performance 
in Madrid. As the producer of the opera thinks about and focuses on 
the fierce sense of morality left by Ullman, Director Sebastián Alfie 
takes pains to figure out how to show Ullman in his work, as there are 
no visual records of Ullman remaining. One of the resulting outcomes 
is to include the animated sequences in the film; the animation 
sequences were created based on the few drawings left by Ullman’s 
fellows from the camp. The film exquisitely puts together carefully 
selected music from the opera, excavated truth, and sophisticated 
representational methodology.

Kaiser of Atlantis

Sebastián ALFIE     
Sebastian defines himself 
as a director but he also has 
experience as a producer and 
screenwriter.Then he went 
on to direct. His first three 
short-films, shot in Argentina 
and Spain, won awards at local 
and international level.

Argentina, Spain | 2022 | 77min | DCP | Color | KP | 12                 

107 MB1 9/23 11:00
605 MIB101 9/28 10:30
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  Open Cinema

Kind Hearts combines documentary and dramatic direction 
to tell about love and concerns of teenagers. The co-directors 
Olivia Rochette and Gerard-Jan Claes met Billie and Lucas in 
a Belgian high school and created the film by first observing 
the relationships the couple share in everyday life and then 
dramatically recreating those in their work. The biggest question 
that hangs between the young lovers is the life after the last 
summer in school. What will they do when they become an 
adult? Where will they go and what will they study? Or, what kind 
of work will they do? More importantly, will they still be able to 
stay with each other then? It seems that it was an outstanding 
choice to mix documentary and dramatic film to express the 
emotional up and downs shared by the couple who face all 
these uncertainties. Another achievement of Kind Hearts is that 
it shows the portrait of generation Z young adults through their 
own perspectives and voices. Here, there is no nostalgia of the 
grown-ups that color so many youth films. There are only the 
most plain reality and unknown future.

Kind Hearts

Gerard-Jan CLAES  
Gerard-Jan Claes is a filmmaker, 
lecturer, author, both founder and 
artistic director of the online film 
magazine Sabzian and co-founder 
of Avila. With Olivia Rochette, they 
shared filmography consists of 
Rain (2012) and Kind Hearts . 

Olivia ROCHETTE  
Olivia Rochette is a director, 
cinematographer, and co-founder of the 
online film magazine Sabzian and Avila. 
Since 2009,Gerard-Jan Claes and she 
provides audiovisual work for choreographer 
Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker and 
her dance company Rosas.

Belgium | 2022 | 89min | DCP | Color | KP | G        

229 OT 9/24 18:00
515 MIB102 9/27 13:30
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  Open Cinema

I am a Comedian is a documentary that follows difficult but moving 
journey of a comedian in crisis. Muramoto Daisuke earned great 
popularity after winning a comedy competition but he disappears 
from TV, all of a sudden. This was because major broadcasting 
companies were reluctant to deal with Muramoto’s comedies that 
touch on sensitive issues such as Fukushima, Zainichi Koreans, and 
Japanese military sexual slavery. Muramoto continues his challenge 
at small show stages in the U.S., the hometown of stand-up comedy 
and yet an opportunity to present at a grand real-time performance 
in Japan arrives. However, another crisis befalls on Muramoto. Due 
to the rampant COVID-19, all his shows in Japan and in the U.S. 
were cancelled. In this despairing moment, the only thing that keeps 
him going forward is the belief that the power of comedy can change 
the world. That belief allows Muramoto to grow step by step despite 
repeating discouragements. A comedian who brings forth even his 
despair and sadness as fuels for the others’ laughter. A comedian 
who expresses gratitude to the audience for keeping him alive. 
Muramoto’s performance brings the most beautiful and desperate 
hope to the world stained by hatred, separation, and exclusion.

I am a Comedian

HYUGA Fumiari    
He joined the independent 
television production company 
Documentary Japan 
in 2006 and shot several short 
documentaries, amongst 
them works on the military 
draft in Ukraine and Syrian 
refugees in Japan. His short 
film Tokyo Kurds(2017) won the 
Excellence Award in the Tokyo 
Docs Short Documentary 
Showcase.

Japan, South Korea | 2022 | 109min | DCP | Color | WP | 12

134 MB8 9/23 19:30
322 MBC6 9/25 16:30
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  Open SinemaDMZ-POV

DMZ-POV, which has introduced current issues and trends in documentary films, prepared 
three special programs this year.
First, Cities in Resistance: Ways to Build the Other Cities pays attention to the tendencies of 
many anonymous people on the streets of cities around the world to challenge the current 
way of domination of the societies in which they live and look at how modern cities are 
represented. In various films, we can find a desire for another city against dominant one, 
and a passion to think differently and make a city better. Although social relationships have 
significantly diminished or moved online during the pandemic, the cities in the film still 
reveal the wriggling of energy in numerous networks. 
The second program, Soni KUM: Embodied Art of a Zainichi Korean, Questioning the 
Borders Beyond Japan, introduces a third generation Zainichi Korean artist, Soni Kum. 
She challenges the fact that the representation of the diaspora is largely tied to the view 
of exclusive nationalism formed from colonial and Cold War experiences. Soni Kum’s 
works, which explore other ways of representing the diaspora in various expression 

media, provide an opportunity to re-examine the various hierarchies of modern 
society through critical discourse on the representation of Zainichi Koreans.

Third, in Ogawa Shinsuke: What They Harvested, a total of nine films by Ogawa 
Shinsuke, who represents Japan’s documentary film history, including The 

7-part Sanrizuka Series, will be screened. As “the eternal film comrade of 
Japanese farmers,” who has been fully communed with the subject through 

the camera, he had a great influence on many filmmakers in Asia and 
Korea beyond Japan. It will be a time to reflect on the historical and 

present significance of Ogawa Shinsuke’s films and to think about 
the required relationship between the documentary camera and 

the subject.
In addition, DMZ-POV is preparing various program 

events such as lectures, forums, and special talks. It is 
expected that through these events, the audience 

will be able to have a deeper understanding 
of the films and discourses in the special 

programs.
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  POV 1- Cities in Resistance: Ways to Build the Other Cities

The massive protests in Chile on October 18, 2019 marked the 
beginning of a civil struggle that led to a referendum and the formation 
of a Constituent Assembly on October 25, 2020, which resulted in 
about 80% of the votes in favor of the constitutional amendment. 
The reason for the protest was opposition to the government’s plan 
to increase subway fares, but the repercussions it caused are due to 
long-standing accumulation of inequality and corruption. In fact, “30 
pesos was 30 years of oppression.” Those who are at the forefront of 
the street protest and are on the “first line of defense of Chile,” which 
is also the subtitle of the film, say that they demand a future, dignity, 
and a better “society”. The demand becomes clearer when the streets 
stop. As they lose the streets due to the COVID-19 lockdown in 
2020, the street strike becomes a supply strike, distributing food and 
disinfecting places that the national system cannot reach. Chilean 
citizens’ strike went from “being” on the streets to “making” the 
streets, and the streets went on to enact a constitution. A referendum 
on the final draft of the new constitution by the Constituent Assembly 
will be held on September 4, 2022. Whatever the outcome, it will 
result in another street for pursuit and strike.

Primera

Vee BRAVO
Vee Bravo is a New York 
native by way of Chile who has 
documented hip hop, Latinx 
culture and politics for the past 
25 years. He co-produced 
the PBS documentary 
Estilo Hiphop (2009). From 
2011-2018, Bravo served as 
Vice President Education 
at Tribeca Film Institute. 

US, Chile | 2021 | 96min | DCP | Color | KP | 12

308 MB3 9/25 11:00
524 MIB101 9/27 16:30 GV
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In Thailand, films that are against the regime or moral dignity are 
banned, and criticism of the monarchy that approved a military 
coup is punishable by up to 15 years in prison. Countless deaths 
are unresolved and forgotten as bizarre stories. Deaths caused 
by rape, suicide, and murder are fraught with deep-seated 
customary social relationships, questionable public systems, 
and unknown suffering—and such deaths lead to migrant 
workers who were detained and neglected in a train station 
under the excuse of preventing the expansion of COVID-19, and 
to bones that were torn to pieces in the mountains on the border 
between Myanmar and Thailand. Those bizarre deaths that 
have disappeared from politics, society, and history are revived 
as objects of uncontrollable desire through the dance of queer 
seduction. Even the royal family is permeated with queer and 
strange deaths. As the title suggests, Danse Macabre subverts 
the image of power that resolves social deaths into a mystery 
by putting the deaths in Thailand on the stage as an image of 
intense desire that exists beyond morality.

Danse Macabre
  POV 1

Thunska
PANSITTIVORAKUL
Thunska Pansittivorakul won 
the Grand Prize award at Taiwan 
International Documentary Festival 
for his documentary feature Happy 
Berry (2004).

Phassarawin
KULSOMBOON
Phassarawarin Kulsomboon served as 
the director of photography for various 
TV programs and documentary films. 
Currently, he is the guest lecturer for 
Animation and Visual Effect at the 
faculty of Digital Media, Sripatum 
University. 

Thailand, Germany | 2021 | 89min | DCP | Color | KP | 15

112 MBC4 9/23 13:30 GV
321 MB2 9/25 16:30 GV
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  POV 1

On August 4, 2020, a massive explosion occurred in the port 
of Beirut, Lebanon, and citizens held large protests against the 
irresponsible government that led to the explosion and economic 
crisis. The director had arrived in Beirut the day before the explosion 
and was in a hotel when it happened. He decided to put Beirut, 
which was inundated with the aftermath of the explosion and angry 
citizens, in “silence”, and the silence of this film spurts out the energy 
of the city that cannot be described in words. The quite city need 
more than just one word: frustration, resignation, anger, resistance, 
etc. Occasionally, news of accidents and words expressing the will 
to rebuild are scattered helplessly in the silence of the city, but the 
silent actions and expressions of citizens sustain the ruined city. The 
silence of the city, which no longer trusts the media, does not forget 
those who have disappeared and the space they left behind, and it’s 
yet to be decided what kind of city such memory will make.

Octopus

Karim KASSEM
Born and raised in Beirut, 
Lebanon. Karim is an award 
winning filmmaker mainly 
working between the US and 
Lebanon. Since moving to 
New York in 2012, he has made 
numerous short films, and 
completed his first feature 
Only the Winds (2020).

Lebanon, Qatar | 2021 | 64min | DCP | Color | AP | G

133 MBC6 9/23 19:30
512 MBC4 9/27 13:30
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  POV 1

Three Syrian revolutionists who went through Arab Revolution 
together stand on stage, watching the images of the revolution and 
sharing their memories. The passion and thrill that fill the streets 
of revolution bring the glow of joy to the faces on stage. However, 
soon, the memory of red blood visits those faces. The three people 
on the stage recognizes in the image four youths taking down the 
statue which symbolized the Syrian dictatorship and tells us that 
they had been shot down to be dead, sometime later. The images 
of gunshots, blood, and death are intensified. The images saved by 
those who risked their lives, the shared record, are brought to the 
stage along with the memories of the activists. The shared joy of 
those who long for revolution, their soaring rage at the sight of the 
deaths of their comrades, and their tears shed for a certain loss more 
feared than death. Their gestures to take turn stroking and putting 
arms around each other. It is when these affects are brought forth on 
stage that these records are rightfully placed within the framework 
of revolution and not within the civil war. The stage also reminds us 
that a performance of memory cannot take place by merely forming 
a believable impression of it; it can be shown in time itself, that is, the 
time that we love and long for the things that are believed to be gone.

Our Memory Belongs
to Us

Rami FARAH
He is a Syrian dancer, actor 
and filmmaker. Throughout his 
oeuvre, themes of belonging 
and displacement recur, 
perhaps most pronounced 
in Farah’s first feature-length 
documentary A Comedian in 
a Syrian Tragedy (2019) that 
sees Farah follow his beloved 
subject, famous Syrian actor 
Fares Helou, into exile
in France.

Denmark, France, Syria, Palestine | 2021 | 90min | DCP | Color | KP | 15

202 MBC4 9/24 10:30
431 MBC6 9/26 19:30
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  POV 1

The title Homemade refers to the director’s situation in which he 
can no longer take a public action. He failed to secure production 
supports and lost his teaching position in the continuing chaos that 
followed the Arab Revolution. Also, the word “homemade” reflects the 
shared experience of losing cinema, as numerous cinema theaters 
have closed or have been destroyed in Syria and Egypt. The director 
lost his shared space and has been locked inside his “home.” On the 
other hand, “homemade” also means “making a home.” Realizing 
that he will not be easily returning home, the director decides to 
make the temporary shelter into his “home.” Finally, “homemade” 
means making a film with recorded images, a type of material that he 
has not considered, to create a new cinema different from the ones 
that have been brought to a halt. The director does not stop making 
“homemade.” This documentary, which started after the director 
lost his two “homes,” the space of family and the space of cinema, 
stares at the unresolved tasks of the society after the Arab Revolution 
through the question of what it means for us to lose cinema. Along the 
process, the film sometimes aimlessly floats among the lost things 
and at other times, it brings “home” to us in plain sight even though it 
is not before our eyes.

Homemade Stories

Nidal DEBS
He is  an architect and 
director. His feature Under the 
Ceiling (2005) screened 
at Montreal World Film Festival 
and the documentary Black 
Stone (2006) was Officially 
Selected at Locarno Film 
Festival.

Syria, Egypt | 2021 | 70min | DCP | Color | KP | 12

215 MBC6 9/24 14:00
616 MIB102 9/28 13:30
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  POV1- Short 1

Urban Solutions

According to the directors, the title Urban Solutions 
is derived from the name of a security company 
in Brazil, and the name is a/capital promise to the 
growing threat of deepening social inequality. Its 
promise is to create and maintain boundaries that 
protect the property of the established powers 
from the chaos of the streets. As workers who 
keep these boundaries, security guards, stand in a 
contradictory position to protect themselves against 
the oppressive social relations in which they are 
placed. The cinematic effort to experiment with the 
travelogues of a bourgeois artist tired of traveling 
to the jungles of South America during the colonial 
period, the narration that juxtaposes the social 
insight of modern security workers, and the play 
that disturbs the compartmentalized place in the 
hierarchy, overturns the dominant Urban Solutions,  
neutralizes the borders, and restores chaos—and 
this is yet another suggestion of urban solution.

A History of the World 
According to Getty Images

Getty Images is the world’s largest commercial 
image company. At least $41,000 must be paid 
to Getty Images for various 4 minutes videos 
of the modern society. Countless images in the 
public domain can also be sold on Getty Images 
in various ways, and even under the condition that 
they are generally made public only through this 
company, the above cost is the minimum cost for 
4 minutes of the modern society. However, the 
purpose of this film is not limited to the expansion 
of knowledge or the accusation of monopoly. The 
directors no longer leave the world history made 
by Getty Images up to Getty Images, as they are 
releasing the images used in this film as well as 
the film without applying any copyrights. These 
shared images can be used anywhere. The film is 
completed through this act of sharing. Therefore, 
at the end of this film, the title should be rewritten 
as “A History of the World Liberated from Getty 
Images”.

Arne HECTOR
Minze TUMMESCHEIT
Arne Hector and Minze Tummescheit  have been working 
under the name cinéma copains since 2000. Their experimental 
documentary works reflect on social and economic issues. 
Based on interdisciplinary artistic research, their works 
transcend classical genre boundaries. 

Vinícius LOPES
Luciana MAZETO
Luciana Mazeto and Vinícius Lopes are  is co-founders of the 
southern Brazilian production company pátio vazio. Their work 
in short and feature films is mainly focused on historical and 
social research, mixing fictional narratives and documentary 
essays. 

Richard MISEK
Richard Misek is a filmmaker and associate professor in Film 
and Media Arts at the University of Bergen in Norway. 
His nonfiction work has screened at festivals including 
Sundance, IDFA, Rotterdam. His research focuses on digital 
inclusion, and he is currently leading a UK Arts and Humanities 
Research Council project entitled ‘Digital Access to Arts 
and Culture Beyond COVID-19’.

Germany | 2022 | 30min | DCP | Color | AP | 12 Norway, UK | 2021 | 19min | DCP | B&W | AP | 12
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Letter to San Zaw Htway   

When the Myanmar military took power in a 
coup d’état on February 1, 2021, pro-democracy 
movements broke out in various places, supported 
by the whole world. This film is a letter to a person 
named San Zaw Htway, remembering Myanmar’s 
resistance in 1999 in Myanmar in 2021. He was 
arrested in 1999 as a Political offender and served 
until 2012, making collages with plastic bags 
and food packaging. He disobeyed the vested 
interests by making art out of garbage, opposing 
the view that defined it as garbage. Many voices 
of 2021 remember his bright eyes, laughter, and 
passion, and understand that he resisted power by 
not allowing hatred or resentment to inhabit him. 
The Myanmar movement in 2021 will never be 
defeated as long as it remembers its history of not 
repeating the military.

  POV1- Short 2

Jobs 
for All!

Ravel’s ‘Bolero’ starts with a simple rhythm that 
repeats with a pattern. To this, various instruments 
are added, progressing in crescendo(increase in 
loudness) from beginning to the end. The found 
footage carried by the music begins with the first film 
in human history, Employees Leaving the Lumiere 
Factory(1895). The film started with the birth of 
factories and contains within it the history of factories. 
As all instruments serve the music to develop one 
rhythm into a larger and larger scale, a spectacle 
enfolds. It is the spectacle of global economic system 
in which factories are transferred to poor regions in 
the world, and of financial economic system where all 
values are abstracted into numbers. Bolero ends with 
the variation of all the instruments that have gathered 
and here, the instruments are mounds of trash and 
the children who stand over them. This is an ironic 
music video about a time of majority of labor leading 
to a single point─a time of factories that bear 99% of 
work for the 1%.

Petr LOM
Petr Lom was born in Prague in 1968, grew up in Canada.
In 2003, he became an independent documentary director and 
producer specializing in human rights film. His award-winning 
films have been broadcasted in over thirty countries and 
screened at more than three hundred film festivals around 
the world.

Maximilien VAN AERTRYCK
Maximilien Van Aertryck and Axel Danielson closely collaborate 
under the banner of Plattform Produktion since 2013. Together, 
they co-produce and co-direct. Their short films have premiered 
in the official competitions of Berlin, Cannes.

Axel DANIELSON
Maximilien Van Aertryck and Axel Danielson closely collaborate 
under the banner of Plattform Produktion since 2013. Together, 
they co-produce and co-direct. Their short films have premiered 
in the official competitions of Berlin, Cannes.

Netherlands, Norway | 2021 | 26min | DCP | Color | 
KP | 12

Sweden | 2021 | 13min | DCP | Color | AP | 12   

235 MIB103 9/24 20:00
510 MIB103 9/27 11:00
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Shifting Sands Belle 
River

Ma Nwet Yin Win, aged 17, left the rural area that 
is devastated due to the climate change and came 
to Yangon. In the city’s factory, she experiences 
yet another devastation. Desolate desert and 
the crowded city filled with people struggling with 
labor, all day, are two different yet co-existing types 
of devastation. Ma Nwet Yin Win resists back to 
the devastated environment of city laborers by 
participating in the labor union. Because of this, 
she was let go from work and can no longer send 
money to her home. However, with calm eyes and 
tidy look, Ma Nwet Yin Win cleans, makes meals, 
works on computer, helps out with farming, and 
ties the red headband at the strike site. The scene 
of city strike transitions into her hometown, a 
cracked land brought on by the draught. Ma Nwet 
Yin Win misses home but the union activity is her 
calling. The two activities, the strike that brings 
change at the factory and enriching the cracked 
land, come across each other in Ma Nwet Yin Win 
who organizes  herself for a better life.

The deluge made Pierre Patt, Louisiana, like a 
town built on a shallow river. Parts of houses are 
submerged in water and cars cut through the 
watery road. If the Mississippi River rises higher 
and puts the larger city in jeopardy, a nearby 
spillway sluice gate will open and the site will be 
completely submerged. But the government's 
help is not available. Residents, mostly poor and 
elderly, ingeniously respond to the climate crisis 
and the destruction technology that benefits only 
the big cities. They change along with the river, 
and they come to understand and accept it. Now 
we see a village where humans and new resident 
flora and fauna are in one landscape. Bell River 
may be the name of the river, or a term referring 
to the providence of a beautiful river. On the other 
hand, despite overcoming human disaster and 
ripening wisdom, the spillway stands still with 
a foolish and overbearing figure that as if it will 
sweep away the village.

Guillaume FOURNIER
Screenwriter and a documentary director based in Québec 
City. As a director, he notably co-signed the documentaries 
Acadiana (2019) and Belle River. In 2018, he wrote the 
screenplay for Ailleurs (2017).

Samuel MATTEAU
Director based in Québec City. His feature documentary 
Le combat silencieux(2012) and Ailleurs(2017). He works in the 
field of video games and is also a part of the board of directors 
of KINO. 

Yannick NOLIN
Yannick Nolin created KINOMADA in Québec City in 2009 and 
has organized intensive filmmaking labs in more than 
ten countries. 

May Thyn KYI 
May Thyn Kyi was born in Yangon, Myanmar. Frustrated 
by constraints for women working in journalism, she left 
reporting and announcing jobs at the Eleven Media Group 
and Mandalay FM to instead work in communications for the 
Rainfall Feminist Organization. 

Canada | 2022 | 11min | DCP | Color | KP | GMyanmar | 2021 | 17min | Color | DCP | G 

129 MB8 9/23 17:30
520 MIB103 9/27 14:00
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  POV 2- Soni KUM: Embodied Art of a Zainichi Korean, Questioning the Borders Beyond Japan

Soni’s latest work, Morning Dew The Stigama of being “Brainwashed” 
(Morning Dew), is a part of the Project Morning Dew funded by the 
Kawamura Arts and Culture Foundation. It looks at the ‘Repatriation 
Project’ of returning Zainichi Koreans to North Korea conducted 
under the pretext of humanitarianism from 1959 to 1984. About 
90,000 Zainichi Koreans, mostly from the southern part of the Korean 
Peninsula, left for their ‘homeland’ they had never been to in order 
to escape from the discrimination in Japan. Many Zainichi Koreans 
who sent their families and relatives to the North lived like hostages 
between the two countries, South and North Korea, and this history 
was portrayed as an important theme in the films of several Zainichi 
Korean directors including Yang Yong-hi. Morning Dew reflects 
on the lives of Zainichi Koreans who had escaped to North Korea 
through the ‘Repatriation Project’ and returned to Japan from various 
angles through three-channel video installation. The artist tells a story 
through the weft and warp of a history of violence, both contradictory 
and conflicting. The work provides a valuable opportunity to look 
back on our history from the lens of the past and present of Zainichi 
Koreans who survived the whirlpool of colonialism, the Cold War, and 
the division of Korea.

朝露 Morning Dew The Stigma 
of being “Brainwashed”

Soni KUM
Soni Kum is a multimedia artist 
who works in film and video, 
installation and performance.
Her work has been featured 
in art spaces and film festivals 
around the world such as 
Japan, Korea, Brazil, Germany 
and UK. 

Japan | 2020 | 60min | DCP | Color | KP | 15

211 MBC4 9/24 13:30 GV
522 MBC4 9/27 16:30
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Foreign Sky is a documentary film Soni Kum created while she was a 
student at the California Institute of the Arts, covering the same topic 
as Beast of Me, but showing various experiments for a longer running 
time. The film delves into the history of Zainichi Koreans affiliated with 
Chongryon, which has been deleted from the official history of nation 
states such as Japan, the United States, South Korea, and North 
Korea, as well as their own stories which have been silenced in the 
history of their community, and the gaps inbetween. The film asks 
the audience to look at the lives that have been slipped, silenced, 
and vanished amidst the violence of history through the footages and 
narrations of various documentaries and feature films. In particular, 
the scene from Oshima Nagisa’s 1968 film Death by Hanging, 
subversively brings to the surface the female body, which has been 
otherized in the narratives of Zainichi Koreans, and captures the 
clashes between history and reenactment, body and emotion.

Foreign Sky

Soni KUM
Soni Kum is a multimedia artist 
who works in film and video, 
installation and performance.
Her work has been featured 
in art spaces and film festivals 
around the world such as 
Japan, Korea, Brazil, Germany 
and UK. 

208 MB7 9/24 11:00 GV
624 MIB102 9/28 16:30

US, Japan |  2005 | 72min | DCP | Color  | KP | 15
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Leyte is an island in the Philippines where the largest naval battle 
in the Pacific War, which Japan started, took place. In 1944, the US 
forces of General Douglas MacArthur collaborated with guerrillas in 
the Philippines to drive out the Japanese forces occupying the island. 
After a fierce battle, about 90 percent of the Japanese army were 
killed or died of starvation, and Japan faced a humiliating defeat. The 
film walks into a complex history that cannot be explained solely by 
the story of winners and losers. During the Pacific War, the author’s 
grandfather was drafted into the Imperial Japanese Army and 
dispatched to the Philippines. And the Filipinos who remember the 
Battle of Leyte testify that the Korean soldiers were more brutal than 
the Japanese. The film expands the history of author herself and that 
of Zainichi Koreans into the history of Asia, and observes the blurred 
line between perpetrators and victims, where she stands.

Leyte Dream

Soni KUM
Soni Kum is a multimedia artist 
who works in film and video, 
installation and performance.
Her work has been featured 
in art spaces and film festivals 
around the world such as 
Japan, Korea, Brazil, Germany 
and UK. 

Philippines, Japan | 2010 | 95min | DCP | Color | KP | 15 

232 MIB101 9/24 19:30 GV
508 MB3 9/27 11:00
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証言証言 Testimony Dear 
Dear

Soni Kum’s work in 2018, Dear Dear, captures 
the artist’s poetic response to the novel delivered 
through North Korean defectors in Japan. 
Borrowing the form of a handwritten letter, the 
film begins with a writer living in India reading a 
novel received from a North Korean defector in 
Seoul. Japanese society has easily forgotten the 
Zainichi Koreans who headed north amid the 
frenzy of propaganda, but the stories of the people 
who had to live there are conveyed to the artist 
by a thin string. In reply, the artist delivers a video 
in which she mourns, in her own way, about the 
lives and deaths that no one remembered. Dear 
Dear, when viewed side by side with Testimony, 
which is screened together, shows a new way 
of responding to the suffering and testimony of 
others.

Yamamoto Hiroki and Takagawa Kazuya, who 
have explored post-colonialism in East Asia 
from a transnational perspective, document the 
testimony of a Korean defector in Japan as part 
of the “Morning Dew” project. The man, who 
went to North Korea, dreaming of escaping the 
discrimination in Japan and living in the image of 
a paradise on earth created by Chongryon and 
the Japanese media, later came back to Japan. 
The film records the man’s ‘testimony’ through 
his interview, but at the same time, it begins by 
overturning the meaning of ‘testimony’. That is to 
ask the man to give a “testimony” about his dream. 
The interviewee asks whether a dream can be 
a testimony, but while he describes his weirdly 
vivid dream as accurately as possible, the truth of 
his life, which overlaps with the multiple dreams 
surrounding the ‘Repatriation Project’, comes to 
the surface.

YAMAMOTO Hiroki
In 2018, Yamatomo received a Ph.D from the University 
of the Arts London. Since 2013, he worked as a research fellow 
in Korea, Hong Kong and Japan. Currently, he is a lecturer 
at Kanazawa College of Art in Japan.

TAKAGAWA Kazuya
Takagawa graduated with a Master’s Degree from Tokyo 
University of the Arts. Since 2007, he has participated in group 
exhibitions and residencies in Japan and abroad, working 
primarily with video. 

Soni KUM
Soni Kum is a multimedia artist who works in film and video, 
installation and performance.Her work has been featured in 
art spaces and film festivals around the world such as Japan, 
Korea, Brazil, Germany and UK. 

India, Japan  | 2018 | 24min | DCP | Color | KP | 15  Japan | 2020 | 24min | DCP | Color | KP | 15 

317 MB3 9/25 14:00 GV
423 MBC6 9/26 16:30
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Beast 
of Me  

Offering, Seven Boats

The short story Beast of Me, a text created 
together with Foreign Sky, shows a collage of 
images and sounds in which the author’s voice 
is superimposed in multiple overlapping images. 
The title Beast of Me is an English translation of a 
phrase from Yu Chi-hwan’s Song-ga(1939), and 
what is interesting is that a part of this poem was 
translated into Japanese and appeared as a line 
by a Korean ‘sister’ in Oshima Nagisa’s film Death 
by Hanging(1968), which then was translated into 
English by the author and used as the narration 
of this film. The film openly reveals the various 
processes of quotation and translation and looks 
at the author’s body as a woman which cannot be 
expressed in a single image and language in the 
overlapping of different languages, histories, and 
images.

This video is a recording of the performance work 
performed by artist Soni Kum at the Imjin River in 
2015. In addition to the video work introduced in 
this special exhibition, she has been expanding the 
world of her works through various performance 
works. Among her works, Offering, Seven Boats is 
the most closely related to the DMZ International 
Documentary Film Festival. In the river flowing 
through both South and North Korea, the artist 
launched seven boats for the souls of thousands of 
North Korean children who died of starvation in the 
1990s. The exhibition scene in Berlin that follows, 
shows how she expands her performance in the 
direct space of the division of South and North 
Korea through her own body.

Soni KUM
Soni Kum is a multimedia artist who works in film and video, 
installation and performance.Her work has been featured in 
art spaces and film festivals around the world such as Japan, 
Korea, Brazil, Germany and UK. 

Soni KUM
Soni Kum is a multimedia artist who works in film and video, 
installation and performance.Her work has been featured in 
art spaces and film festivals around the world such as Japan, 
Korea, Brazil, Germany and UK. 

US, Japan  | 2005 | 18min | DCP | Color | KP | 15 South Korea | 2015 | 12min | DCP | Color | KP | 
15 

139 MIB103 9/23 20:00
337 MIB103 9/25 20:00 GV
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  POV 3- Ogawa Shinsuke: What They Harvested

In the 1960s, the struggle of the younger generation against the 
established order was a global issue. In Japan, the signing of the US- 
Japan security treaty and damage to the peace constitution arose, 
as a result, protests of the younger generation centered around 
the universities. In his work Sea of Youth (1966) director Ogawa 
Shinsuke dealt with younger resistance fighting against the Japanese 
University system, in The Oppressed Students, Ogawa kept a 
year-long record of the occupation protest at Takasaki University 
of Economics. In the movie, the students criticize the widespread 
corruption of entrance exams and the unbreakable ties with the 
local government, leading them to cry out for independence and 
freedom of speech. Ogawa and his colleagues from the self-sufficient 
screening organization visit the site of barricades to go alongside the 
students. Ogawa acquires a sense of unity to the extent that he says: 
“everyone in the field was honest in front of the camera.” Based on 
that achievement, he captures the heated debate about the students’ 
every move and struggle in a short distance. This movie commenced 
his distinct film production method of placing the most meaning on the 
position of the camera and the direction of the eye line. 

OGAWA Shinsuke
Ogawa Shinsuke is one of 
the most influential Japanese 
documentarians after the war. 
His filmmaking collective, 
Ogawa Production, was 
created in the late 1960s and 
produced a number of films, 
such as the Narita and Magino 
Village series, which dealt with 
political conflicts and grassroots 
culture in Japan. In addition, 
he played a pivotal role in the 
establishment of the Yamagata 
International Documentary Film 
Festival.

The Oppressed Students 

Japan | 1967 | 103min | DCP | B&W | 12

104 MB8 9/23 10:30
528 MB7 9/27 17:00
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In early 1968, Ogawa and his colleagues founded Ogawa 
productions. Afterward they went forward to Sanrizuka in Narita 
City, Chiba. There, the farmers protested against the construction of 
the new airport. Ogawa spends time with the farmers, the students 
and youth organizations all around the country creating his movie 
Summer in Narita. After 8 years of shooting, he makes six more 
projects perfecting his long series the Sanrizuka Series. As if writing 
a long novel, it was his idea to follow the repeated four seasons of the 
farmers, to capture the change and establishment of their philosophy. 
He establishes a method of documenting events through the eyes of 
the subjects while seeking unity through active participation, which 
he already tried in The Oppressed Students. Ogawa Shinsuke’s 
documentary, which has become a means of resistance itself not only 
captures the voices of the oppressed but also restoring the power of 
perspectives to the necessary. 

Summer in Narita

OGAWA Shinsuke
Ogawa Shinsuke is one of 
the most influential Japanese 
documentarians after the war. 
His filmmaking collective, 
Ogawa Production, was 
created in the late 1960s and 
produced a number of films, 
such as the Narita and Magino 
Village series, which dealt with 
political conflicts and grassroots 
culture in Japan. In addition, 
he played a pivotal role in the 
establishment of the Yamagata 
International Documentary Film 
Festival.

Japan | 1968 | 105min | DCP | B&W | 12

227 MB7 9/24 17:00 GV
404 MB8 9/26 10:30
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As the production of Sanrizuka series prolongs, members of the 
Ogawa Production settle down in Heta Village in the Sanrizuka 
area. Most of the Heta Villagers did not sell their lands to the 
airport construction and were always at the forefront of the protest. 
However, the stance taken by the neighboring village Komaino 
was different. Most of them had turned their stances to conditional, 
leaving room for negotiation. Winter in Narita, talks about the ongoing 
struggle, capturing the problems and relationships that arise from 
the division of long-held local communities. The first color film of 
Ogawa Production vividly captures the regrets and concerns of 
the farmers having their siblings changing their stances and it also 
captures the scenery of shrines and communal halls that no longer 
function as common grounds. A farmer’s saying in the movie, “we 
need to create new human relationships to replace the old ones” also 
applies equally to Ogawa Production. If a new relationship is formed 
through struggles, the filmmakers are also part of the movement. 
Thus, this project has thrown many challenges and uneasiness to the 
filmmakers.

OGAWA Shinsuke
Ogawa Shinsuke is one of 
the most influential Japanese 
documentarians after the war. 
His filmmaking collective, 
Ogawa Production, was 
created in the late 1960s and 
produced a number of films, 
such as the Narita and Magino 
Village series, which dealt with 
political conflicts and grassroots 
culture in Japan. In addition, 
he played a pivotal role in the 
establishment of the Yamagata 
International Documentary Film 
Festival.

Winter in Narita

Japan | 1970 | 143min | DCP | Color | 12 

408 MB3 9/26 11:00
505 MIB101 9/27 10:30
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Three Day War in Narita is a 50-minute-long film released just three 
months after Winter in Narita. This project was released in such 
a short period because an emergency, so-called a turning point 
happened in the struggle to stop the construction. In 1970, the airport 
authority announced a plan to force large-scale research on the land. 
Farmers violently obstructed the research team consisting with police 
task force, bulldozers, and helicopters. The research scheduled for 
a week ends in three days. Ogawa and his production team joined 
the forefront to record every little detail that happened, they sought 
to make a “bullet film,” that could strike opponents as fast as a bullet. 
Three Day War in Narita was released both in Japan and globally as 
breaking news announcing the situation of Sanrizuka. It is a unique 
type of distribution method where all the exchanges among Ogawa 
Production, resistance groups, and filmmakers around the world 
including the USA and France were shown. 

Three Day War in Narita

OGAWA Shinsuke
Ogawa Shinsuke is one of 
the most influential Japanese 
documentarians after the war. 
His filmmaking collective, 
Ogawa Production, was 
created in the late 1960s and 
produced a number of films, 
such as the Narita and Magino 
Village series, which dealt with 
political conflicts and grassroots 
culture in Japan. In addition, 
he played a pivotal role in the 
establishment of the Yamagata 
International Documentary Film 
Festival.

Japan | 1970 | 48min | DCP | B&W | 12 

420 MIB103 9/26 14:00
710 MBC4 9/29 13:30
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Narita: Peasants of the Second Fortress chronicles three weeks after 
the first enforcement action took place on February 22nd 1971. The 
farmers and other opposing allies dig burrows and fortifications at 
six different places in preparation for large-scale oppression by the 
police and the airport authority. Along with the depiction of the fierce 
guerrilla warfare including women chained to barricades physically 
blocking the task force, what stands out the most in the fourth project 
of the Sanrizuka Series, is the long takes in shorts that capture the 
conversations and actions of the peasants during the struggles. 
In his previous works, farmers tried to understand their feelings 
through heated debates. In this project, Ogawa’s camera captures 
unconscious expressions such as hesitation, long sighs, silence and 
repetition. The strong ties the production team and the farmers had by 
fighting alongside for four years, lead to a more delicate and honest 
approach to the inner conflicts of the subjects. 

OGAWA Shinsuke
Ogawa Shinsuke is one of 
the most influential Japanese 
documentarians after the war. 
His filmmaking collective, 
Ogawa Production, was 
created in the late 1960s and 
produced a number of films, 
such as the Narita and Magino 
Village series, which dealt with 
political conflicts and grassroots 
culture in Japan. In addition, 
he played a pivotal role in the 
establishment of the Yamagata 
International Documentary Film 
Festival.

Narita: Peasants of the 
Second Fortress

Japan | 1971 | 143min | DCP | B&W | 12

433 MIB101 9/26 19:30
637 MIB103 9/28 20:00
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The fifth work of Sanrizuka Series Narita: The building of Iwaryama 
Tower records the Sanrizuka struggle that entered a new phase in 
1972. The plan of disturbing the flight screening of the runway by 
building an iron pylon on the alliance-owned land is discussed. Since 
it is a violation of aviation law, a fierce debate ensues within the 
opposing alliance. At the beginning of the film, a young man reveals 
his emotions and the pressures he’s feeling. The 20-minute long 
take, panning back and forth through the discussion site highlights 
the speed and dynamism of the pylon construction process. The 
students, farmers and craftsmen gathered from all over the country 
build a 60-meter iron tower in just fifteen days. With significant risks, 
Ogawa Production captures the entire construction process. The 
people have their understanding of the action in making the pylon a 
product of struggle and labor. The construction of the tower becomes 
a practice to revive the long-established relationship between the 
farmers and their land of Sanrizuka. 

Narita: The Building of 
Iwayama Tower

OGAWA Shinsuke
Ogawa Shinsuke is one of 
the most influential Japanese 
documentarians after the war. 
His filmmaking collective, 
Ogawa Production, was 
created in the late 1960s and 
produced a number of films, 
such as the Narita and Magino 
Village series, which dealt with 
political conflicts and grassroots 
culture in Japan. In addition, 
he played a pivotal role in the 
establishment of the Yamagata 
International Documentary Film 
Festival.

Japan | 1972 | 85min | DCP | B&W | 12 

415 MIB101 9/26 13:30
504 MB8 9/27 10:30
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In 1972, shadows begin to swallow the Sanrizuka struggle. A young 
man in the village wrote a suicide note and killed himself in 1971, 
three police officers lost their lives in a clash due to the second 
forceful execution. As a result, with the airport authority enforcing 
sabotage and estranging solidarity with other villages, the Heta 
villagers face another crisis, in which most of the younger members 
are arrested. Instead of capturing the tense and violent clash, Ogawa 
Production begins to explore the town calmly, capturing the history 
and customs of the villagers built over a long period. This film speaks 
in a different film language compared to the previous works. Changes 
are also found in the traditions of the village and the relationship 
between Ogawa Production and the residents. The changes include 
women playing a significant role in various ceremonies and events 
of the village communities. Ogawa Production has now become a 
member of the Heta Village community therefore the subject and 
the object of the film are unified into one. A huge accomplishment 
resulted from six years of struggle. 

OGAWA Shinsuke
Ogawa Shinsuke is one of 
the most influential Japanese 
documentarians after the war. 
His filmmaking collective, 
Ogawa Production, was 
created in the late 1960s and 
produced a number of films, 
such as the Narita and Magino 
Village series, which dealt with 
political conflicts and grassroots 
culture in Japan. In addition, 
he played a pivotal role in the 
establishment of the Yamagata 
International Documentary Film 
Festival.

Narita: Heta Village

Japan | 1973 | 146min | DCP | B&W | 12 

406 MIB102 9/26 10:30
634 MIB102 9/28 19:30
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Narita: The Sky of May is another project done by Ogawa Production 
which once moved to Yamagata in 1974 and returned to Sanrizuka 
after three years. Their original plan was to capture the entire 
planting, raising, and harvesting of crops by the farmers based on 
the knowledge they learned in Yamagata. However, the plan was 
completely revised after the police carried out an operation to destroy 
the tower in May. From the forced demolition of the iron tower to the 
funeral of Kaoru Higashiyama, a young man who lost his life from tear 
gas, Ogawa was no longer able to carry out his original plan. Instead, 
he decides to capture the series of events that happened. As they 
were making the film, Ogawa does not just keep a record of what 
happened but decides to listen to the farmer’s words on the ruined 
land of Sanrizuka, a land that is no longer able to farm. As the story 
progresses, he focuses on the history and the relationship between 
the land and its people. This is the last project of the Sanrizuka 
Series.

Narita: The Sky of May

OGAWA Shinsuke
Ogawa Shinsuke is one of 
the most influential Japanese 
documentarians after the war. 
His filmmaking collective, 
Ogawa Production, was 
created in the late 1960s and 
produced a number of films, 
such as the Narita and Magino 
Village series, which dealt with 
political conflicts and grassroots 
culture in Japan. In addition, 
he played a pivotal role in the 
establishment of the Yamagata 
International Documentary Film 
Festival.

Japan | 1977 | 81min | DCP | Color | 12 

411 MB2 9/26 13:30
513 MB8 9/27 13:30
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In 1974, Ogawa Production moves from Sanrizuka to Magino Village in 
Yamagata. In 1987, he completed Magino Village which begins with a 
narration “We lived in Magino village for thirteen years and grew rice.” 
Subtitled “Sundial engraved with Millennium,” this monumental work 
is a compilation of methods ranging from interviews to ethnographic 
participatory observations, archaeological investigations, and 
dramatic reproductions. Ogawa Shinsuke not only captures farming 
with the natural or scientific documentary language but also puts a lot 
of effort into conveying the diverse history and culture of the village. 
Particularly in the reenactment of The story of Horikiri Kannon and 
The Origin of Itsutsutomoe Shrine with the direct participation of 
professional actors and the villagers. By arranging various scenes 
produced over 13 years on a single timeline, Ogawa Shinsuke 
creates a non-linear and multi-layered temporality in which the town’s 
past and present coexist. It is a work that opens a new possibility of 
documentary that goes beyond the current objective record.

OGAWA Shinsuke
Ogawa Shinsuke is one of 
the most influential Japanese 
documentarians after the war. 
His filmmaking collective, 
Ogawa Production, was 
created in the late 1960s and 
produced a number of films, 
such as the Narita and Magino 
Village series, which dealt with 
political conflicts and grassroots 
culture in Japan. In addition, 
he played a pivotal role in the 
establishment of the Yamagata 
International Documentary Film 
Festival.

Magino Village

Japan | 1987 | 222min | DCP | Color | 12 

417 MB1 9/26 14:00
610 MIB103 9/28 11:00

Japan | 1987 | 222min | DCP | Color | 12 

41 MB1 9/26 14:00
610 MIB103 9/28 11:00
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‘Youth Docs’ is a section where we can discover the sincere and brilliant eyes of 
young documentarists and meet the future of Korean documentary. For this 

year’s edition, six films were selected that deal with various topics about 
Korean society, such as gender, family, environment, and history, in 

the language of youth. The selected films will be presented with the 
awarding of the Infinite Imagination Award, Beyond Creativity Award, 

and Young Perspective Award.

Youth Docs
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Do You Know Bechdel? If This is Love,

The filmmaker asks the interviewees about 
the Bechdel Test to explore the meaning of 
the test and the social phenomenon and to 
engage with the reflective discussions on gender 
discrimination, based on various data and 
materials. The film adopts a unique approach to 
utilize a conversational format and create stories 
in remote situations. The filmmaker’s simple way 
of provoking curiosity and motivation regarding the 
unfamiliar term leads to a continued engagement 
with the film. By talking about the Bechdel Test, 
the filmmaker links the social problem to a more 
popular subject, namely “the movies,” which draws 
the attention to and invites us to reflect deeply 
upon the concept of gender equality.

The filmmaker, a senior at a boarding high school 
in Sancheong, Gyeongsangnam-do, interviews 
her friends on the subject of “fangirling,” and talks 
about the ways of fangirling, what they get out of 
it, what others think of it, and the relationship of 
fangirling and the lives of the students. Although 
the subject of fandom culture enjoyed by students 
has been addressed in many existing works, this 
film goes as far as exploring the human desires 
and the pursuit of happiness, not to mention that it 
touches upon the feelings of lacking shared by the 
students of the boarding school. Despite the latter 
part of the film that feels rather rough and beats 
around the bush, this impressive work attempts 
to connect the reality of life to the knowledge of it, 
while making us rethink the lives of the senior year 
high school students in Korea.

  Youth Docs

PARK Soeun 
Park is a nineteen-year-old who fangirls. She currently goes to 
Jirisan High School. Under her motto, “fangirling is my life,” 
she spends more time geeking out with friends than studying.

MIN Juhong 
In her third year at Hankuk Academy of Foreign Studies, 
Min Juhong aims to major in film. Min has been writing novels 
since she was 5 and has never stopped exploring 
the contradictions and irrationalities of the society. 

South Korea | 2022 | 9min | DCP | Color | WP | G          South Korea | 2022 | 17min | DCP | Color | WP | G 
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Superwoman Goodbye, Mugunghwa-Ho  

The film, in which the director metaphorically calls 
her mother a superwoman, shows the difficulties 
her mother faces in the culture of Korean ancestral 
rites. Her grandfather said that the family ritual 
should be performed properly no matter what 
happens, but once filming begins, he changes 
the saying that the culture of ancestral rites must 
change according to the times. The film revolves 
around a grandfather who has such a mindset and 
a mother who silently prepares for the ancestral 
rites. The director’s voice, which alternately asks 
her mother and grandfather about the role of 
daughter-in-law and the meaning of ancestral 
rites, disappears in the middle of the film, showing 
the scene of the ritual for a long time. Through the 
images of men eating quietly in a room and women 
busy preparing food in the kitchen, the film makes 
us think about what the culture of carefully crafted 
food and ancestral rites has left us.

The film begins with the news that the Mugunghwa-
Ho, a class of the trains in South Korea, is scheduled 
to disappear in 2030. With the conversation between 
the director and his friends as the background, it 
depicts the Mugunghwa-Ho, the passengers, and 
the scenery reflected in the train, and talk about the 
memories of riding the Mugunghwa-Ho for the first 
time, its detailed exterior and various landscape 
outside along its route. Audiences who listen to their 
conversation will also be able to enjoy the warm 
and fond memories of each of the Mugunghwa-
Ho and the old trains. In an era when the ‘romantic’ 
mentioned in movies disappears and everything is 
fast and uniform, the director and his friends seem 
to be telling us not to lose this romance. In a world 
where only speed is considered the best, the film 
asks about your own speed and sensitivity through 
the story contained in Mungunghwa-Ho.

HAN Jinseop 
Han is a free soul who loves to travel. He crisscrosses the entire 
country of South Korea.

BAEK Jiyoon 
Baek is a senior at Buyeo Girl’s High School. Superwoman is 
her first short documentary.

South Korea | 2022 | 9min | DCP | Color | WP | G          South Korea | 2022 | 17min | DCP | Color | WP | G        
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Fudge Consumption Bug 
Life

Bad 
Father

With a critical mind toward the negative perception 
of the insect diet, the filmmakers  look at the various 
facets of edible insects, such as farming, the 
demands, and hygiene, as well as the pros and 
cons, the safety, and its prospect, with multiple 
interviewees including the CEO of an edible insect 
farm, a researcher, and an insect-dish expert. 
Then, the filmmakers conduct an experiment with 
insect cookies to lower the negative feelings. From 
the basic research on professional materials, the 
interviews, and the experiment, it can be easily told 
that the efforts of the filmmakers in dealing with 
the various footage stand out. Also, the serious 
attitude to go deeper into a subject goes a long 
way. But first and foremost, the film’s persuasive 
logic supported by proper devices that penetrate 
the core idea of the documentary is what makes it 
such an impressive piece.

Director Park Yoonsung listens to stories of people 
who have gone through similar situations as he 
ponders over the non-payment of child support he 
and his mother is experiencing. He tries to solve 
this problem a little more aggressively, but the 
more he learned about it, the more complicated 
it gets. The film tells the story of an individual 
about non-payment of child support in a calm and 
bold manner and wants to broadly expand this 
into a social discourse. The director makes a film 
as delicately as a letter he wrote when he was 
young and sends it to the world. Anticipation for a 
documentary film is rising as to what kind of reply 
he will receive after sending a letter to the world in 
his own way. 

PARK Yoonsung
Park is currently enrolled as a junior in Anyang Arts High 
School. He became interested in the world of documentaries 
after making a short film on his family trip as a part of his film 
class in his sophomore year. Park started to map out his idea in 
his sophomore year, and that’s how Bad Father was made. 
Park enjoys sharing his stories with others through film. 

WON Heejoo 
Won was in second year of middle school when she started 
to have interest in making movies, therefore went through the 
entrance exam to pursuit her studies in Korean Animation 
High School. She is majoring in film production and studying 
multiple mediums. 

  Youth Docs

South Korea | 2022 | 24min | DCP | Color | WP | G             South Korea | 2021 | 27min | DCP | Color | WP | G         
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Program Events

Master Class
In this program, master filmmakers who have led the innovations in the aesthetics of documentary 
filmmaking speak of their own philosophies, visions, and the secrets behind their works. The 14th 
DMZ International Documentary Film Festival invites filmmakers Daniel Eisenberg and editor Niels 
Pagh Andersen to meet the Korean audience and give lectures. Each session runs for 90 minutes 
after the screening.

Academy Class
A special lecture program for the students of humanities and film and video-related schools, who 
are accredited with the newly-introduced Academy Badge. Academy Class provides sessions on 
various themes including documentary filmmaking, aesthetics, and trends, to help the students better 
understand the field. Each session runs for about 60 to 90 minutes after the screening.

1. Daniel Eisenberg
• Theme :  The Effects of the Mode of Durational Observation 
• Guest : Daniel Eisenberg(Director)
• Date :    September 23(Fri) 17:00 after the screening of The Unstable Objects 2
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 7 (MB7) 

2. Niels Pagh Andersen  
• Theme : Documentary Editing and Storytelling 
• Guest : Niels Pagh Andersen (Film Editor)
• Date :    September 25(Sun) 17:00 after the screening of Rohingya
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 1 (MB1)

 1. The Balcony Movie
• Theme : 900 Days, 1,000 Interviewees, and Filmmaking
• Guest : Pawel Lozinski(Director)  
• Date :    September 25(Sun) 14:00 after the screening of The Balcony Movie
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 7 (MB7)

2. The Teachers : Pink, Nature trail, Ridge between rice paddies, Plum
• Theme : The Ethics of Documentary Filming
• Guest : Park Hong-Yeol(Cinematographer & Director)
• Date :    September 23(Fri) 13:30 after screening of the The Teachers : Pink, Nature trail, 
                Ridge between rice paddies, Plum
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 8 (MB8) 

 3. All of Our Heartbeats are Connected Through Exploding Stars
• Theme : A Fascinating World of Essay Documentary
• Guest : Jennifer Rainsford(Director)
• Date :    September 24(Sat) 11:00 after the screening of All of Our Heartbeats are Connected 
                Through Exploding Stars
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 3 (MB3)
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Docʼs Talk
A special talk program highlighting the works on controversial issues or the filmmakers with careers 
worth of examining. An intriguing and absorbing discussion focusing on the film itself will be unfolded 
after the screening for 60 minutes.

The 2nd Repatriation
• Theme : Kim Dongwon’s Filmic Decisions
• Guest : Kim Dongwon(Director), Jeong Jihye(Film Critic)
• Date :    September 24(Sat) 17:00 after the screening of The 2nd Repatriation
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 3 (MB3)

Theater of the Sea
• Theme : Kim Eungsoo’s Works – A Curious Union of Openness and Reclusiveness
• Guest : Kim Eungsoo(Director), Kim Bo-nyun(Programmr at Cinematheque Seoul Art Cinema)
• Date :    September 27(Tue) 16:30 after the screening of Theater of the Sea 
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 2 (MB2)

Aftersun
• Theme : Controversial Films Pushing the Boundaries of the Reality and Fantasy 
• Guest : Lluis Galter(Director)
• Date :    September 24(Sat) 14:00 after the screening of Aftersun
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 7 (MB7)

Spring Wind Project - We are here
• Theme : Korean Documentarist Activism in the Digital Era 
• Guest : Moon Jeonghyun(Priest),Spring Wind Project
• Date :    September 25(Sun) 13:30 after the screening of Spring Wind Project - We are here
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok Comfort 4 (MB4)

Danse Macabre
• Theme : Discussing Political Films 
• Guest : Thunska Pansittivorakul(Director), Kim Dongryung(Director) 
• Date :     September 25(Sun) 16:30 after the screening of Danse Macabre
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 2 (MB2)

POV 2 - Shorts 1
• Theme : The Representation of Diaspora in Project Morning Dew
• Guest : Soni Kum(Director), Yamamoto Hiroki(Director), Kim Sohye(Korea University)
• Date :     September 25(Sun) 14:00 after the screening of POV 2 - Shorts 1
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 3 (MB3)

The Wind Blows the Border
• Theme : The Lives of the Natives Against the Order of Entrepreneurial Agriculture
• Guest : Laura Faerman(Director), Marina Weis(Director), Seol Suan(Director)
• Date :     September 26(Mon) 16:30 after the screening of The Wind Blows the Border
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 2 (MB2)
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Tea for Docs 
An intriguing talk program on documentary with a multilateral approach, which invites renowned 
professionals working in the various corners of the popular culture. With the special skills and 
experiences, a special guest will watch one of the official selections of the 14th DMZ International 
Documentary Film Festival, pick an issue, a theme, or a point of discussion and talk about it after the 
screening for 60 minutes

 Keep Stepping
• Theme : Street Dance and the Power of Subculture
• Guest : Seo Hyemi(B-girl), Jo One(Dancer, Destructive Steps Dance Association president),    
                    Kang Jinseok(DMZ International Documentary Film Festival)
• Date :    September 26(Mon) 17:00 after the screening of Keep Stepping
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 7 (MB7)

The Treasures of Crimea
• Theme : The Forefront of Museums
• Guest : Park Chan-hee(Curator)
• Date :    September 27(Tue) 16:30 after the screening of The Treasures of Crimea
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 8 (MB8)

Once Upon a Time in Uganda
• Theme : Having Fun While Living – Art, Play, and Work
• Guest : Lee Lang(Musician), Jin Myunghyun(President of MOVement)
• Date :    September 24(Sat) 16:30 after the screening of Once Upon a Time in Uganda
• Venue :    Megabox Baekseok 1 (MB1)

Home with the Exit
• Theme : It’s Not a Home If It Has an Emergency Exit
• Guest : Jang Hyeyeong(Director & Politician)
• Date :    September 23(Fri) 16:30 after the screening of Home with the Exit
• Venue :    Megabox Ilsan Bellacitta 101 (MIB101)
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Forum  
These forums are designed to deeply explore the themes of DMZ-POV, a section aiming for 
revitalization of documentary discourse. Documentary filmmakers, researchers, and festival 
programmers will join to discuss in a roundtable for 90 minutes.

Lectures 
Scholars, critics, and researchers well-versed in the chosen topics will give lectures as part of DMZ-
POV, a section aiming for revitalization of documentary discourse. The 90-minute lectures will be 
linked to the two of this year’s special programs, Cities in Resistance: Ways to Build the Other Cities 
and Ogawa Shinsuke: What They Harvested.

  Asia Documentary Film Festivals Roundtable
• Theme : Building Productive and Cooperative Relationships Among Asia Documentary Film Festivals
• Guest : Fujioka Asako(Yamagata International Documentary Film Festival), Chen Wanling(Taiwan
                     International Documentary Festival), Oh Jung-hoon(Seoul Independent Documentary Film&Video
                     Festival), Kang Jinseok(DMZ International Documentary Film Festival)
• Date : September 23(Fri) 13:00 
• Venue : Ilsan Bellacitta Il Salon

Soni Kum: Beyond Zainichi, the Mediality of Documentary and Bodies  
• Theme : The Meanings of Soni Kum in the Discourse on Boundary/Hierarchy
• Guest : Soni Kum(Director), Ogawa Shota(Nagoya University), Yamamoto Hiroki(Director), 
                    Ahn Minhwa(Dong-Eui University), Kim Sohye(Korea University)
• Date :    September 24(Sat) 13:30 after the screening of  Morning Dew The Stigma of being “Brainwashed”
• Venue : Megabox Baekseok Comfort 4 (MB4)

Ogawa Shinsuke Auteur Criticism
• Theme : Ogawa Shinsuke: Powers, Ethics, and Alternatives of Documentary 
• Guest : Kang Taewoong(Kwangwoon University)
• Date :    September 24(Sat) 17:00 after the screening of Summer in Narita
• Venue : Megabox Baekseok 7 (MB7)

Documentary Cartography: Cities, Resistance, and Image After Globalization  
• Theme : The Dilemmas of Social and Historical Representation After Urbanization, Through the Lens  
                       of Documentary
• Guest : Seo Dongjin(Kaywon University of the Arts)
• Date : September 27(Tue) 16:30 after the screening of Primera
• Venue : Megabox Ilsan Bellacitta 101(MIB101)
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About DMZ Documentary Road tour   
A DMZ Documentary Road tour will be provided to the festival attendees. The bus will drive around 
the DMZ area in Paju city, stopping by various spots including Imjingak Pyeonghwa Nuri Park, DMZ 
Gondola and Camp Greaves DMZ ARTS & GREEN GROUND Theater. 
※ Specific locations and details of DMZ Documentary Road tour will be announced soon on website(www.dmzdocs.com), in accordance with
 the latest COVID-19 policy. 

Summary
• Date : September 23(Fri) - September 28(Wed) 13:00-18:40 
• Venue : DMZ area in Paju city
• Attendees : Maximum 480 per day, 480 person in total
• Visiting Areas : Dora Observatory, Gallery Greaves Theater, Deokjin Fortress
 

Special Screening
• Date : September 15(Thu) - September 30(Fri)
• Venue : Gallery Greaves Theater
• Planning Purpose : As part of the DMZ Docu Road, a special screening program will be held using 
Camp Greaves, the former US military base space within the Civilian Control Line. Two films will be 
screened: Peninsula Tour (2020) by Kim Boyong, which asks about the meaning of boundaries while 
trying to cross the Korean Peninsula, which is impossible due to division, through digital technologies 
including Google Earth, and Graeae: A Stationed Idea(2020) by Jeong Yeoreum, which wants to 
write a new history about the Yongsan US military base using the augmented reality game Pokemon 
Go, archive footage, and social media videos. Through these films of original perspective and thought, 
we will be able to discover new possibilities of the DMZ, not the fixed meaning of division and the Cold 
War.

 
Exhibition Films
Peninsula Tour l KIM Boyong l South Korea l 2020 l 30min 
Peninsula Tour departs from Seoul and travels by an overland route into the Eurasian continent. This 
tour finds the worlds dis/continuity through air and land, virtuality and reality, old and new technologies. 
The tour ends up with an unexpected encounter of a German traveler who visited North Korea. The 
film reflects the hypocrisy and the deception of globalization, freedom and unification today through a 
stranger with similar experiences. 

Graeae: A Stationed Idea l JEONG Yeoreum l South Korea l 2020 l 35min 
Peninsula Tour departs from Seoul and travels by an overland route into the Eurasian continent. This 
tour finds the worlds dis/continuity through air and land, virtuality and reality, old and new technologies. 
The tour ends up with an unexpected encounter of a German traveler who visited North Korea. The 
film reflects the hypocrisy and the deception of globalization, freedom and unification today through a 
stranger with similar experiences. 
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Docs on STAGE-House

Date Sep 23 (Fri) 19:00
Venue Saerasae Theater, Aram Nuri 
Arts Center
Film That Orchestra with Broken 
Instruments
Classical concerts Park Changsoo 
(pianist)

Date Sep 24 (Sat) 15:00
Venue Saerasae Theater, Aram Nuri 
Arts Center
Film Children of Las Brisas
Classical concerts Kim Kwangmin 
(pianist)

Date Sep 25 (Sun) 15:00
Venue Saerasae Theater, Aram Nuri 
Arts Center
Film And Still I Sing
Performance Jeon Youngrang 
(Korean classical musician), 
Go Hee-an (pianist)
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Docs on STAGE-Blooming

Date Sep 24 (Sat) 18:00
Venue Goyang Flower Exhibition Hall
Film Kind Hearts 
Performance Car the garden 
(musician)

Date Sep 25 (Sun) 18:00
Venue Goyang Flower Exhibition Hall 
Film Keep Stepping
Performance IDIOTAPE 
(Electronic performance)
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DMZ Docs Industry

MAIN PROGRAMS MAIN EVENT     

2022 PROGRAM OVERVIEW  

DMZ Docs Fund
DMZ Docs Fund is a funding initiative operated by expanding and reorganizing the existing ‘DMZ 
Docs Production Support’ program that the DMZ International Documentary Film Festival has 
implemented to support documentary production. It selects documentary projects in the development 
stage, in the pre-production and production stages, and in the post-production stage, and supports 
completion and release of outstanding projects through various methods including cash grants and in-
kind support.

Research Fund Development Fund Post-production Support

Number 
of Selected 
Projects

18 Korean projects 12 Korean and Asian projects 2 Korean projects

Eligibility
Projects in the research 

stage prior to regular 
development 

Early-stage projects 
(in development and early 

production stage) under 30% 
in production

• Projects submitted to the 14th 
DMZ Docs call for entry 

(on the year of selection), 
• Projects that completed 

shooting and editing

Benefit
Cash grant per project

(KRW 2,000,000)
Cash grant per project

(KRW 10,000,000)

• In-kind support (DI, Sound 
Mixing, and DCP for 1 project / 

DI and DCP for 1 project) 
at a designated facility

Date  September 20 (Tue) – September 25 (Sun) 2022

Location Bitmaru Broadcasting Support Center, Sono Calm Goyang
 Megabox Ilsan Bellacitta, etc (Goyang-sii, Gyeonggi-do)

Programs

9.20 Tue 

9.21 Wed 

9.22 Thu 

9.23 Fri

9.24 Sat 

9.23 Fri - 9.25 Sun

9.25 Sun   

Program Docs Industry Opening Ceremony + 
Welcome Reception

DMZ Docs Pitch - Production Pitch

DMZ Docs Pitch - Rough Cut Presentation

DMZ Docs Pitch - K-Doc Short Pitch

DMZ Dcs Industry Panel Talk

DMZ Docs Match (Business Meeting)

DMZ Docs Industry Closing + Awards Ceremony
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DMZ Docs Industry

DMZ Docs Pitch
DMZ Docs Pitch is a professional platform designed to open up co-production, financing and distribution opportunities for creative 
and competitive projects. Projects that are in the production stage as well as in the rough-cut stage after the first edit, present the 
project details to key industry insiders such as broadcasters, distributors, film festivals in the pitch sessions.  
Additionally, DMZ Docs Lab, the pre-training & consulting workshop that experts join, is held prior to the main event so that the 
invited filmmakers can improve the quality of their projects and enhance their pitching skills. 
Based on the project pitch during the main event, DMZ Docs Industry selects outstanding projects and presents awards which 
include production subsidies and in-kind support, that can serve as the driving force for project realization as well as attracting 
financiers and co-productions. In connection with the pitch sessions, it also provides one-to-one business meeting (BizMatch) 
opportunities with global documentary industry insiders to project teams. These meetings can create detailed discussions on co-
production, pre-sales, and overseas market development.

K-Doc Short Pitch
‘K-Doc Short Pitch’ is held as a section of DMZ Docs Industry from 2022, co-hosted by the DMZ International Documentary Film 
Festival (DMZ Docs) and the EBS International Documentary Festival (EIDF), and sponꠓsored by the Korea Creative Content 
Agency (KOCCA). Fifteen short-to-medium length projects (shorter than 50 minutes) by emerging Korean documentarians, that 
are in development or in the early production stage, are provided with an opportunity for a pitch. Participating projects will receive 
the total of 150 million KRW in cash grant, based on the Pitch competition result.

DMZ Docs Match
DMZ Docs Match is a business meeting match program that allows filmmakers to interact with decision makers and explore 
business opportunities such as pre-sales, co-production, distribution, funding, etc. For participants who have difficulty with the 
grasp of documentary industry information, DMZ Docs Industry recruits professionals who have an established network with 
Asian documentary filmmakers and business insiders as BizMatch advisors, and arranges one-to-one meetings with potential 
partners who have a strong possibility of cooperation and collaboration.

Production Pitch Rough Cut Presentation

Number 
of Selected 

Projects
16 Korean and Asian projects 7 Korean and Asian projects

Eligibility 

• Korean or Asian projects in production stage 
(30-70% complete) 

• Korean/Asian or International co-production projects 
with over 30% of Asian regional finance

• Projects in rough-cut stage, prior to post-production
• Projects that have never been released or broadcast

Presentation 
Rules

Public Pitch : 15 minutes 
(Pitch 7’+ Q&A 8’)

Public Presentation :25 minutes
(Presentation 20’+ Q&A 5’) 

Benefits

• Cash Grant 2,000,000 KRW per project
• Invitation to 2022 DMZ Docs Lab 

(pre-training & consulting workshop) 
• Invitation to 2022 DMZ Docs Industry

• 2022 DMZ Docs Match 
(business meeting service) provided

• 2022 DMZ Docs Industry Award nomination

• Cash Grant 2,000,000 KRW per project 
• Invitation to 2022 DMZ Docs Industry

• One-to-One Editing Consulting (30’) provided
• 2022 DMZ Docs Match 

(business meeting service) provided
• 2022 DMZ Docs Industry Award nomination

K-Doc Short Pitch

Number of Selected Projects 15 Korean projects

Eligibility

• Early-stage projects under 30% in production (in development and early production stage)
• Short to medium length projects (shorter than 50 minutes)

• Projects possible to be completed by June 2023 with a net production cost of less than 
50 million KRW.

Benefit

Cash grant for plan and development
• 15 projects, 150 million KRW in total. based on the result at the Pitch competition.

• Opportunity of partial participation in 2022 DMZ Docs Lab (workshop) as well as the DMZ 
International Documentary Film Festival badge provided. 
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2022 DMZ DOCS INDUSTRY OFFICIAL PROJECTS

Development Fund

Post-production Support

Korea
Project Director Country
Target LEE Ilha Korea

Red Diary LIM Daecheong Korea
Knot RYU Hyungseok Korea

After Life KIM Jeongkeun Korea
Adulting Time LEE Heewon Korea
Our Bodies LEE-KIL Bora Korea, Netherlands

Asia
Project Director Country

Breaking the Wall Weichao XU China
The Father, The Son and The Son’s Daughter Pankaj JOHAR India

Kochkashi Nazila AHMADI Afghanistan
Magnetic Letters Demie DANGLA Philippines

Tens Across the Borders Sze-Wei CHAN Singapore, Philippines
Virtues in Village Meng HAN China

Korea
Project Director Country

Until the Stones Speak KIM Kyungman Korea
Time of Seeds SEOL Suan Korea
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DMZ Docs Pitch - Production Pitch 

K-Doc Short Pitch

Rough Cut Presentation 

Korea

Project Director Country

1997 TAE Junsik Korea

DON SUN Hobin Korea

Colors of the Wind 
(Working title) LEE Yeojin Korea

Moment of a Star JANG 
Hyobong Korea

On the Wings of 
a Butterfly HYUN Jinsik Korea

Guest Workers LEE Sanhah Korea, 
Germany

Grounding MA Minji Korea

Living Across 
the Blue Roof AHN Soyon Korea

Asia

Project Director Country

Devi Subina 
SHRESTHA Nepal

Dreams of a Dark 
Sky Anmol TIKOO India

First Fairytale Book ABM Nazmul 
HUDA Bangladesh

Our Hoolocks
Ragini NATH, 

Chinmoy 
SONOWAL

India

Ta-thung: Between 
Two Worlds

Ismail Fahmi 
LUBIS Indonesia

These Legs Are 
Made For Walkin’  

Herbert 
HUNGER Japan

The Wild Street Lucy HUANG China

A Woman’s Path Marjan 
KHOSRAVI Iran

Korea

Project Director Country

Sometimes the way is 
beautiful

(Working Title)
KO Hanbul Korea

To Road To Race Track Nabaru Korea

My body My Proof YU Hyemin Korea

Mystery F. file HONG yeojin Korea

Mitochondria
SONG 

Minkyeong,
JOO 

Yuntakk
Korea

Mee(a)t Papa JOO Serah 
Hwa Korea

Missed Call
(Working Title) SON Young Korea

Letters from Our Places LEE Eunji Korea

Soonja and I KIM Rihyang Korea

The Story of the 
Nameless

YANG 
Eunkyung

Korea, 
Cambodia, Italy

Diarist JEONG 
Yunji Korea

Women of the Head 
Family ‘Jong Ga’

SUH 
Meehyun Korea

Sound of Silence YOON 
Juyoung Korea

Kintsugi LIM Jisso Korea

The Rest Stop KIM Bomi Korea

Korea

Project Director Country

My Missing Aunt YANG 
Juyeon Korea

A Warm Welcome PARK 
Marisol Korea

Asia

Project Director Country

Al Awda Jason 
SOO Italy, Singapore

Close To The Bone Katsuya 
OKUMA Japan, Taiwan

Concrete Land Asmahan 
BKERAT Jordan

Ininnawa: An Island 
Calling

Arfan 
SABRAN Indonesia

Toward Happy Alleys Sreemoyee 
SINGH India
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Content Planning Task Force Team

2022 Doc School  
‘Doc School’ is an educational program with attention to the academic purpose of documentaries. 
With a selection of various educational subjects, it provides an opportunity for the participants and 
the teachers to learn freely and to discuss based on the worksheets. ‘Doc School,’ established as a 
new model for documentary education, has had an astonishing number of supporters of over 11,000 
people since its debut in 2020. Based on the success, there are 24 educational documentaries 
provided at no cost. During the second half of the year, due to the agreement with the non-profit 
streaming service platform WaterBear, there will be new content released based on the topics of 
environmental climate crisis and diversity. Free documentary videos and worksheets developed by 
in-service teachers and education experts can be found at Documentary OTT VoDA (http://voda.
dmzdocs.com).

2022 Doc School List of Works (Free service in VoDA)

The Whale Who Saved Me Matthew HARMER│ Netherlands│ 2021│ 12min

Tree of Plenty Tom ZARANKO-CARVER│ Netherlands│ 2021│ 9min

Together, We Dance Eleanor CHURCH, Chris STRONG│ Netherlands│ 2021│ 19min

Nowhere man Kim Jung-Keun│ South Korea│ 2017│ 16min

Digital Immigrants Norbert Kottmann, Dennis Stauffer│ Switzerland│ 2016│ 21min

Some People Park Marisol│ South Korea│ 2020│ 24min

Momʼs Shabby Box Heo Yun│ South Korea│ 2016│ 13min

One Team Seo Min-won│ South Korea│ 2018│ 23min

A Man of National Merit Sa Jin-young│ South Korea│ 2019│ 20min

GOOD BYE Shekh Al Mamun│ South Korea│ 2014│ 21min

The Girl of 672k Mirjam Marks│ Netherlands│ 2016│ 18min

My Low Body, My High Heart Bae Yeon-woo, Ahn Su-bin│ South Korea│ 2017│ 21min

The Fan Jeong Ho-eun│ South Korea│ 2018│ 8min

The Song You Probably 
Wouldnʼt Want to Listen to 

but You Should

Kang Ho-kyu, Leizel Villaranda, Hwang Younju│ South Korea
 │ 2012│ 4min

Forty Seven Moue Hiroko│ South Korea│ 2013│ 21min

Muktar Mama Robin Shiek, Kim Eunseok│ South Korea│ 2016│ 16min

Lost in Beauty Kim Joong-yub│ South Korea│ 2014│ 28min

DMZ docs × WaterBear

2022

2020~ 2021
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Second Home Shekh Al Mamun│ South Korea│ 2018│ 26min

Indifferent Things Yang Sori│ South Korea│ 2020│ 22min

Again Mario Pfeifer│ Germany, US│ 2019│ 39min

Our First Story Lee Yong-jeong│ South Korea│ 2019│ 7min

Yukata Sogo Namie│ South Korea│ 2011│ 19min

FRIENDS
Kim Min-seo, Kim Nam-ju, Lee Sung-jae│ South Korea│ 2019

│ 12min

Day, Footprint Kim Hee-jun│ South Korea│ 2018│ 21min

First Step Heo Na-gyeong│ South Korea│ 2016│ 10min

Hyena, Rahilʼs Mom Robin Shiek│ South Korea│ 2019│ 40min

Beyond the Fence Arman Gholipour Dashtaki│ Iran│ 2018│ 18min

12th DMZ Youth Documentary Production Workshop  
DMZ Youth Documentary Production Workshop is an educational program for young people on 
media literacy through documentary production, to discover excellent content, and to nurture future 
documentary producers. This year, in cooperation with the National Media Center Council, the 
project will be expanded nationwide beyond Gyeonggi-do. Here are the five organizations: Daegu 
Media Center, Wonju Media Center, Iksan Public Media Center, Juan Media Center, and Suwon 
Media Center. Completion films produced by a total of 41 students will be screened at the 14th DMZ 
International Documentary Film Festival.

12th DMZ Youth Documentary Production Workshop Project Presentation
• Time : September 23 (Fri) 14:00
• Venue : Megabox Baeskeok 6
• Content : Screening of the completed work of the 12th DMZ Youth Documentary Production Workshop
                         and Conversation with the Audience
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Goyang City×DMZ Docs
38 Seconds Documentary Contest for the youth ‘Take care of Go-Yang’  
‘38 Seconds Documentary Contest for the youth’, co-hosted by Goyang City and the DMZ 
International Documentary Film Festival, was designed to lower the threshold of documentary 
creation, and popularize documentaries to wider audiences. Open to all teenagers across the 
country, the theme of this contest is ‘Capture the daily life of pets and I in 38 seconds’, which is also 
an opportunity to express interest and affection for companion animals. The 14th DMZ International 
Documentary Film Festival awards screenings and awards ceremony will be held.

38 Seconds Documentary Contest for the youth Screening and Awards Night
• Time : September 27 (Tue) 19:30
• Venue : Megabox BaekSeok 6
• Content : 38 Seconds Documentary Contest for the youth Screening and Awards Night

Content Planning Task Force Team

Goyang Documentary Appreciation Class ‘Docuboda@’
‘Docuboda@’ is designated to expand the viewings through daily screening of documentaries. 
It is a new education program that combines the knowledge of Humanities with documentaries. 
Documentary Streaming service VoDA not only provides easier access to each video but also with 
online and offline linked lectures.

DMZ Docs×Louis-Lumiere The Sound Documentary International
Summer Program Works Exhibition 
DMZ International Documentary Film Festival, together with Service culturel de l’Ambassade de 
France en Corée, recruited and selected young domestic documentary experts and aspirants 
to participate in the ‘Sound Documentary International Summer Program’ of the Ecole National 
superieure Louis-Lumière. We introduce various experimental works in the genre of ‘Radio 
Documentary’ produced by young participants selected from Korea and other countries around the 
world. The work will be available for free hearing with subtitles on OTT VoDA, the only documentary 
specializing in October. Coming Soon!
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4th Asian Docs Co-Production Network Project  
Since 2015, the ‘Asian Docs Co-Production Network Project’ is having its fourth anniversary this 
year. Despite the critical conditions of the Pandemic, the filmmakers were able to collaborate online 
for two years, introducing their final product of four through this project during the festival. Young 
documentary producers from seven universities in five Asian countries, including Korea National 
University of Arts, Yonsei University, Yunnan University of China, Yunnan University of the Arts, 
Tainan National University of Arts, Taiwan, Komazawa University, Japan, Nanyang Technological 
University, Singapore. Under the theme of ‘Life and Stories of Asia in the Pandemic Era,’ it will be a 
place to look at Asian culture from a new perspective and discover the true meaning of co-production 
that transcends language barriers.

4th Asian Docs Co-Production Network Project Forum  
• Time : September 24 (Sat) 14:30
• Content : Academic presentations and panel roundtable
• Theme : On possibility of multinational documentary production education: A case study of DMZ    
                       Asian Docs Co-Production Network
• Panel : Jeon Gyuchan (Korea National University of the Arts),Kim Jinhyuk(Korea National University
                   of the Arts), Seo Hyunsuk(Yonsei University), Heo Chul(Nanyang Technological University)

4th Asian Docs Co-Production Network Project 
Public Presentation
At the public presentation of the 4th Asian Docs Co-
Production Network Project, the common theme 
revolving around the four projects will be ‘Life and 
Stories of Asia in the Pandemic Era.’ Including 
topics of environment and the ecosystem, the 
delivery industry and the general well-being in life.

• Time : September 24 (Sat) 10:30
• Venue : Megabox Baekseok 6
• Moderator : Jeon Gyuchan 
  (Korea National University of the Arts)
• Content  : 4th Asian Docs Co-Production Network  
                         Project screenings and guest visits.

Pigeons are Talking

South Korea(Yonsei University), 
Singapore(Nanyang Technological University), 

Taiwan(Tainan National College of the Art)

Riders

Singapore(Nanyang Technological University), 
China(Yunnan University)

Teleporting

South Korea(Korea National University of Arts), 
Japan(Komazawa University)

Little Happiness

Taiwan(Tainan National College of the Art), 
China(Yunnan University)

Content Planning Task Force Team
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2nd Chance
 VESPUCCI
 Min Dai
 dmleila8@gmail.com

A Boat on the Sea
 Arman gholipurdashtaki
 98 91 39 81 25 98
 armangholipourdashtaki
 @gmail.com

A Box of Noodles Goes over the 
Mountain
 Byungchan KIM
 whosthebk@gmail.com

A Couple 
 Zipporah Films
 Erica Hill
 info@zipporah.com     
 
A Crack in the Mountain
 Alastair EVANS
 81 80 41 43 32 76
 acpevans84@gmail.com

A Guide to Love and Fighting 
Capitalism
 THE PARTY FILM SALES
 Théo Lionel
 33 1 76 21 51 77
 theo.lionel@thepartysales.com

A History of the World According to 
Getty Images
 Richard Misek
 47 96 68 53 09
 richardmisek@gmail.com

A Jewish Life
 Cinephil
 Olivier Tournaud
 972 3 566 4129
 olivier@cinephil.com

A Marble Travelogue
 Yaoting Zhang
 86 13 02 10 96 190
 yaoting@rediancefilms.com

A Mother Youngsoon
 Changjun LEE
 docujun@naver.com
 
A Reel War: Shalal
 Costanza Film Distribution
 Asaf Yecheskel
 972 528 386492
 asaf@costanza-films.com

A Steady Job
 Amarena Film
 Raffaella Pontarelli
 39 32 89 25 03 01
 raffaellapontarelli@gmail.com

After Work
 LUX Distribution
 44 20 31 41 29 60
 distribution@lux.org.uk

Aftersun
 Cinephil
 Lluís Galter
 34 65 40 60 615
 lluis.galter@gmail.com

Against the War, in the Name of Cinema
 New Asian Filmmakers
 Collective
 86 13 91 17 83 410
 info@nafc.org.cn

Against Time
 Ben Russell
 br@dimeshow.com

All of Our Heartbeats are Connected 
Through Exploding Stars
 Taskovski Films Ltd
 Zvjezdana TEINOVIC
 festivals@taskovskifilms.com

And Still I Sing
 Fazila Amiri
 fazila.amiri15@gmail.com

Aralkum
 Daniel Asadi Faezi
 49 15 78 84 72 393
 contact@asadifaezi.com

Bad Father
 YoonSung PARK
 brown_051019@naver.com

Beast of Me 
 Soni Kum
 sonikkum@gmail.com

Belle River
 Robin Miranda DAS NEVES
 1 41 85 23 12 75
 developpemen@spira.quebec

Between the Stars and Waves
 HUMMINGBIRD PRODUCTION
 LAU Kek-Huat
 886 98 38 56 52
 darllau27@gmail.com

Burial
 Daniele Kuncinaite
 daniele@justamoment.lt

Children of Las Brisas
 Point du Jour International
 Doris WEITZEL
 33 1 75 44 80 88
 d.weitzel@pointdujour.fr

Children of the Mist
 Cat&docs
 Maëlle Guenegues
 maelle@catndocs.com

CITI-100
 FILM DABIN
 Dabin BAEK
 82 10 9930 4753
 film_dabin@daum.net

Danse Macabre
 Jürgen Brüning Filmproduktion 
 Jürgen Brüning
 66 85 32 31 328
 thunska@gmail.com

Dear Dear
 Soni Kum
 sonikkum@gmail.com

Delikado
 Met Film Sales
 Ella PHAM
 44 77 09 82 33 29
 ella@metfilm.co.uk

Disturbed Earth
 Atzucac Films
 Sofia Tocar
 420 77 41 40 530
 tocar@dokweb.net

Do You know Bechdel?
 Juhong MIN
 juhongamy@gmail.com

Dorm
 Your Bros. Filmmaking Group CO.
 Tien Zong-Yuan
 886 91 99 86 008
 tienzongyuan@gmail.com

Eami
 MPM Premium
 Natalia Isotta
 33 68 43 18 209
 natalia@mpmpremium.com

Etilaat Roz
 Abbas REZAIE
 abbasraana@gmail.com
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Everything will be OK
 Playtime
 Pauline Savestre
 pauline@playtime.group

Finding CHAE
 Ka-Young PARK
 ka6618@naver.com

Fledglings
 Ada Rędzia
 ada@aurafilms.pl

For Your Peace of Mind Make Your Own 
Museum
 Taskovski Films Ltd
 Petar Mitric
 381 63 59 76 44
 fest@taskovskifilms.com

Foreign Sky
 Soni Kum
 sonikkum@gmail.com

From Dreams to Dust
 Syarifah Sa'diyah
 syarifah@estmedia.com

Fudge Consumption Bug Life
 HUIJU WON
 wonxhj0405@naver.com

Girl Gang
 Rise And Shine World Sales
 Anja Dziersk
 49 30 47 37 29 80
 anja.dziersk
 @riseandshine-berlin.de

Goodbye, Mugunghwa-Ho
 Jinseop HAN
 inseng13@naver.com

Green Jail
 Moolin Films, Ltd.
 Wen-chun LIN
 81 98 99 62 898
 info@moolinfilms.com

H2: The Occupation Lab
 Met Film Sales
 Ella PHAM
 44 77 09 82 33 29
 ella@metfilm.co.uk

Her 5th Room
 Chan yound JEON
 ryung5241@naver.com

Holy Cowboys
 Varun Chopra
 91 96 50 05 40 71
 varun0693@gmail.com

Homemade Stories
 Seen Films
 Mostafa Youssef
 mostafa@seenfilms.com

Home with the Exit
 JUYEONG JANG
 jaojuoy22@naver.com

HOT/STUCK/DEAD
 Eunhee LEE
 82 10 9985 1497
 dududadaduda@gmail.com

How I Like It
 Nida Mehboob
 92 32 24 64 61 66
 nida.mehboob@gmail.com

I am a Comedian
 ARTicle Films
 Emi UEYAMA
 81 90 66 65 11 29
 emi@articlefilms.com

I am Trying to Remember
 Europe Media Nest s.r.o.
 Gabriela Daniels
 42 07 32 83 04 11
 gabriela.daniels@medianest.net

I'm not a Robot.
 FILM DABIN
 Dabin BAEK
 82 10 9930 4753
 film_dabin@daum.net

If This is Love,
 Soeun PARK
 swp2004@naver.com

IJEN/ LONDON
 LUX Distribution
 44 20 31 41 29 60
 distribution@lux.org.uk

Jobs for All!
 Plattform Produktion
 Maximilien Van Aertryck
 max@plattform
 produktion.se

Just Animals
 Finnish Film Foundation
 Arttu Manninen
 arttu.manninen@ses.fi

Kaiser of Atlantis
 Freak Films
 Vanesa Toca
 internacional@agenciafreak.com

Kathmandu Monsoon
 Ama dablam pictures
 Ngima Gelu Sherpa
 977 98 08 86 90 12
 amadablampictures@gmail.com

Keep Stepping
 Philip Busfield
 philip.busfield
 @googlemail.com

Kind Hearts
 Avila
 Ruben Desiere
 rubendesiere@gmail.com

Letter to San Zaw Htway
 ZINDOC
 Corinne van Egeraat
 31 62 48 73 171
 corinne@zindoc.nl
 cvegeraat@gmail.com

Leyte Dream
 Soni Kum
 sonikkum@gmail.com

Like an Island
 Filmotor s.r.o.
 Michaela Cajkova
 42 07 21 00 64 21
 michaela@filmotor.com

Magino Village
 Athénée Français Cultural Center
 Ikuko TAKASAKI
 takasaki@athenee.net
 ikukotakasaki@gmail.com

Mariupolis 2 
 Valentina Bronzini
 valentina.bronzini
 @matchfactory.de

Matter out of Place 
 Austrian Film Commission
 Emilie Dauptain
 emilie.dauptain@afc.at

Melting Icecream
 Cinema Dal
 Sol Ah JIN
 82 2 337 2135
 sol@cinemadal.com
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Midwives
 Dogwoof
 Noor Daldoul
 noor@dogwoof.com

Morning Dew The Stigma of being 
“Brainwashed”
 Soni Kum
 sonikkum@gmail.com
 
Mother Tongue
 Rêtaw Film Distribution
 Zanyar Muhammadineko
 98 90 35 45 89 84
 retawfilm@gmail.com

Mutzenbacher
 Austrian Film Commission
 Emilie Dauptain
 emilie.dauptain@afc.at

Nameless Syndrome
 Jeamin CHA
 jeaminchaemail@gmail.com

Narita: Heta Village
 Athénée Français Cultural Center
 Ikuko TAKASAKI
 takasaki@athenee.net
 ikukotakasaki@gmail.com

Narita: Peasants of the Second Fortress
 Athénée Français Cultural Center
 Ikuko TAKASAKI
 takasaki@athenee.net
 ikukotakasaki@gmail.com

Narita: The Building of Iwayama Tower
 Athénée Français Cultural Center
 Ikuko TAKASAKI
 takasaki@athenee.net
 ikukotakasaki@gmail.com

Narita: The Sky of May
 Athénée Français Cultural Center
 Ikuko TAKASAKI
 takasaki@athenee.net
 ikukotakasaki@gmail.com
 
Nasim
 Arne Büttner
 arnebuettner@aol.com

No Way Out
 Al Mamun SHEKH
 82 10 4662 0821
 mamun97@naver.com

Nuisance Bear
 Jack Weisman
 weisman.jack@gmail.com

Octopus
 Screen Productions
 Karim KASSEM
 1 91 77 94 81 51
 kassem.karim6@gmail.com

Offering, Seven Boats
 Soni Kum
 sonikkum@gmail.com
 
Once Upon a Time in Uganda
 Blue Finch Films
 Alex Osben
 alex@bluefinchfilms.com

One Hundred Years and Hope         
 Takashi Nishihara
 tk.nishihara@gmail.com

Our Memory Belongs to Us
 Final Cut for Real
 Maria Kristensen
 45 40 62 66 90
 maria@final-cut.dk

Party Poster
 Rishi Chandna
 91 96 19 05 83 39
 fishychandna@gmail.com

Pay Off
 EMUcinema
 Sumi Yang
 emucinema.smy@gmail.com

Primera
 Jack MacColl
 maccoll.jack@gmail.com

Rohingya
 Kimberly Sung
 49 30 4737 4532
 aiweiwei.films@gmail.com

Shifting Sands
 Yangon Film School
 Aye Mya Hlaing
 95 92 50 36 97 39
 festival@yangonfilmschool.org

Spring Wind Project - We are here
 Hwan Tae KIM
 fantast21@gmail.com

Summer in Narita
 Athénée Français   
 Cultural Center
 Ikuko TAKASAKI
 takasaki@athenee.net
 ikukotakasaki@gmail.com

Sun Dance
 Hayon KIM
 82 10 2683 6952
 llojjdd55@gmail.com

Superwoman
 Jiyoon BAEK
 bjy041206@naver.com

Surviving Fortress
 ELI Image
 Elaheh Nobakht
 98 91 25 37 41 39
 eliimage18@gmail.com

Tales of the Lane
 Mirror TV Inc.
 mirrordoc@mnews.tw

Tales of the Purple House 
 Abbas Fahdel
 nourballouk@hotmail.com
 
Testimony
 Soni Kum
 sonikkum@gmail.com
 
The 2nd Repatriation
 Cinema DAL
 Sol Ah JIN
 82 2 337 2135
 sol@cinemadal.com

The Act of Killing
 Atnine Film Co., Ltd.
 Jinkwon Kang
 82 70 7017 4525
 jkkang@at9film.com

The Balcony Movie
 KFF Sales & Promotion
 Anna Waszczuk
 anna.waszczuk@kff.com.pl

The Body of the Sea
 Koonje PARK
 koonje@naver.com

The Bone
 Cinema Dal
 Sol Ah JIN
 82 2 337 2135
 sol@cinemadal.com

The Boys Club
 Yihwen CHEN
 chen.yihwen@gmail.com
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The Fire Within: A Requiem for Katia 
and Maurice Krafft        
 Abacus Media Rights
 Fran Del Pizzo
 44 07 92 83 36 809
 fran@abacusmediarights.com

The Grass is Greener on the Other Side 
 Peter Yam
 peteryam@ymail.com

The House of Loss
 AniSEED
 Yoonha JEON
 82 70 4322 2255
 kaniseed@kiafa.org

The Kiev Trial
 ATOMS & VOID
 Maya Kasterine
 maya.kasterine
 @atomsvoid.com

The One Who Runs Away is The Ghost
 Seesaw Pictures
 Jimmy Jung
 sales@seesawpics.com

The Oppressed Students
 Athénée Français Cultural Center
 Ikuko TAKASAKI
 takasaki@athenee.net
 ikukotakasaki@gmail.com

That Orchestra with Broken 
Instruments
 Go2Films
 Nur Hadas
 972 25 83 13 71
 sales@go2films.com

The Plains
 Pascale Ramonda
 336 62 01 32 41
 pascale@pascaleramonda.com

The Talent Show
 Pencil Pictures
 SOHYUN LEE
 filmchef@gmail.com

The Teachers : Pink, Nature trail, Ridge 
between rice paddies, Plum
 D.O. cinema
 docinema.kr@gmail.com

The Tomb of Kafka
 Rousseau Films
 Jean-Claude Rousseau
 33 01 11 77 42 30
 jeanclauderousseau
 @laposte.net

The Treasures of Crimea
 Reservoir Docs
 Tanguy Milin
 33 06 52 28 72 84
 tanguy@reservoirdocs.net

The Unstable Object 2
 Daniel Eisenberg
 1 77 39 87 97 76
 deisen@saic.edu

The Wind Blows the Border
 Utopia Docs
 Renato Manganello
 55 11 99 60 09 210
 renato@utopiadocs.net

Theater of the Sea
 Eungsu KIM
 eungsu_k@daum.net

This isnʼt What It Appears
 Heehyun CHOI
 1 661 993 8556
 heehyunchoiart@gmail.com

Three Day War in Narita
 Athénée Français Cultural Center
 Ikuko TAKASAKI
 takasaki@athenee.net
 ikukotakasaki@gmail.com

Time of Seeds
 Suan Seol
 suanseol@gmail.com

Ultraviolette and the Blood-Spitters 
Gang
 Lightdox
 Nevena Milasinovic
 387 65 37 32 61
 nevena@lightdox.com

Under Zelkova
 Jung Hun OH
 adocu@hanmail.net

Until the Stones Speak
 Kyungman KIM
 zadoz99@gmail.com

Urban Solutions
 cinéma copains
 Minze Tummescheit
 49 15 20 44 24 599
 copine@cinemacopains.org

Vigra
 BIGFISH MEDIA
 Hoyeon WON
 why245@gmail.com

We, Students!
 THE PARTY FILM SALES
 Théo Lionel
 33 1 76 21 51 77
 theo.lionel@thepartysales.com

Welcome
 Rousseau Films
 Jean-Claude Rousseau
 33 01 46 28 97 35
 jeanclauderousseau@laposte.net

What about China?
 TRINH T. Minh-Ha
 1 51 05 27 40 28
 trinh@berkeley.edu

What I Ever Wanted was “Ray”
 Byung-Ki LEE
 dokidokidocu@naver.com

When There is No More Music to Write, 
and Other Roman Stories
 Poulet-Malassis
 Lou Jomaron
 33 61 33 21 217
 lou@pouletmalassis.com

Winter in Narita
 Athénée Français Cultural Center
 Ikuko TAKASAKI
 takasaki@athenee.net
 ikukotakasaki@gmail.com

Worship
 Patitta Jittanont
 festivals@diversion-th.com
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0-9 2nd Chance 102
A A Boat on the Sea 86
 A Box of Noodles Goes over the Mountain 84
 A Couple         118
 A Crack in the Mountain 59
 A Guide to Love and Fighting Capitalism 51
 A History of the World According to Getty 
 Images 147
 A Jewish Life 110
 A Marble Travelogue 109
 A Mother Youngsoon 74
 A Reel War: Shalal 82
 A Steady Job 52
 After Work 132
 Aftersun 104
 Against the War, in the Name of Cinema 114
 Against Time 131
 All of Our Heartbeats are Connected 
 Through Exploding Stars 99
 And Still I Sing 135
 Aralkum 79

B Bad Father 168
 Beast of Me 155
 Belle River 149
 Between the Stars and Waves 85
 Burial 101
 
C Children of Las Brisas 137
 Children of the Mist 46
 CITI-100 88

D Danse Macabre 143
 Dear Dear 154
 Delikado 60
 Disturbed Earth 53
 Do You know Bechdel? 166
 Dorm 87

E Eami 48
 Etilaat Roz 62
 Everything will be OK 119

F Finding CHAE 83
 Fledglings 112
 For Your Peace of Mind Make Your Own 
 Museum 56
 Foreign Sky 151
 From Dreams to Dust 78
 Fudge Consumption Bug Life 168

G Girl Gang 111
 Goodbye, Mugunghwa-Ho 167
 Green Jail 66
 

H H2: The Occupation Lab 61
 Her 5th Room 71
 Holy Cowboys 86
 Home Ground 72
 Home with the Exit 76
 Homemade Stories 146
 HOT/STUCK/DEAD 79
 How I Like It 81 

I I am a Comedian 140
 I am Trying to Remember 89
 I’m not a Robot. 89
 If This is Love, 166
 IJEN / LONDON 131 

J Jobs for All! 148
 Just Animals 115
 
K Kaiser of Atlantis 138
 Kathmandu Monsoon 80
 Keep Stepping 43, 134
 Kind Hearts 139 

L Letter to San Zaw Htway 148
 Leyte Dream 152
 Like an Island 100

M Magino Village 164
 Mariupolis 2  113
 Matter out of Place  103
 Melting Icecream 93
 Midwives 58
 Morning Dew The Stigma of being 
 “Brainwashed”  150
 Mother Tongue 80
 Mutzenbacher 45 

N Nameless Syndrome 90
 Narita: Heta Village 162
 Narita: Peasants of the Second Fortress 160
 Narita: The Building of Iwayama Tower 161
 Narita: The Sky of May 163
 Nasim 50
 No Way Out 94
 Nuisance Bear 116
 
O Octopus 144
 Offering, Seven Boats 155
 Once Upon a Time in Uganda 106
 One Hundred Years and Hope 63
 Our Memory Belongs to Us 145
 
P Party Poster 81
 Pay Off 85
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 Primera 142

R Rohingya 128
 
S Shifting Sands 149
 Spring Wind Project - We are here 97
 Summer in Narita 157
 Sun Dance 83
 Superwoman 167
 Surviving Fortress 78
 
T Tales of the Lane 84
 Tales of the Purple House  47
 Testimony 154
 That Orchestra with Broken Instruments 136
 The 2nd Repatriation 126
 The Act of Killing 129
 The Balcony Movie 123
 The Body of the Sea 73
 The Bone 75
 The Boys Club 90
 The Fire Within: A Requiem for Katia and 
 Maurice Krafft         121
 The Grass is Greener on the Other Side  65
 The House of Loss 82
 The Kiev Trial 120
 The One Who Runs Away is The Ghost 108
 The Oppressed Students 156
 The Plains 107
 The Talent Show 92
 The Teachers : Pink, Nature trail, Ridge 
 between rice paddies, Plum 96
 The Tomb of Kafka 130
 The Treasures of Crimea 55
 The Unstable Object 2 124
 The Wind Blows the Border 105
 Theater of the Sea 127
 This isn’t What It Appears 88
 Three Day War in Narita 159
 Time of Seeds 69
 
U Ultraviolette and the Blood-Spitters Gang 54
 Under Zelkova 95
 Until the Stones Speak 70
 Urban Solutions 147 
 
V Vigra 67 

W We, Students! 49
 Welcome 130
 What about China? 122
 What I Ever Wanted was “Ray” 87
 When There is No More Music to Write, and 
 Other Roman Stories 125
 Winter in Narita 158
 Worship 64 
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A Abbas FAHDEL 47
 Abbas REZAIE 62
 AI Weiwei 128
 Al Mamun SHEKH 94
 Alastair EVANS 59
 Ana Endara MISLOV 56
 Arman Gholipour DASHTAKI 86
 Arne BUTTNER 50
 Arne HECTOR 147
 Aung MYO 84
 Axel DANIELSON 148

B BAEK Jiyoon  167
 Ben RIVERS 131,132
 Ben RUSSELL 131
 Basile CARRÉ-AGOSTINI 51

C Cathryne CZUBEK 106
 CHA Jeamin  90
 CHOI Heehyun  88
 Christian KERMER 110
 Christian KRÖNES 110
 CHUN Chanyoung  71
 Crystal WONG 65

D Daniel Asadi FAEZI 79
 Daniel EISENBERG 124
 David EASTEAL 107
 Diem HA LE 46

E Emilija ŠKARNULYTĖ  101
 Eric BAUDELAIRE 125

F Farshad FADAIAN 78
 Fazila AMIRI 135
 Florian WEIGENSAMER 110
 Frederick WISEMAN 118

G Gabriela Osio VANDEN 116
 Gerard-Jan CLAES 139
 Gianluca MATARRESE 52
 Guillaume Fournier 149
 Guillermo CARRERAS-CANDI 53

H HAN Jinseop  167
 HONG Jinhwon  93
 HUANG Yin-Yu 66
 HWANG Da-Eun  96
 HWANG Sunyoung  88
 HYUGA Fumiari 140

I Idit AVRAHAMI 61

J Jack WEISMAN 116
 JANG Juyeong 76

 Jean-Claude ROUSSEAU 130
 Jennifer RAINSFORD 99
 JEON Jinkyu  82
 Joshua OPPENHEIMER 129
 JUNG Taekyoung 67

K KANG Sang-woo 85
 KANG Yesol  89
 Karim KASSEM 144
 Karl MALAKUNAS 60
 Karnit MANDEL 82
 Kek-Huat LAU 85
 KIM Byungchan  84
 KIM Dongwon  126
 KIM Eungsu  127
 KIM Hayon  83
 KIM Kyungman  70
 Kumjana NOVAKOVA 53
 KWON Aram  72
 KWON Heesue 87

L LAM ChingYi 87
 Laura FAERMAN 105
 LEE Byung-Ki 87
 LEE Changjun 74
 LEE Eunhee 79
 LEE Sohyun  92
 Lidia DUDA 112
 Lluis GALTER 104
 Luciana MAZETO 147
 Luke CORNISH 43, 134

M Mantas KVEDARAVIČIUS 113
 Marianela MALDONADO 137
 Marina WEIS 105
 Mattia COLOMBO 52
 Maximilien VAN AERTRYCK 148
 May Thyn KYI  149
 Michal VAKNIN 136
 Mila ZHLUKTENKO 79
 MIN Juhong  166
 Minze TUMMESCHEIT 147
 Muhammad FADLI 78

N New Asian Filmmakers Collective 114
 Ngima Gelu SHERPA 80
 Nida  MEHBOOB 81
 Nidal DEBS 146
 Nikolaus GEYRHALTER 103
 NISHIHARA Takashi  63
 Noam SHEIZAF 61

O Oeke HOOGENDIJK 55
 OGAWA Shinsuke 156~164
 OH Junghun    95
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 Ole JACOBS 50
 Olivia ROCHETTE 139

P PARK Hong-Yeol 96
 PARK Ka-Young 83
 PARK Koonje  73
 PARK Soeun  166
 PARK Yoonsung  168
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성공비지니스와 함께하는 최고의 경제단체
기업이 만드는 행복한 고양시 지역경제의 미래

고양상공회의소가 함께 합니다.

주요사업
정책 및 규제개혁·애로사항 대정부 건의, 기업애로종합지원센터 운영, BSI등 경제동향 조사, CEO아카데미 
운영, 제조물 책임보험(PL)공제사업, 유망중소기업 선정 및 정부포상 등 추천, FTA원산지증명 등 
무역인증서 발급, 공인인증서 발급·갱신 서비스, 국가기술자격시험 시행 (상설시험장 운영), 기업지원 
정보포털 올댓비즈 운영, 신년인사회, 세미나, 간담회, 조찬 강연, 회원사 직무능력 향상 교육

031-969-5817  l  경기도 고양시 일산동구 중앙로 1275번길 38-31

종합경제단체
모든 업종(농·수산업 등 
1차 산업은 제외)의 대·중소기업을 
총망라하여 상공업자 모두를 회원
으로 하는 종합 경제단체로서 
경제계 전체를 대표하는 
단체입니다. 

설립목적
상공업의 종합적인 개선 발전과 
국민경제 그리고 지역사회의 
균형성장을 도모함은 물론 
상공인의 권익보호를 위한 
대변기관으로서 다양하고
광범위한 서비스를 제공하는데 
있습니다.

공공경제단체
138년의 역사를 가진 
경제단체로서 특별법인 
상공회의소법(법률 제 274호)에 
의하여 설립, 운영되고 있는 법정 
민간경제단체 입니다.

[청년일자리지원]
청년내일채움공재
만 15세 이상 34세 이하 청년 신규 채용
청년지원금 2년후 1,200만원 +α

국민취업지원제도
저소득 구직자 등 취업취약계측에게
통합적인 취업지원서비스를 제공

[전문인력양성 과정 지원]
물류·창고관리 현장 전문가 양성
물류시스템, 지게차 운전 자격증 취득
중장비사용 안전교육 등 부터 취업까지

디자인·영상 콘텐츠 제작 인력 양성
포토샵과 일러스트레이터를 이용한 영상
제작에 필요한 준비 및 제작, 영상편집 등
필수 프로그램 교육, 취업 알선까지 

 

[중장년·시니어 일자리지원]
중장년일자리희망센터(만 40세 이상)
구인구직상담 및 채용박람회 개최
생애경력재설계·재도양 프로그램 운영
물류창고관리 양성과정 운영

시니어인턴십
만 60세 이상 신규 채용시
기업지원금 최대 6개월 240만원

[시니어 기업지원단 지원]
만 50세 이상 시니어 전문인력 
중소기업 활용지원 사업
경영전반(전략·기획 등), 무역(수출·입),
공장혁신(생산기술, 품질관리, 자동화
시스템 등), IT정보화, 마케팅·홍보 등

일자리 지원센터 운영


